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INTRODUCTION!TO!THE!ENGLISH!VERSION!
Tadashi'Hasegawa'was'my'wife’s'uncle.'I'met'him'for'the'first'time'


over'30'years'ago'after'Agnes'and'I'were'married'and'we'went'on'our'


honeymoon'in'Japan.'Tadashi'and'I'saw'each'other'again'many'times'


over'the'years'on'our'repeat'visits'to'Hiroshima'and'his'visits'to'the'


U.S.'We'became'very'good'friends.'


He'was'a'gentle'man'who'cared'deeply'for'his'fellow'human'


beings.'His'life’s'mission'was'to'speak'out'against'nuclear'war'and'he'


possessed'a'powerful'tool'with'which'to'do'so'–'his'story.'It'is'a'story'


of'immeasurable'horror'and'suffering'but'also'of'love,'compassion,'and'


grace.'He'wrote'his'autobiography'in'Japanese'and'it'was'published'in'


2010.'After'reading'the'book,'our'friend'Sammy'Izumida'said,'“This'is'


an'important'story'and'people'need'to'be'able'to'read'it'in'English.”'


We'decided'to'have'it'translated'and'found'John'Silverman'who,'with'


the'help'of'his'wife'Yumiko,'created'this'outstanding'translation.'An'


added'bonus'was'that'John'is'also'a'scholar'of'20th'C.'Japanese'history.'


His'many'footnotes'throughout'the'manuscript'are'illuminating.' '


Tadashi'was'also'a'quietly'determined'man.'He'rarely'spoke'of'


his'struggle'with'his'health'and'never'used'it'as'an'excuse'to'keep'him'


from'achieving'his'goals.'On'his'last'visit'to'California'he'insisted'on'


climbing'to'the'top'of'Vernal'falls'in'Yosemite'National'Park,'despite'


his'respiratory'problems'(unbeknownst'to'us'and'I'think'suspected'by'


him,'he'was'suffering'from'stage'4'lung'cancer,'diagnosed'upon'his'


return'to'Japan'and'which'later'claimed'his'life'in'2012).'No'matter'


how'he'was'feeling'on'any'particular'day,'what'he'showed'to'the'world'


was'his'sunny'disposition,'his'enthusiasm,'and'his'desire'to'learn'new'


things.' '


Agnes'and'I'are'pleased'to'be'able'to'continue'Tadashi’s'mission'


by'offering'this'English'translation'of'“On'August'6,'I'Was'14'Year'Old.”'


We’d'like'to'thank'Sammy'and'Takao'Izumida,'John'and'Yumiko'


Silverman,'Keiko'Page,'Kanoe'Tomita,'Marilyn'Zwiefach,'Reiko'


Okiyama'(Tadashi’s'long'time'assistant),'and'Chisako'Inoshita'for'their'







    


support'and'assistance.'Also,'The'Hiroshima'Peace'Memorial'Museum,'


The'Hiroshima'Municipal'Archives,'and'Mr.'Shogo'Yamahata'for'their'


permission'to'use'some'of'the'images'in'this'book'and'Joshi'Pauro'Kai'


Publishers'for'their'help'in'securing'copyright'permission.' '


It'is'our'hope'that'you'will'share'this'amazing'and'inspiring'


story'with'others.'An'oft\quoted'saying'is'“Those'that'ignore'history'


are'doomed'to'repeat'it.”'The'consequences'of'the'world’s'not'knowing'


or'remembering'about'what'took'place'on'August'6,'1945'is'too'great'a'


price'for'us'to'pay.'


'


Richard'Thaler'


August,'2013'
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Preface 
A'few'years'ago,'I'got'a'phone'request'from'the'then'principal'of'Tokyo'


Seibi'Elementary'School,'Sister'Higashigi'(now'deceased).'“I'would'like'


to'rigorously'convey'to'the'children'of'the'next'generation'the'value'of'


peace,'and'I'was'wondering'if'you'would'talk'about'your'experiences'


of'the'atomic'bomb?”'


At'that'time,'I'felt'that'this'would'be'a'good'chance'to'fulfill'the'


mission'of'all'atomic'bomb'victims,'and'without'thinking'too'deeply'I'


accepted' their' request.' But' then' I' started' to'worry' about' how' I'was'


going' to' convey' the' calamity' wrought' by' the' atomic' bomb' so' that'


those'sixth\grade'children'could'understand.'


Sr.'Higashigi' said,' “In'conjunction'with' the'year\long' theme'of'


peace' here' at' Seibi' Elementary' School,' I' will' take' the' children' on' a'


pilgrimage' to' Hiroshima' to' prepare' them,' and' you' can' take' it' from'


there.”'Nevertheless,' I'still' felt'uneasy.'At' last,' the'appointed'day'was'


upon'me.'As'soon'as'the'Principal'concluded'her'introduction'of'me'as'


the'lecturer,'an'energetic'boy'raised'his'hand.'“Teacher,'we'did'a'lot'of'


research'for'our'trip'to'Hiroshima,'but'we'couldn’t'find'anything'in'the'


materials' that' discussed'what' it' was' like' the'moment' the' bomb' fell'


down.'If'possible,'could'you'please'tell'us'about'that?”'


I'was'startled'by'the'serious'look'in'his'eyes.'I'answered,'“The'


bomb,'made'by'human'hands,'killed'over'100,000'people'in'an'instant,'


and' made' countless' people' suffer' from' burns' and' injuries.' There' is'


nothing'as'horrifying'as' that.' Something' like' this'must'never'happen'


on' this' earth' again,' no,' we' must' never' allow' something' like' this' to'


happen.'Because'it'is'the'responsibility'of'those'of'us'who'survived'to'


correctly'convey'that'sadness,'pain,'and'suffering,'let'me'tell'you'about'


my'experience'as'much'as'I'can.”'


But'in'a'limited'time'frame,'I'could'not'possibly'speak'of'all'my'


experiences.'This'sequence'of'events' is'what'made'me'come'to' think'


that' I' would' write' my' life' story.' Placing' value' on' the' words' of' the'


scripture'passage:'
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“I%solemnly%assure%you,%unless%a%grain%of%wheat%falls%to%the%earth%
and% dies,% it% remains% just% a% grain% of% wheat.% But% if% it% dies,% it%
produces%much%fruit.”'(John'12\14)'


Sr.'Higashigi'took'the'lead'in'addressing'the'issue'of'peace'and'planned'


the'children’s'peace'pilgrimage'to'Hiroshima.'Sister’s'hope'was'to'have'


the' children' come' into' contact' with' an' atomic' bomb' survivor,' and'


directly'hear'his'account'as'a'part'of'the'school'curriculum.'And'also'to'


have'even'one'more'person'walk' the'path'of'peace,' understanding'a'


peace'that'has'Christ'as'its'foundation.'


This'book,'my'autobiography,'has'been'written'with'the'utmost'


gratitude'to'the'thoughts'and'efforts'of'Sr.'Higashigi'and'the'children.'


May' this,' the' experience' of' one' atomic' bomb' survivor,'make' even' a'


small' contribution' towards' actualizing' real' peace' in' this'world.'May'


the'“small'peace”'in'people’s'hearts'blossom'into'“world'peace.”'


'


Where there is hatred, let me sow love. 
Where there is injury, pardon.'
'


May'the'light'of'this'prayer,'which'embodies'the'spirit'of'St.'Francis'of'


Assisi,'envelop'this'blue'world'even'one'day'sooner.'


'


'
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My!Life,!Which!Began!at!the!Same!Time!as!a!FifteenXyear!War!
I' was' born' on' July' 19,' Showa1' 6' (1931),' at'what' is' presently' called'


Hiroshima'City,'Nishi\Ward,'Kusunoki\town,'3\chome'44\1.' I'was' the'


youngest' child' of' the' three' boys' and' three' girls' of' the' Hasegawa'


family.'


My' father' named'me'Tadashi,' choosing' a' Chinese' character'with' the'


components'meaning'“child'born'in'the'year'of'the'sheep.”2'


On' September' 18' of' that' year,' the' Manchurian' incident'


occurred'(a'war'provoked'by'Japan'in'Northeastern'China),'beginning'


in'earnest'the'Japanese'invasion'of'China.'For'that'reason,'amidst'the'


omens' of' war,' the' birth' of' a' male' child' who' could' eventually' be' of'


service'to'his'country'was'a'great'joy'to'my'parents'and'our'neighbors.'


Looking'back'in'history,'even'well'before'I'was'born,'Hiroshima'


was'a'town'deeply'connected'with'war.' In'August'Meiji'27'(1894),'at'


the' start' of' the' Sino\Japanese' War,' Hiroshima' Castle' (Rijo' Castle)3'


served'as'General'Headquarters'(daihon’ei'where'meetings'were'held'
for' the' Supreme' War' Council,' over' which' the' Emperor' directly'


presided).'The'Meiji'Emperor'himself'stayed'there'for'7'months'while'


directly'conducting'the'war.'For'a'strategic'headquarters'to'be'located'


in'a'provincial'and'small'city'with'a'population'of'about'90,000'people'


(at'that'time)'is'something'unheard'of'before'or'since.'From'that'time'


on,'Hiroshima'came'to'be'called'“Military'Metropolis'Hiroshima.”4' '


The'Sino\Japanese'War'was'concluded'after'8'months'in'March'


of' the' next' year' in' Meiji' 28' (1895).' However,' in' February' Meiji' 37'


(1904),'a'mere'9'years'later,'the'Russo\Japanese'war'started.'Then'10'


                                            
1 The Japanese Imperial Years indicate the year of an Emperor’s reign, 
Showa 6, would be the sixth year of the Showa Emperor’s (Hirohito) reign.  
2 Tadashi’s father chose the Chinese character “9” ±��²for his name. If 
you break it apart in sections:±3 person0� sheep0b I² 
3 Hiroshima Castle is referred to as¯J (rijou) in Japanese, meaning “carp 
castle.”  
4 “Military Metropolis Hiroshima” is a loose translation of � \V±	��
����²lit. Military/city/Hiroshima 
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years' after' that' the' First' World' War' broke' out' in' Taisho' 3' (1914),'


followed'by'the'dispatch'of'troops'to'Siberia'right'after'the'time'of'the'


Russian'Revolution'from'July'Taisho'7'(1918)'until'October'Taisho'11'


(1922).'All'the'while,'Hiroshima'remained'an'important'center'for'the'


military.' A'military' railroad' line' was' laid' from' Hiroshima' Station' to'


Ujina'Port,'from'which'many'soldiers'and'war'materiel'were'deployed'


to'the'war'zone.'


Under' such' circumstances,' the' September' Showa' 6' (1931)'


Manchurian'incident'(at'Mukden5,'the'Liutiao'Lake'explosion'occurred,'


leading' to' the' invasion'of' China'by' Japan),'which'developed' into' the'


July' Showa' 12' (1937)' Marco' Polo' Bridge' incident' (in' 1937' on' the'


bridge' at' Lugou' in' Beijing,' China' a' battle' broke' out' between' the'


Japanese' Imperial' Army' which' was' in' training' exercises' and' the'


Chinese' National' Revolutionary' Amy),' which' expanded' into' the'


Second'Sino\Japanese'War,'and'eventually'the'December'7,'Showa'16'


(1941)' surprise' attack' on' Pearl' Harbor' that' started' the' Pacific'War.'


This'is'the'war'that'continued'for'about'15'years,'until'the'day'called'


“shusen,”' the'conclusion'of'the'war,'August'15,'Showa'20'(1945).'The'
start'of'my'life'coincided'with'the'outbreak'of'this'“fifteen\year'war.”'


When' I' think' back' now,' these' values' seem' extremely'


anachronistic,' but' in' a' time' of' full\blown' war,' considering' that' my'


family'was'of'samurai'descent,'and'on'top'of'that'having'had'the'spirit'


of' the' popular' slogan' at' that' time,' “Selfless' Devotion”' (sacrificing'


yourself' and' serving' others);' we' may' have' had' some' unique' family'


ways.'For'example,'when'I'was'about'4'years'old,'I'had'already'begun'


to'run'around' the'house'singing,' “I' love'soldiers.'When' I'get'bigger' I'


want'to'ride'my'horse'saying' ‘giddy'up’'with'a'gun'over'my'shoulder'


and'a'sword'on'my'hip.”'My'older'sister,'who'was'the'third'daughter'


and'2'years'older'than'me,'would'often'get'out'all'kinds'of'props'and'


make' believe' she' was' a' military' nurse.' I' remember' that' she' would'


suddenly' grab'me' and'make'me' play' the' roll' of' a' wounded' soldier.'


                                            
5 Mukden is north of modern day Shenyang, China 
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Even'though'every'day'was'like'that,' for'a'few'years'until' I'had'to'go'


up'to'elementary'school'I'spent'relatively'peaceful,'fun\filled'days'with'


my'many'playmates'from'the'neighborhood.'


!
Entering!Elementary!School!in!a!Time!of!War!


On'April'1,'Showa'13'(1938),' I'had'reached'the'age'of'6'and'entered'


Hiroshima' City' Oshiba' Elementary' School.' I' remember' my' mother'


leading' me' by' the' hand' through' the' school' gate,' where' the' cherry'


blossoms'were'in'full'bloom,'as' if' they'were'welcoming'the'incoming'


first'grade'class.'Around'the'middle'of'the'school'grounds'was'a'large'


willow' tree.'As' I'walked'underneath' it' on'purpose,' its' long'drooping'


branches'gently'patted'me'on'the'head.'The'feelings'and'smells'of'that'


moment' and' the' excitement' of' being' a' brand\new' first' grader' are'


memories'I'cannot'forget.'


On'the'day'of' the'entrance'ceremony,'we'went'straight' to'our'


classrooms'where'our'homeroom'teacher'Ms.'Hanako'Tsukioka'told'us'


lots' of' things' to' be' careful' about' at' school.' Once' the' Entrance'


Ceremony'had'concluded'out'on'the'school'grounds,'the'new'students'


were' lead' to' the' auditorium.' Straw' mats' were' laid' out' on' the'


hardwood' floor' and' there' were' four' lines' of' desks' that' looked' like'


tailors’'workbenches.'On'top'of'these'were'cherry'blossom\patterned'


bowls'full'of'sekihan%(red'rice),'alongside'that'were'teacups,'two'slices'
of'pickled\radish,'and'sets'of'chopsticks,'all'perfectly'prepared.' '


The'first'graders'were'seated'facing'each'other'across'the'desks'


and' when' the' teacher' gave' the' cue,' we' put' our' palms' together,'


energetically'said'‘itadakimasu,’'and'started'eating'sekihan.6' The'sixth'
grade'girls' looked'after'us,' silently' coming'and'going' in'between' the'


spaces'where'we'were'seated.'As'you'ate'up'your'red'rice,'the'Oshiba'


Elementary'school'emblem'that'was'burned'into'the'bottom'of'our'rice'


bowls'would'gradually'appear.' I' remember'staring'at' the' insignia'on'


                                            
6 itadakimasu is a polite greeting said before meals and means, “we humbly 
receive.” 
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the'brand'new'hats'we'would'be'wearing'every'day'and'comparing'it'


to' the'rice'bowls.'We'had'this'very'peaceful'entrance'ceremony'even'


as' the' smoldering' smell' of' war' was' getting' stronger,' the' sound' of'


military' boots' was' growing' louder,' and' soldiers' and' materiel' were'


being'shipped'out'overseas,'almost'daily'from'Ujina'Military'Port.'


I'was' assigned' to' the' co\ed' yellow' class,' because' of'my'weak'


disposition.'The'blue'and'the'white'classes'were'all'boys,'and'the'pink'


and'red'classes'were'all'girls.'Our'yellow'class'was'about'35'students'


evenly'mixed'between'boys' and' girls,' slightly' smaller' than' the'other'


classes.' On' page' one' of' our' first' national' language' textbooks' was'


written' in' katakana,' “they' have' bloomed,' they' have' bloomed,' the'
cherries' have' bloomed.”7' It' might' be' because' this' lesson' coincided'


with'the'blossoming'cherries'I'saw'at'the'school'gate'on'the'day'of'the'


entrance'ceremony;'it'left'a'strong'impression'on'me.'


Then' on' page' two'was,' “advance,' advance,' soldiers' advance.”'


Looking'back'now,'the'groundwork'for'the'dissemination'of'militarism'


through'school'curriculum'had'already'begun'\'even' for' first'graders'


who'knew'absolutely'nothing'about'what'was'going'on'in'the'world.'


So,'you'would'be'singing'a'peaceful'rustic'song'like,'“The'village'


God'protects'us,' today' is' the'happy'festival'day,%don%don%hyarara%don%
hyarara,”'but'as'time'went'on,'more'and'more,'you'would'be'praising'
the' national' flag,' singing,' “Red' on' a' field' of' white,' the'hinomaru,' oh'
how' lovely' Japan’s' flag' is,”' or' singing,' “thanks' to' the' soldiers…”'We'


were'taught'that,'“We'should'study'with'a'heart'filled'with'the'grateful'


spirit,'saying'‘Thank'you'soldiers!’'We'are'able'to'live'such'a'peaceful'


daily'existence'on'account'of'the'soldiers'of'powerful'Japan,'who'risk'


their'lives'fighting'for'the'sake'of'the'country.”'


I' think' it' was' on' the' occasion' of' the' Fall' Athletics' Meet' in'


Second'Grade'that'we'sang,' '


                                            
7 Katakana is a Japanese alphabet of 46 letters.  Students learned these 
before Chinese Characters and Hiragana.  The actual text in the book is 
� �#�  �#  �-� ��  �#�saita saita sakura ga saita. 
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'


“Planes,'planes,'la'la'la,'la'la'la,'right'above'my'head,'right'above'


the'house,'where'did'you'go,'planes,'planes,'la'la'la,'la'la'la,'over'


the'temple,'over'the'shrine,'where'did'you'go…”' '


'


I'can'vividly'remember'us'singing'that'song,'making'airplane'wings'by'


spreading' our' arms' straight' out,' forming' a' circle' and' dancing' under'


the'sway'of'the'educational'policy'that'slowly'incited'children’s'hearts'


with'the'expression'“To'the'Mainland!'To'the'sky!”'I'was'programmed'


to'have'a'subconscious'awareness'of'the'war.'


'


2600th!Anniversary!of!the!Imperial!Founding!of!Japan!
In' Showa'15' (1940)8,' the' year' I'was' promoted' from' second' to' third'


grade,' Japan'was' abuzz'with' the' celebratory' spirit' of' the' 2600' Year'


Anniversary' of' the' Imperial' founding' of' Japan.' It'was' said' that' 2600'


Years'before,'on'February'11,'at'Kashiwara,' in'the'country'of'Yamato'


(present' day' Nara' Prefecture),' Emperor' Jimmu' was' enthroned,'


establishing' the' country' of' Japan.' Although' people' used' to' celebrate'


The' Day' of' Origin' every' year' on' February' 11,' that' year'marked' the'


milestone' of' 2600'years,' making' it' particularly' special.' Accordingly,'


preparations'were'made'for'a'five\day'nationwide'festival'to'begin'on'


February'11.'


At'my'elementary'school'on'the'day'of'the'ceremony,'a'statue'of'


the'Emperor'Jimmu'taller'than'the'height'of'an'adult'had'been'erected'


on'the'stage'in'the'auditorium.'Maybe'it'just'seemed'big'to'me'because'


we' were' children,' but' from' my' perspective' it' was' larger' and' taller'


than'the'principal.'Clad'in'attire'from'the'mythological'age,'just'like'the'


illustration'drawn'in'the'history'textbooks,'his'hair'was'parted'in'the'


middle'with'a'bun'above'each'ear.' In'his' left'hand'he'gripped'a'great'


bow'with'a'Golden'Kite'perched'atop'it.'It'was'a'very'valiant'figure.'


                                            
8 The Showa Era began in 1925, when Emperor Hirohito ascended the 
throne and ended with the passing of Emperor Hirohito in 1989 
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Once'the'ceremony'had'started,'one'of'the'teachers'reverently'


carried'a'long,'thin,'black\lacquered'wooden'box'to'the'podium'where'


the'white\gloved'principal' stood'by' to' receive' it,' placing' it' on' top'of'


the'desk.'He'then'proceeded'to'slowly'untie'the'bound'cord'on'top'of'


the'box,'silently'lifted'the'deep'lid'and'set'it'down'with'precision'next'


to'the'box.'From'the'box'he'removed'a'scroll'wrapped'in'a'violet'cloth,'


and'with'it'placed'on'his'left'hand'he'skillfully'unrolled'it'with'his'right.'


It'seemed'to'take'so'long,'with'us'standing'there'at'attention'the'whole'


time.'The'atmosphere'was'so'tense'that'even'a'single'cough'would'not'


be'tolerated.'


Finally,'the'principal'unrolled'with'both'hands'a'piece'of'paper'


that'looked'like'a'certificate'and'intoning'in'a'voice'different'from'his'


usual' speaking' voice,' slowly' recited' the' Imperial' Rescript' on'


Education,' which' begins,' “Know' ye,' our' subjects:' Our' Imperial'


ancestors' have' founded' our' Empire……”9' Concluding' the' recitation'


with'the'words'“gyomei%gyoji”'(the'Imperial'name'and'seal),'he'rolled'it'
up' again' and' reverently' placed' it' back' in' its' wooden' container.' Not'


having'the'slightest' idea'what'he'had' just'said,'we'all'sighed' in'relief'


thinking,' “Good' grief,' is' that' finally' over?”' However' the' ceremony'


continued' on' longer.' The' previous' teacher' received' the' wooden'


container'from'the'Principal'and'silently'exited'the'auditorium.'In'his'


place' a' female' teacher' advanced' to' the' piano' and' the' entire' student'


body' heartily' sang' in' accompaniment,' “We' are' illuminated' by' the'


splendid'light'of'Japan,'the'shining'Golden'Kite…”10' '


!
!


                                            
9 Promulgated on Oct 30, 1890, this document made Confucian values the 
core of Japan’s modern education system.  It was distributed to all schools 
and had sacred value. All teachers and students were made to bow to it, and 
teachers and principles occasionally risked their lives to save it from fire. 
10 The Golden Kite here refers to the species of bird, not the toy. The Kite 
was a messenger of the Gods, referred to in the second oldest Japanese 
History, the Nihon Shoki, completed in 720 AD. 
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!
The!Streets!and!Schools!of!“Military!Metropolis!Hiroshima”'


Just' as' the' name' “Military' Metropolis,”' suggests,' about' 40%' of'


Hiroshima' City' was' occupied' by' the' military.' The' Western' Parade'


Grounds' (presently' the'Motomachi' area' including' the' former' site' of'


the' Hiroshima' People’s' Municipal' Ballpark11)' were' surrounded' by' a'


line'of'barracks'of' the'Hiroshima'5th'Division'and' the'11th'Hiroshima'


Regiment.' Then,' there' was' a' cluster' of' military' facilities' at' the' East'


Parade'Ground'(presently' the' foothill' region'which'can'be'seen' from'


the' San’yo' Bullet' Train' Line' Hiroshima' Station,' North' Exit).' Situated'


there' were' Infantry,' Cavalry,' Field' Artillery' (including' a' heavy' field'


artillery'group,'and'a'mountain'artillery'group),'Transportation'Corps'


(shipping'corps),'Signal'Corps,'Engineering'Corps,'the'Hiroshima'Army'


Youth' Academy' (A'military' prep' school' to'which'middle' school' first'


graders12' and'above' could' take' the' entrance' exam),' as'well' as' other'


units.'In'addition,'the'supply'depots'and'ammunition'dumps,'and'even'


the'weapons'arsenals' that'were'attached'to' these,'were' located'right'


in' the' center' of' the' city.' There'were' two' large\scale' army' hospitals,'


and' aside' from' these' there'were' smaller' ones' established' at' several'


other' sites.' It' goes' without' saying' that' these' facilities' held' lavish'


events' to' commemorate' the' 2600th' Anniversary' of' the' Imperial'


Founding.'


In' the' city,' repeated' parades'would'weave' their'way' through'


spaces'between'the'houses'built'along'the'tangle'of'roads' in'the'Joka'


area,13' which'sprawled'out'from'the'central'Hiroshima'Castle,'known'


as'Rijo' Castle.' In' the' daytime,' small' Japanese' flags'were' carried' in' a'
                                            
11 Home of the pro baseball Japan League Hiroshima Carp until the 2009 
Season. 
12 I have chosen to use middle school first grader instead of the American 
term seventh grader or middle school freshman. This is also more in line 
with the Japanese usage. I will maintain this terminology throughout the 
text. 
13 Jokamachi means the town below the castle, or the town surrounding the 
castle. 
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“Flag'Procession.”'In'the'evening,'to'give'off'the'effect'of'the'Rising\Sun'


flag,'handheld'paper'lanterns'with'alternating'strips'of'red'and'white'


affixed' to' them' were' carried' in' celebratory' parades' called' “lantern'


processions.”' A' chorus' of' “Long' live' the' Emperor!”' reverberated'


throughout'the'town.14'


I' recall' that' sometime' around' the' celebrations' for' the' 2600th'


Anniversary'of'the'Imperial'Founding,'a'building'called'the'“hoan’den”'
was' erected' inside' our' school' gates.' There' had' been' a' statue' of'


Ninomiya'Kinjiro' reading'a'book'while'hauling' firewood'on'his'back.'


Then'one'day'it'had'been'moved'next'to'the'flagpole'in'a'corner'of'the'


schoolyard,' and' the' flagpole' had' been' replaced'with' a' pole' that'was'


shaped'like'the'mast'of'a'battleship.' ' '


The'hoan’den'was'a'magnificent'structure'like'a'Buddhist'altar'
typically' found' at' home,' only' several' times' larger.' In' the' front' there'


were' two' doors'with' shiny' golden\colored' Imperial' chrysanthemum'


crests' affixed,' and' they'were' locked' tight.' According' to' the' teachers,'


the'go.shin’ei'and'the' Imperial'Rescript'on'Education'were'housed' in'
there.' The' “go.shin’ei”' was' the' portrait' of' his' and' her' majesty' the'
Emperor'and'Empress,'and'was'hung'slightly'recessed'from'the'center'


of' the' approximately' 3' by' 3' meter' hoan’den.' The' hoan’den' was'
cordoned'off'by'a'thick'chain,'with'a'row'of'short'shrubbery'enclosing'


the'chain'so'that'children'could'not'easily'get'near'it.'Even'though'the'


building'was' located' in'a'corner'of'our'schoolyard' it'had'a' forbidden'


air'to'it.'


In'spite'of'that,'this'structure'was'situated'so'that'students'had'


to'pass'by'it'on'their'way'to'and'from'school,'and'we'were'ordered'to'


observe' special' rituals' whenever' passing' by' it.' When' you' were'


walking,' you'were' to' lift' up' your' thigh' until' your' knee'was' at' a' 90'


degree'angle'to'your'waist,'and'you'had'to'swing'both'arms'vigorously'


back' and' forth.' Adjusting' your' cadence,' you' then' had' to' come' to' a'


position'of'attention' facing' the'hoan’den.'Then'you'were'obligated' to'
                                            
14 Tenno heika banzai! 
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take'off'your'school'cap'and'bow'the'deepest'bow'of'respect'(bending'


90'degrees'at' the'hips'and'deeply' lowering'your'head).'These'orders'


were' very' strict.' These' rituals'were'meant' to' train' us' to' respect' the'


Emperor,'who'was'a'living'god'and'who'appeared'in'this'world'taking'


the'form'of'a'human'being.'


I' think' it'was' around' this' time' that' the' news' story' about' the'


Asahi' Newspaper' Company' airplane' spread' throughout' Japan.' This'


plane'had'succeeded'in'traveling'10,000'km'without'landing.'The'kids'


at'school'raised'their'voices'in'song'“flying'10,000'km'of'sky,'flying'in'


the'sky.”'In'the'shadows'of'this'kind'of'carnival'mood,'ordinary'people'


were' uninformed,' and' even' had' no' way' of' knowing' the' terrible'


suffering' of' the' people' that' were' being' colonially' subjugated' at' the'


hands' of' the' Japanese' Army' in' the' neighboring' countries' of' Korea,'


shina'(the'old'term'used'at'the'time'to'refer'to'China),'and'manshu'(the'
northeastern'region'of'China).'


At'the'time'we'were'living'in'a'place'about'2'kilometers'north'


of'the'center'of'Hiroshima'City.'From'our'place'you'could'see'the'Army'


Engineering' Corp' barracks' on' the' opposite' shore' of' the' Ota' River.' I'


once' saw'several' small'boats' that' looked' like' they'were'made'out'of'


tin'about'7'meters'in'length'and'2'meters'wide.'They'were'performing'


maneuvers' of' enemy' evasion' by' leaving' a' trail' of' smoke' along' the'


surface'of'the'water.'Another'time,'I'saw'the'Infantry,'the'Signal'Corps,'


and' Field' Artillery' Infantrymen' participating' together' in' a' drill' with'


live' ammunition,' I' assume' it'was' a' joint'military' exercise.'But' to'my'


eyes' it' just' seemed' like' they'were' playing' a' very' elaborate' game' of'


war.'


One'day,'near' the'opposite' shore'of' the'Ota'River,'a' landmine'


exploded'on'the'sandbar'that'was'called'Middle'Island.'As'it'flashed,'a'


plume'of'black'smoke'and'a'cloud'of'sand'flew'upwards.'At'that'instant'


I'felt'the'ground'quake'and'there'was'a'huge'roar'so'loud'that'it'shook'


the' pit' of'my' stomach.' Even'with' both' hands' firmly' covering' up'my'


ears,' the'sound'of' that'explosion'hit'me' like' it'was'piercing'my'skull.'
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Overwhelmed'with' fear'and'with'my'legs'trembling,' I'ran'back'home'


some' 50' meters' away.' But' even' after' going' inside' the' house' the'


continuing' explosions' made' the' windowpanes' buzz' with' vibration.'


The'fear'of'that'moment'remains'even'now'in'the'hollows'of'my'mind.'


Meanwhile,'at'school'we'learned'the'story'of'Kiguchi'Kohei,'the'


Army'bugler'who'wouldn’t' take'the'bugle' from'his'mouth'even'as'he'


died,'and'we'heard'the'heroic'tale'of'the'“three'human'bombs.”15' As'a'


boy' in' that' kind' of' environment' and' seeing' live' military' exercises'


going' on' right' before' my' very' eyes,' playing' cool' war' games' was' as'
natural' as' can' be.' I' wasn’t' even' taught' this' by' anyone;' I' simply'


acquired'militaristic'ideas'one'after'another'in'a'natural'way.'


!
‘The!Red!Letter’!Delivered!to!My!Oldest!Brother!


One'day'out'of'the'blue,'a'draft'notice'(commonly'referred'to'as'a'‘Red'


Letter’),' addressed' to' my' oldest' brother' who' was' working' at' the'


Ministry' of' Communications,' was' delivered' to' our' house.' The' draft'


system'was'in'effect'at'that'time'and'all'males'twenty'years'of'age'and'


above'had'to'serve'in'the'military'once'they'had'taken'the'conscription'


physical.' It' was' called' the' ‘Red' Letter’' because' the' draft' notice' was'


printed'on'bright'red'paper.'


Once'my'parents'had' informed' the'head'of' the'Neighborhood'


Association' about' the' notice,' a' streamer' dyed' in' red' letters' was'


delivered' a' few' days' later' saying' “Congratulations' on' Entering' the'


Army.”16' The'number'of'streamers'steadily'continued'to'increase'with'


each' passing' day,' so' that' the' front' of' our' place' was' soon' buried' in'


them.'You'even'started'hearing'military'songs'like,'“Our'Emperor'has'


                                            
15 Kiguchi Kohei was a soldier in the Sino-Japanese war who was celebrated 
for bravery in pre-war morality textbooks.  His story is told in Donald 
Keene’s Appreciations of Japanese Culture p.278 
16 Early in the war, when enthusiasm and material were plenty, each boy 
who was drafted would receive one of the streamers that were tethered to a 
pole like koinobori and proudly displayed in the front of the house. 
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summoned'you,' offering' your' life…”'It'was' a' collective'neighborhood'


celebration.17'


On'the'day'my'oldest'brother'was'to'be'inducted'into'the'army,'


he' expressed' words' of' gratitude' in' front' of' the' people' who' had'


gathered'to'see'him'off,'saying,'“I'am'ready'to'lay'down'my'entire'life'


for' the'sake'of' the'country'as'a'soldier'being'sent' to' the' front.”'After'


the'people'all'cheered,'“banzai!”'three'times,'my'oldest'brother'walked'
away' through' a' sea' of' little' Japanese' flags' in' the' direction' of' the'


Motomachi' 6th'Unit' (Field'Artillery).' Praying' for'his' safe' return' from'


the' front,' the' faces' of' the' people' who' had' come' to' see' him' off,'


especially' my' parents,' looked' so' tense.' It' was' probably' their'


awareness'that'it'was'the'people’s'duty'to'protect'the'home'front'(the'


work'of'those'not'going'to'the'front),'and'that'they'had'to'pep'up'the'


soldiers'who'were'shipping'out'to'the'frontlines.'


Naturally,' in' complete' contrast' to' the'night' before,' it'was' sad'


going' from' celebrating'my' brother’s' induction' by' preparing' red' rice'


and' a' whole' sea' bream' with' head' and' tail18,' to' having' one' family'


member'missing' at' the' dinner' table.'With' the' echoes' of' the' song' to'


send'off' soldiers' to' the' front' still' in'my' ears,' “To' return' victoriously'


with'courage,'we'have'left'our'country'vowing,'not'to'be'killed'without'


rendering' gallant' deeds,'whenever' I' hear' the' bugle' urging' the' army'


advance…”19' I'went'to'bed,'but'I'could'not'easily'find'sleep.'


Not'long'after'my'oldest'brother'was'called'up,'the'gates'of'the'


houses'all'over' town'came'to'be' lined'up'with' these'streamers'and' I'


began'to'acutely'feel'the'tense'atmosphere'even'in'my'innocent'heart.' '


                                            
17 The opening lines to the popular Military song, �>^=L���t� “A 
Song to Send Off Deploying Soldiers.” 
18 Special Japanese dishes used for a celebration.  
19 The opening lines to the popular Military song,�©E�t�“The 
Encampment Song.” 
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Around'this'time,'you'would'often'hear'the'slogan'“rich'country,'


strong' army.”20' When' I' asked' my' dad' what' it' meant,' he' told' me' it'


meant,' “increasing' the' country’s'wealth,' and' gathering' the' youth' for'


the'military.”'


At' school' we' would' sing' the' Village' Blacksmith' Song' “Never'


resting' for'a'moment,' the'echo'of' the'hammers’'blows…”'and'when' I'


got'home,'I'would'hum'the'valiant'military'hymn,'“Behold'the'dawn'on'


the' eastern' sea…”21' Even' children’s' games' of' playing' soldier' got'


ramped' up' one' level' in' enthusiasm.' For' the' boys' at' that' time,' the'


martial' spirit'was'being' firmly' inculcated' through'play.'Such'was' the'


way'of'the'world'at'that'time.'


However,' it'cannot'be'said'that'every'corner'of'our'daily' lives'


was'tinged'with'the'color'of'military'spirit.'Motorcycle'races'were'held'


at'the'Western'Parade'Grounds,'and'the'Grand'Sumo'Tour'made'a'stop'


in'Hiroshima.'This'was'perhaps'due'to'fact'that'at'that'time'there'was'


a'Hiroshima\born' sumo'wrestler'named'Akinoumi'who' shared'equal'


popularity'with' the' fair\skinned'wrestler' called'Terukuni.' In' the' fall,'


they'held'a'Spirit'Welcoming'Festival'at'the'Gokoku'Shrine'next'to'the'


Western' Parade' ground' complex.' We' had' heard' that' the' Spirit'


Welcoming' Festival' was' some' kind' of' ceremony' of' thanksgiving' to'


console'the'brave'souls'of'those'who'had'given'their'lives'for'the'sake'


of' the' country.' But' to' a' child' like'me,' I' hadn’t' the' slightest' concern'


about'that;'the'most'enjoyable'part'was'going'to'this'festive'place'and'


having' someone' buy' you' some' unusual' foods.' I' remember' following'


behind'the'grown'ups'filled'with'anticipation.'One'memory'I'have'from'


this'occasion'is'being'bought'a'stock'of'sugarcane'with'a'brownish\red'


skin,'and'using'it'like'a'cane'as'we'walked.'We'came'home'and'peeled'


                                            
20 fukoku kyohei �QH]=�a slogan that dates back to the Meiji 
Restoration in the 1860s. 
21 “The Patriotic March”�aH��l� 
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the'skin,'and'when'I'firmly'bit'down'on'the'fibrous'inner'portion,'the'


sweet'juices'flowed'into'my'mouth.'That'was'unbearably'delicious.'


'


National!People’s!Schools!
In'April'of'Showa'16(1941),'Hiroshima'City'Oshiba'Elementary'School'


was'renamed'Oshiba'National'People’s'School'and'elementary'school'


students' were' to' be' called' “National' People’s' School' Primary' Level'


Pupils.”22' All'males,'boys'and'men'alike,'were'compelled'to'wear' the'


“National' People’s' Clothing,”' which' were' just' like' military' issue'


clothing' and' consisted' of' a' yellowish\brown' hue' called,' “National'


Defense'Color,”'and'put'on'a'military'field'cap.23' By'changing'the'name'


of'the'dry\grass'color'that'had'until'then'been'called'khaki'to'“National'


Defense'Color,”'we'were,'just'as'the'words'suggest,'completely'buried'


in'a'sea'of'wartime'color.'Meanwhile,'the'phrase'“Rich'Country'Strong'


Army”'was'being'emphasized' through'repetition'around' town'and'at'


school.' ' '


That'year'I'was'going'into'fourth'grade'and'I'was'moved'from'a'


co\ed'class'to'an'all'boys’'class.'The'supposed'reason'was'that,'“unless'


he'is'robustly'trained'as'a'Japanese'Man,'he'will'not'be'raised'as'a'child'


that' can' be' of' service' to' the' country.”' But,' for' me,' being' short' on'


physical' strength' to' begin'with,' just' attempting' to' do' the' drills' (the'


military' education' and' training' carried' out' in' schools' at' that' time)'


together' with' the' boys' who' had' been' training' in' boys\only' groups'


from' before,' would' soon' get'me' exhausted' and' I' would' go' pale.'My'


classmates' used' to' make' fun' of' me,' and' I' would' be' showered' with'


insults.' Gritting' my' teeth,' with' big' beads' of' sweat' dripping' down,' I'


would'give'it'my'best'effort,'but'I'could'not'do'it.'


I'used'to'sing'from'memory,'“In'God’s'stead'we'strike'down'the'


unjust,' the' unparalleled' loyalty' and' bravery' of' our' soldiers…” 24'


                                            
22 National People’s Schools are kokumingakkoHvOr 
23 Military Field Cap is sentobod¥Y 
24 The Japanese Army Song, nipponrikugun,�jq¦�� 
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without'knowing' its'contents'or'meaning;'recalling' it'now,' it'was'the'


kind'of'song'that'displayed'the'arrogance'of'Japan'at'that'time.'


'


The!Swimming!Drill!and!My!Frail!Body!
Even'though'I'used'to'live'right'next'to'the'Ota'River,'being'a'coward'


and'afraid'of'water' I' couldn’t' swim.'Out'of'all' the'boys' in'my'class,' I'


think'I'must'have'been'the'only'one'who'couldn’t'swim.'At'that'time'in'


our' schools' it'was'normal' to' learn' swimming' in' the' river.'We'would'


put'on'our'red'swimming'caps'and' in'case'things'went'bad,'we'were'


told' to' tie' a' thick' rope' firmly' around' our' waists' as' a' lifeline.' We'


formed'a' line'and'hesitantly'waded'into'the'water,'eventually'getting'


in'as'deep'as'the'waist'of'the'teacher'who'was'leading'us'in.'But'as'a'


child,'the'water'was'already'at'my'chest\level.'As'I'stood'in'the'current'


the'sand'at'my'feet'gradually'began'to'erode,'creating'a'small'hole.'The'


more'I'struggled'to'plant'my'feet'so'as'not'to'drift'away,'the'deeper'the'


hole' in' the' sand'under'my' feet'got,' and' the'more'unstable' I'became.'


My'fear'of'water'was'escalating'by'the'second.' '


My'teacher'loudly'shouted'at'me,'as'if'he'could'read'my'mind,'


“being'able'to'swim'means'protecting'your'life.'What'are'you'going'to'


do'if'you'get'assigned'to'the'Navy?”'I'was'overwhelmed'with'feelings'


of'shame'and'misery'because'I'had'been'scolded'in'front'of'everyone.'


So'in'order'to'hide'my'tears,' I'took'a'deep'breath,'and'puffed'out'my'


cheeks'and'put'my'face'into'the'water.'However'my'fear'prevented'me'


from'submerging'my'head'completely.' '


Completely' possessed' by' panic,' I' tried' to' do' the' same' thing'


over'and'over,'but'in'vain.'Finally'my'teacher'pushed'my'head'into'the'


water'with'all'of'his'strength.'Not'being'able'to'breathe,'I'tried'to'stand'


up'again,'but'I'could'not'because'my'legs'failed'me.'I'must'have'been'


panicking;'I'swallowed'a'lot'of'river'water.'


After'my' teacher’s' rough'encouragement,' suddenly'my' fear'of'


water'subsided.'After'sometime,'I'came'to'the'point'that'I'could'swim,'


little' by' little.' Thanks' to' this' experience,' during' my' fourth' grade'
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summer'break,'my'play'world'expanded'and'I'was'able'to'have'more'


fun'than'ever.'I'couldn’t'believe'it'myself.'After'that,'no'one'teased'me'


by'calling'me,'“the'last'unripe'gourd.”'I'was'able'to'shed'my'weak'skin.'


I'could'say'that'this'is'the'time'when'I'learned'how'important'it' is'to'


always' have' confidence' in'whatever' you' do.' I' couldn’t' believe' that' I'


used' to' catch' colds' at' the' slightest' provocation' and' go' to' school'


coughing'in'a'thick'cotton\padded'kimono'and'jacket.'


'


'


'
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The Storm of War 
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School!Days!and!the!Breakout!of!the!Pacific!War!
On'December'8,'Showa'16'(1941),'the'Japanese'army,'which'up'to'that'


point'had'advanced'through'East'and'South\East'Asia'without'tasting'


defeat,'started'a'new'war'against'the'United'States'and'England.'This'


was'the'Pacific'War,'the'so\called'‘Great'East'Asian'War.’'That'day,'the'


radio' started' by' playing' the' warship' march 25 ' that' begins,' “For'


protecting'and'attacking'with' this'black' steel…”'Next'a'hurried'voice'


repeated'over'and'over,'“This'is'breaking'news,'this'is'breaking'news.'


Before'dawn'on'December'8,'the'Armed'Forces'of'Imperial'Japan'have'


entered' into' a' state' of' hostility' with' the' United' States' and' Great'


Britain.”'I'remember'that'even'my'child’s'heart'was'so'excited'that'my'


“blood'boiled'and'flesh'danced”'from'hearing'this'news'many'times.'


At' school'before' classes' started,' in' the' classrooms'and'on' the'


school'grounds,'and'even'at'the'principal’s'talk'at'the'morning'meeting,'


people'proudly'boasted' that' the' Japanese'military'had' started'a'new'


war.' On' the' neighborhood' bulletin' board,' various' posters' were'


displayed'to'whip'up'our'fighting'spirit.'One'poster'depicted'the'faces'


of' American' President' Roosevelt' and' the' British' Prime' Minister'


Churchill' shot' through'with'arrows,'and'another'combined'President'


Roosevelt’s' lamenting' face' crying' out' “We’re' done' for!”'watching' an'


American'battleship'sink'as'Pearl'Harbor'was'going'up'in'black'smoke'


after'the'Japanese'navy’s'surprise'attack.'


The' phrase,' “Devil' Beast' Americans' and' English,”' came' into'


frequent' use' around' this' time. 26 ' This' phrase' meant' that' both'


Americans' and' English' were' a' despicable' enemy' who' were' inferior'


even' to'dogs' and' cruel' like'devils.' Everything' that' you' saw'or'heard'


was'infused'with'this'attitude.'So,'even'as'a'child,'I'began'to'gradually'


develop' a' heart' filled'with' hatred' against' someone' I' had' never'met.'


Little'by'little,'I'was'programmed'to'strengthen'my'fighting'spirit.'


'


                                            
25 The Warship March �����l�written in the 1890s. 
26 kichiku bei’ei�®���� 
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In'daily'life'too,'entertainment'programs'disappeared'from'the'


radio' and' the' titles' of'music' programs'were' even' changed' to' things'


like' “Evening' Broadcast' to' Frontlines.”' “Breaking' news”' began' to' be'


the'main'focus'of'broadcast'news'and'took'broadcast'priority'over'all'


other' kinds' of' programs.' After' several' seconds' of' a' brave' battleship'


march'melody' the' newscaster' would' break' in,' repeating' in' a' rather'


excited' tone,' “we' have' breaking' news,'we' have' breaking' news.”' The'


news' programs' would' only' report' stories' highlighting' Japanese'


military'victories,'for'instance,'“Imperial'Japanese'forces'have'inflicted'


tremendous' damages' against' the' enemy' fleet' in' the' region' of' XYZ.”'


Among' the' Japanese' Citizens' who' heard' this' kind' of' breaking' news'


day' in' and'day'out,' not'one' single'person'doubted' the'victory'of' the'


Japanese'Army.'


'


The!Worldview!of!“hakko%ichiu”!
I' remember' that' just' a' little' bit' before' the' Great' East' Asian' War' I'


started' frequently' hearing' the' phrase' “hakko% ichiu.”27' This' phrase'
meant' something' like' ‘integrating' all' Asian' nations' into' one' family'


with' Japan' in' control.’' Back' then,' as' the' Japanese' military' subdued'


Asian' nations,' they' forced' the' local' children' to' learn' Japanese' and'


memorize' military' songs.' This' too' must' have' been' one' of' their'


strategies'to'establish'the'“world'order'of'hakko%ichiu.”'We'elementary'
school' students'were' also' told,' “eventually'people' all' over' the'world'


will'speak'Japanese.”'


                                            
27 �;�1P�This phrase literally means “Eight Strings, One Roof” Its 
origin is a quote attributed to the ancient Emperor Jimmu. It was quoted by 
a Buddhist monk in the 12th Century. While scholars have debated its exact 
meaning, it was adopted as a war slogan and basically meant uniting the 
world under Japanese control. 
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Right' around' the' same' time% as' “hakko% ichiu,”' we' also' started'
hearing' the' difficult' phrase' “taiseiyokusankai.”28' At' school' we' were'
taught,' “It'means' that' all' citizens' get' together' and' contribute' for' the'


Emperor' and' for' our' country.' So' you' children' should' also' be' of'


thorough'assistance.”'


Around' the' beginning' of' the' next' year' of' Showa' 17' (1942)'


Japan' was' reveling' in' victory' after' victory.' The' year' before,' at' the'


battle'of'Pearl'Harbor'which'opened'hostilities'in'the'Great'East'Asian'


War,' the' surprise' attack' of' the' midget' submarines 29 ' was' being'


lionized;' the' nine' sailors' who' rammed' their' vessels' into' an' enemy'


warship'all'performed'gyokusai'(to'die'while'performing'a'courageous'
feat'out'of' the'utmost' loyalty' to' the'Emperor).' In'March'of' that'year,'


they'were'exalted'as'the'greatest'war'heroes,'being'called,'“The'Nine'


Military' Gods,”' and' were' enshrined' at' Gokoku' Shrine.' The' military'


continuously' advanced' in' the' Asian' and' Pacific' Theaters' is' if' they'


possessed'the'same'momentum.'


Around'that'time,'unbeknownst'to'me,'my'oldest'brother'who'


had' once' enlisted' in' the' Rijou' (Carp)' Castle' Unit' of' the' 6th' Artillery'


Division'was'transferred'from'the'mid\China'Expeditionary'Force'(the'


center' unit' in' China)' to' the' North' China' Expeditionary' Force.' I'


remember'the'words'on'a'postcard'saying'“North'China'Expeditionary'


Force.”' After' that' transfer,' I' later' found' out' that' he' had' also'


participated' in'the'massive'attack'on'Singapore.'At' that' time,'mailing'


letters' from' the' battlefield' directly' to' your' family' was' strictly'


circumscribed' in' order' to' keep' military' secrets.' So' it' was' quite'


common' for' months' to' pass' before' you' would' receive' a' letter.' It'


seemed'like'this'was'also'a'ploy'to'keep'hidden'the'movements'of'the'


Japanese' military.' At' the' home' front' in' Japan,' a' song' bathed' in'


                                            
28�Mi��5�The “Imperial Rule Assistance Association” was a 
reorganization of the government that eliminated political parties and 
created one fascist ruling organizing in order to streamline the war effort. 
29 The Japanese Navy had a fleet of fifty of these two-man vessels. They 
were used in attacks at Pearl Harbor, Sydney, and Madagascar. 
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melancholy,'used' to'be' sung'about'Singapore,' “Morning' in'Singapore'


town,' I' now' enter' holding' my' comrade’s' bones,' he' died' exerting'


himself'to'be'the'first'to'arrive…”'I'realized'somewhere'along'the'line'


that'we'were' no' longer' hearing' any' elementary' school' or' children’s'


songs' around' us,' and' that' we' were' frequently' being' made' to' sing'


military' songs' like,' “Kato’s' Hayabusa' Fighter' Squadron”' and'


“Nishizumi’s'Tank'Brigade,”'instead.'


The'Hayabusa30' Fighter'Plane'was' the'Army’s'most' advanced'


fighter'plane'of'that'time.'It'was'a'single\engine'plane'that'was'fast'like'


a' peregrine' falcon,' and' had' a' tight' turning' radius.' Its' performance'


made' its' name' legendary' throughout' the' world.' The' Air' Corp’s'


commanding' officer'was' named'Kato' and' he' compiled' a' remarkable'


war' record.' Incidentally,' the'Navy' fighters,' the'Zero' and'Hi’en,' could'


take' off' and' land' on' an' aircraft' carrier.' These' were' the' two' crown'


jewels'of'the'armed'forces.'


The' Nishizumi' Tank' Brigade,31' named' after' its' commanding'


officer,' had' a' considerable' number' of' victories' on' the' battlefield.' I'


remember' that' Nishizumi' suddenly' became' famous' during' the'


Singapore' General' Offensive.' From' that' time' on' the' recruitment' for'


young'airmen'and'tank'personnel'really'took'off,'and'volunteers'could'


join'the'army'starting'with'middle'school'third'year'students.'


At' school' some' of' my' classmates' were' selected' to' draw'


pictures' and' write' letters' or' essays' to' include' in' comfort' bags' that'


showed' our' gratitude' to' soldiers' at' the' front.' Those'who'were' good'


writers'wrote'on'two'pages'of'manuscript'paper'how,'“we'are'able'to'


continue'our'studies'and'live'in'peace'like'this,'thanks'to'the'soldiers'


                                            
30 Hayabusa means Peregrine Falcon in Japanese. A movie was made to 
eulogize his life titled “Colonel Kato’s Falcon Squadron” (1944) �?�¨d¥
§� 
31 Lt. Nishizumi of the 5th Tank Brigade. A popular movie mythologized his 
life story. “The Legend of Tank Commander Nishizumi (1940)” ��7d�§
6� 
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who'are' fighting' at' the' front' lines.”'And' those'who'were' good' at' art'


drew'scenes'depicting'the'countryside'or'warm'family'circles.'


In' Showa' 18' (1943),' when' I' was' a' National' People’s' School'


Primary'Division'fifth'grader,'my'second'older'brother'was'going'into'


his'fifth'year'at'middle'school'under'the'old'system.'According'to'the'


school' system' at' that' time,' middle' school' lasted' 5' years,' but' if' you'


chose'a'military'career,'you'were'allowed'to'graduate'one'year'early,'


after'4'years.'My'brother'volunteered'of'his'own'accord'choosing'the'


path' of' airman.'He' shipped' out' to' the'Army'Air' Corps' at'Kumamoto'


Prefecture,' Tachiarai.' Unlike' the' time' when' my' oldest' brother' was'


drafted'before'the'war,'now'that'the'war'had'escalated,'there'were'no'


more'festive'sending'off'ceremonies'and'only'family'members'went'to'


see'them'off.'As'it'says'in'the'Imperial'Rescript'on'Education,' '


'


“Should'emergency'arise,'offer'yourselves'courageously' to' the'


State' and' thus' guard' and' maintain' the' prosperity' of' our'


Imperial'Throne'(author’s'note:'aid'the'Emperor’s'government)'


coeval'with'heaven'and'earth'(author’s'note:'forever'as'long'as'


heaven'and'earth'exist)…”32' '


'


We' were' being' implored' to' devote' ourselves' to' the' Emperor' by'


sacrificing' everything.' At' a' time' like' this,' when' people' were' being'


ordered' to'practice' simplicity' and' frugality' in' everything,' these' send'


off'ceremonies'also'became'simple'affairs.'


Around' this' time,' it' became'very'popular' to' create' a' senninbari33%
that'expressed'the'concrete'connection'between'the'frontline'and'the'


home'front.'Women,'one'by'one,'would'each'stitch'a'knot'using'a'red'


thread' on' a' bleached' white' cotton' waistband' until' one' thousand'


                                            
32 Tsunoda, de Bary, and Keene, Sources of Japanese Tradition, p. 139 
33 1000-stitch waistband.  It was a waistband that had a thousand stitches 
by a thousand different people.  It was a good luck charm for soldiers on the 
front. 
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people’s' red'knots'had'been' collected.'The'knots'were' considered' to'


be' lucky' talismans' that' had' the' spiritual' power' to' protect' human'


beings'against'misfortune.'The'women'of'a'household'that'had'sent'a'


soldier'off'would'stand'in'front'of'the'shrine'gate'or'on'a'busy'street'


corner' soliciting' participation.' I' used' to' see' the' old' five\sen' coins,'


which' had' holes' in' the'middle,' or' talismans' that' had' been' received'


from'a'temple'or'shrine,'stitched'on'to'these'waistbands'with'a'knot.'I'


assumed' that' the' desire' of' the' family' members' to' make' their'


senninbari'even'a'little'more'beneficial'made'them'add'such'things.'
The'only'kind'of'war'news'we'were'getting'were'heroic'stories'like'


the' Naval' Air' Corps' exploits' in' the' Battle' of' Rabaul' on' New' Britain'


Island' in' the' Southwest' Pacific' Ocean,' the' occupation' of' oilfields' by'


paratroopers' in' Palembang,' Indonesia,' and' the' direct' negotiations'


between' the' British' Army' and' Imperial' Army' General' Yamashita'


Tomoyuki,'the'feared'Tiger'of'Malay.'They'even'issued'a'postal'stamp'


commemorating'the'fall'of'Singapore.'


It'was'probably'around'the'Summer'of'Showa'17'(1942)'while'the'


Imperial' Japanese'Navy'was'making'one'advance'after'another'in'the'


South'Seas;'the'song'that'went,'“Be'it'a'man'or'the'people'of'the'seas,'


everyone'yearns'for'the'warm'Kuroshio'Current,”'was'popular'and'the'


common' dream' of' every' boy' was' to' join' the' Japan' Juvenile' Sea'


Scouts.34' This'was'because'people'had'more'admiration'for'the'Navy,'


which' had' notched' victory' after' victory,' rather' than' the' Army,'


although'they'were'both'the'same'military.'


However,' some' time' after' that,' in' April' of' Showa' 18' (1943),' an'


airplane' carrying' Combined' Fleet' Admiral' Yamamoto' Isoroku' on' a'


reconnaissance'mission'over'the'Solomon'Islands'was'shot'down.'The'


Americans,'who'had'cracked'the'secret'code'and'had'airplanes'lying'in'


wait,'ambushed'him.'The'news'of'his'tragic'end'was'reported,'and'in'


June'a'lavish'state'funeral'was'conducted.'It'was'probably'an'omen'of'


the'start'of'change.'
                                            
34 The Pacific Ocean March, taiheiyo koshinkyoku �NZw��l� 
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Worsening!of!Wartime!Conditions!and!Spirits!of!the!War!Dead!
At' the'start'of'Showa'19'(1944),' the'status'of' the'war' took'a'sudden'


turn' for' the' worse.' In' June,' the' United' States' military' launched' an'


invasion' of' Saipan' Island' with' crushing' military' might,' totally'


annihilating'General'Yamazaki'and'his'30,000'man'Japanese'defensive'


force.'Next,'in'what'is'called'the'Pacific'War’s'most'decisive'battle,'the'


Battle' of' The' Philippine' Sea,' the' Japanese' Navy' lost' three' aircraft'


carriers' and' 430' aircraft,' and' was' forced' to' retreat' after' being'


miserably'defeated.'On'October'24'The'Battle'of'Leyte'Gulf'broke'out,'


here'again'with'the'Americans'boasting'superior'forces;'the'Japanese'


Naval'Fleet,'which'could'do'nothing'in'the'face'of'the'barrage'from'the'


sea'and'air,'was'essentially'annihilated.'


The' “Kamikaze' Special' Attack' Force,”' which' rammed' their'


bodies' into' enemy' craft' while' carrying' bombs,' was' first' organized'


during'this'sea'battle.'This'became'the'precursor'to'the'brutal'tactics'


of'the'Naval'Air'Corp’s'human'torpedo'(kaiten),'human'bombs'(ouka),'
and'special'attack'crafts'(shin’yo),'which'extolled'blowing'oneself'up'as'
a'meritorious'deed.'


I' think' it' was' probably' around' this' time' when' an' older'


neighbor' boy,'whom' I' knew'well,' died' an' honorable'war' death.' The'


head'of'the'neighborhood'association'made'the'rounds'informing'each'


house' in' the'district.'The'evening'of' the'day'his' remains' came'home'


there'was'an'“Announcement”'for'“A'homecoming'for'the'spirits'of'the'


war'dead,”' and' the'whole'neighborhood' turned'out' to'welcome'him.'


The'people'of'the'neighborhood'were'lined'up'along'both'sides'of'the'


street,'and'walking'at' the'head'of' the'procession'down'the'middle'of'


the' road' was' an' officer' with' a' sabre' hanging' at' his' side' carrying' a'


framed' memorial' photograph' of' the' older' neighbor' boy.' Following'


behind' that' came' the' bereaved' family' members,' one' of' whom' was'


firmly' clutching' with' both' hands' the' white' wooden' box' that' was'


hanging' from'his' neck.' In' the' silent'moonlit' atmosphere' I' could' feel'


the'profound'grief'of'the'entire'family.'
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When' the' procession' of' mourning' family' members' got' close'


enough'for'me'to'see'the'face'of'the'older'boy'in'that'framed'picture,'a'


loud' voice' abruptly' called' for' the' “profound' salute”' and' everybody'


bowed' their' heads' deeply.35' After' a' few'moments' the' voice' shouted'


“at' ease”' and' I' raised' my' head,' but' the' line' of' bereaved' family'


members'had'already'passed'by'and'I'could'only'see'them'from'behind.'


I'felt'that'this'was'a'really'long,'mournful,'silent'ceremony.' '


I' started' to' feel' an' affinity' to' the' Gokoku' Shrine' through' the'


experience'of'“welcoming'home”'for'the'first'time'in'my'life'a'person'


who' had' died' in' battle' for' our' country.' The' adults' around' me'


explained' that,' “those' sailors' who' have' fallen' like' flowers' in' the'


battlefield'will' be'promoted' two' ranks' and' enshrined' as'Gods' at' the'


Gokoku'Shrine.”'I'remember'that'in'that'discussion,'the'older'neighbor'


boy'who'had'died'in'battle'was'being'greatly'praised'as'one'of'them.'


Looking'back'now,'I'suppose'that'this'extravagant'“welcoming'


home”' that' particularly' emphasized' the' neighborhood' boy’s' honor,'


must'have'been'held'for'the'sake'of'the'young'soldiers'following'after'


him.' Back' then' however,' the' echo' of' the' words,' “a' God”' changed' a'


person’s' death' into' something' a' little' bright,' even' in' the' heart' of' a'


child.'I'had'no'doubt'when'adults'said,'“people'who'died'for'the'sake'of'


the' nation' would' become' Gods,' and' would' be' enshrined' in' Gokoku'


Shrine.”'That’s'because'the'spirit'of'“Loyalty'and'Patriotism”'had'taken'


root'inside'of'me.'


While' the' Japanese' Army' was' continuously' retreating' in' the'


Pacific' Theater,' American' warplanes' were' flying' over' Japanese' air'


space'beginning'to'drop'bombs.'Although'the'breaking'news'bulletins'


on' the' radio' reported' on' enemy' air' raids,' from' start' to' finish' the'


stories' only' said' that' the' Japanese' Army' was' valiantly' intercepting'


them,' hitting' the' enemy' hard,' and' that,' “our' damage' was' minor.”'


Because' there' had' been' no' American' air' raids' within' the' city' of'


Hiroshima'at' this' time,'when'the'radio'said,' “We'hit' the'enemy'hard,'


                                            
35 saikeirei means a profound bow or salute, here it means a deep bow. 
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and'our'damage'was'minor,”'no'one'in'the'city'had'any'cause'to'doubt'


it.'


'


Classes!Painted!Over!With!the!Color!of!War!
The'story'jumps'around'in'time'a'bit,'but' it'was'either'the'end'of'my'


fifth' grade' year' or' the' start' of' my' sixth' grade' year' in' the' National'


People’s' School' Primary' Division,' in' Showa' 18' (1943),' that' we'


completely' stopped'singing'during'music' class.' “The'Ski'Song”'which'


begins,'“The'mountain'platinum,'bathed'in'morning'sun…”'was'the'last'


song.' Instead' of' that,' we' started' “listening' drills,”' where' we' would'


listen'to'recordings'of'American'warplanes;'we'were'made'to'listen'to'


several'varieties'of'airplane'noises'repeatedly.'Anyways,'these'records'


were'rough'things'made'from'“horse\dung'cardboard”'(a'kind'of'hard,'


coarse,'yellowish'cardboard'with'straw'and'other'fibers'in'it).36' When'


placed'on'the'turntable'it'would'undulate'while'spinning,'keeping'the'


arm'of'the'record'stylus'busily'bobbing'up'and'down.' '


The' enemy' aircraft' noises' we' were' compelled' to' memorize'


were'the'Boeing'B\17,'Boeing'B\29,'and'the'twin\engine'Consolidated'


B\24.'All'of' these'prop'planes'had'a' fierce'roar,'and'were'so'big' that'


they' were' described' as' air' fortresses.' For' these' heavy' bombers,' we'


had' to' learn' how' to' judge' the' plane’s' altitude' and' distance' from'


ourselves'by'distinguishing'between' the'various' timbres.' In'addition,'


we'also'listened'to'the'engine'sounds'of'fighter'planes:'the'Grumman'


4F\4,' 6F\6,' and' the' Lockheed' P\38' twin' engine,' among' others.' In'


comparing' these' planes' to' the' German' Messerschmitt' fighter,' the'


Japanese'Hayabusa'(Army'Air'Corps)'and'the'Zero'Fighter'(Naval'Air'


Corps),' it' hard' to' say'which'model' had' greater' capabilities.'We' also'


had'to'memorize'the'sounds'of'the'Japanese'interceptor'fighter'planes,'


learning' their' differences.' The' reason' was' that' if' ever' there' was' a'


dogfight' over' Japanese' airspace,' an' enemy' fighter' could' come' from'


any'direction'or'at'any'time'and'you'might'find'yourself'in'the'line'of'
                                            
36 �� bafunshi 
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machine' gun' fire.' You' needed' to' be' able' to' instantly' distinguish' the'


difference'between'a'friendly'and'a'hostile'plane.'


Even'though'at'that'time'we'still'didn’t'have'any'urgent'sense'


that'Hiroshima'would'be'attacked,'we'very'seriously'listened'to'those'


airplane'noises.' In' addition' to' engine' sounds' they'made'us' learn' the'


sounds' of' falling' bombs' in' order' to' be' able' to' distinguish' by' ear'


whether'a'bomb'would'be'landing'far'away'or'if'it'would'land'so'close'


that'we'could'be'hit.'If'there'is'a'clear'noise'like'a'zing'then'the'bomb'


will' land' far' away.' However,' if' there' is' a' rattle' just' like' the' shaking'


noise' of' a' thunderclap,' then' the' bomb' will' be' landing' dangerously'


close.' '


Not' only' music' class' time' but' also' P.E.' class' time' was' taken'


away' to' do' emergency' evacuation' drills' or' make' shelters.' The'


emergency' evacuation' drills' involved' putting' on' your' air' raid' cap,'


which' was' always' hanging' from' your' shoulders,' and' quickly' taking'


shelter'in'a'place'that'you'considered'safe'when'you'heard'an'air'raid'


alert' siren.37 ' However,' it' wasn’t' always' the' case' that' you' were'


fortunate' enough' to' be' able' to' get' to' a' shelter.' In' this' situation,' you'


should'hide'yourself'behind'any'available'object,'sit'on'your'legs,'cover'


your'eyes'with'the'four'fingers'on'your'hand,'and'plug'your'ears'with'


your'thumbs.'Then'you'were'to'put'your'forehead'on'the'ground'and'


open' your' mouth' wide.' The' reason' for' this' was' explained' in' the'


following'way:'“When'a'bomb'explodes,'it'gives'off'a'tremendous'blast'


and'shrapnel'is'dispersed,'so'get'down'on'the'ground'and'curl'up'your'


body' as' small' as' possible.' However,' if' your' navel' is' pressed' to' the'


ground'with'no'gap,' then'your' inner'organs'will'be'ripped'apart'and'
                                            


37 The Japanese civil defense siren system had two types of alerts; one was a 
less severe early-warning �c�K (keikai keiho), and the other was the 
more severe air raid alert ���K (kushu keiho). Local civil defense 
determined the severity of the threat and chose the siren. If enemy planes 
were flying over Western Japan then the early-warning siren would go off. If 
enemy planes were in the Hiroshima region then they would use the air raid 
alert sirens. 
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you'will' die' instantly' from' the'brief'moment' of' pressure.' So,' leave' a'


slight'gap'under'your'stomach.'Also,'since'you'have'air' in'your'body,'


when'you'get'hit'by'a'sudden'strong'explosive'blast,'if'the'air'in'your'


body' has' no' place' to' escape,' your' eyeballs' will' pop' out' and' your'


eardrums'will'burst.' In'order' to'avoid'such' things' it' is' important' for'


you' to' keep' your' mouths' wide' open.”' Imagining' ourselves'


transformed' into' grizzly' carcasses'by'a'bomb'blast,'we' listened'with'


absolutely'serious'facial'expressions.'


For' growing' children' like' us,' the' most' difficult' thing' at' that'


time'was'the'shortage'of'food.'With'the'slogan'“We'do'not'Want,'until'


we'Win”'plastered'all'over'town,'we'continued'working'day'in'and'day'


out,' cultivating' the' fields' at' the' edge' of' the' school' grounds.' Even'


though'school'was'supposed'to'be'a'place'of'learning,'classes'would'be'


cut' short' at' the' end' of' 1st' or' 2nd' period,' and' after' that' we' would'


cultivate'our'fields'or'do'drills'until'3'PM.'


The' vegetables' that'we' raised' consisted'primarily' of'what'we'


called'“Agriculture'and'Forestry'Number'1'and'2,”'which'were'sweet'


potatoes' about' the' size' of' a' child’s' head.' We' also' grew' pumpkins,'


potatoes,'corn,'and'castor'beans,'a'type'of'seed'used'to'make'castor'oil.'


The' only' redeeming' feature' of' those' sweet' potatoes' was' that' they'


were'big.'You'couldn’t'say'that'the'flavor'was'very'delicious,'but'they'


were' certainly' appreciated' as' a' ‘substitute' food’' by' our' empty'


stomachs.'We'used'to'fry'the'seeds'and'eat'the'insides'of'the'pumpkins.'


At'that'time,'castor'oil'was'a'precious'item'that'could'be'used'as'fuel.'


Just'as' the'slogan'said,' “One'drop'of'gasoline' is'a'drop'of'blood.”'We'


were'told'not'to'waste'even'one'drop.'


We' built' an' air' raid' shelter' near' the' vegetable' patch.' Using'


shovels'and'picks'we'dug'a'hole'1'meter'in'width,'3'meters'in'length,'


and' 1' meter' deep.' It' was' quite' a' simple' structure;' we' laid' tree'


branches'over'the'hole,'we'put'woven'mats'on'top'of'that,'and'covered'


that'with'the'dirt'we'had'just'dug'up.'When'I'look'back'now,'I'wonder'


how'helpful'those'shelters'really'would'have'been,'but'at'that'time'we'
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believed' these'would'protect' our' lives' so'we'gave' it' our' all' to' finish'


them.'


'


Metal!Drives!and!Schoolchildren’s!Evacuation!
In'May'of'Showa'17'(1942),'the'Metal'Collection'Ordinance'was'issued.'


In' order' to' augment' arms' production,' this' ordinance'mandated' that'


each'household'turn'in'their'metal'objects'such'as'iron,'copper,'etc.'We'


turned'in'not'just'pans'and'tools,'but'I'remember'that'we'even'had'to'


turn'in'the'metal'buttons'from'children’s'clothing.'Even'temple'gongs,'


which' used' to' inform' people' of' the' time' of' day' and' pacify' people’s'


minds,' were' not' exempt,' and' went' to' scrap' metal' to' produce'


armaments'to'kill'people.'


On'the'designated'day,'a'mountain'of'the'collected'scrap'metal'


was'piled'up'to'the'sky'on'school'grounds.'As'if'they'were'waiting'for'


just' the' right' moment,' military' trucks' flying' the' Japanese' flag' came'


rolling' in.'Then'soldiers' loaded'up'the' truck'beds'with' the'metal'one'


after'another,'following'the'orders'of'their'superior'officers'who'wore'


armbands'dyed'with'red'letters'on'white'cloth'saying'“Military'Police.”'


Although' we' were' watching' them' from' some' distance,' were' just'


amazed'by'their'brisk'and'well\coordinated'movements.'


By'that'time,'it'must'have'gotten'to'the'point'that'an'American'


attack' on' the' mainland' of' Japan' was' being' anticipated.' Elementary'


school'pupils'were'obligated'to'go'to'school'in'groups'in'the'morning,'


and'we'were' instructed' to'go'home' in'groups'when'an'air' raid' alert'


was' issued.' The' sixth' graders' who' were' selected' as' group' leaders'


were' supposed' to' take' each' of' their' neighborhood' lower' grade'


students' from'school'and'bring'them'to'their'own'homes.'The'routes'


between' school' and'home'were' strictly'decided'upon'and'we'had' to'


completely'memorize'them'and'know'the' locations'of'all' the'shelters'


and'anti\fire'water'reservoirs'along'the'way.' '
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About'the'same'period,'the'phrase'“children’s'evacuation”'was'


often'being'used'around'town'and'at'school.38' There'were'two'kinds'


of' children’s' evacuation:' one' was' called' “Connected' Evacuation,”'


where' a' family'who' had' relatives' or' friends' in' the' countryside' sent'


their' children' to' them.' There' are' records' remaining' showing' that'


around' the' end' of' Showa' 18' (1943)' this' evacuation' was' begun' in'


earnest.' The' other' type' was' called' ‘Group' Evacuation,”' where' those'


families'who' could' not' arrange' an' evacuation' location' on' their' own'


sent' their' children,' mostly' elementary' school' upper' graders,' to'


temples' in' the' countryside.'Beginning' in'August' of' Showa'19' (1944)'


this'type'of'evacuation'was'implemented'from'the'big'cities'one'by'one.'


In' Hiroshima,' this' officially' began' in' April' of' Showa' 20' (1945).' The'


children' who' participated' in' Group' Evacuations' lived' together,'


studying' and' helping' the' neighboring' farmers.' However,' the'


elementary'school'lower'graders'and'younger'children'were'excluded'


from'Group'Evacuation'and'stayed'behind'in'Hiroshima.'


Behind' the' word' “evacuation”' we' started' hearing' the' word'


“parasite.39”'This'phrase'was'used'to'criticize'those'kids'who'in'spite'


of'the'food'shortage'situation'just'consumed'food'without'serving'any'


useful'purpose.'In'those'days,'people'used'to'use'this'kind'of'phrase'to'


refer' to' the'mentally'or'physically'handicapped,'or' to'healthy'people'


who'were'of'weak'disposition,'or'slow'people.'After' the'war,' I'heard'


that' the' local' residents' in' areas'where' evacuees' had' settled' used' to'


hurl'this'insult'against'the'children'of'Group'Evacuations.'


Under' the' abnormally' tense' circumstances' of'war,' people' use'


terms'of'prejudice'very'thoughtlessly.'The'worth'of'each'human'being'


was'measured' by' the' standard' of' how' useful' they'were' for' the'war'


effort.'If'you'were'even'slightly'handicapped,'you'were'called'names'as'


                                            
38 gakudo sokai �O��¤� 
39 gokutsubushi �z� It literally means grain destroyer, and is used to 
mean good for nothing. 
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if'you'were'a'pest'who'ate'up'precious'grain,'and'received'‘subhuman’'


treatment.'


Conversely,'if'you'were'a'high\ranking'officer'in'the'military'or'


someone' with' a' good' school' pedigree,' you' were' guaranteed' special'


treatment'all'the'more.'Once,'while'visiting'my'oldest'brother'when'he'


was' in' the' army,' I' witnessed' a' new' recruit' being' slapped' by' his'


superior,'a'corporal.'I'remember'being'really'frightened,'and'thinking,'


“in' front' of' a' superior' officer,' new' recruits' are' treated' just' like'


maggots,'and'this'place'called'the'army'is'a'scary'place.”'


And' also' I' remember' hearing' that,' “there' was' a' army'


enlistment' ceremony' at' the' Meiji' Shrine' in' Tokyo,' for' all' the' young'


men'who'had'quit'college'to'join'up.'But,'the'college'students'were'all'


officer' candidates,' so' unlike' new' recruits' they' would' not' be' struck'


(The'student'mobilization'started'from'October'of'Showa'18,'[1943]).'


On'the'21st'of'that'same'month,'a'send\off'ceremony'was'held'at'Meiji'


Shrine' Gaien' stadium' and' the' 70,000' college' student' soldiers' who'


were'drafted'as'the'first'group'marched'in'the'heavy'rain.'The'images'


remain'even'now.'


'


Middle!School!(Old!System)!Promotion,!and!Days!of!Military!Drills!
In' Spring' of' Showa' 19' (1944)' I' graduated' from' Oshiba' National'


People’s' School' Primary' Division' and' advanced' to' Sotoku' Middle'


School,'which'was' just' a' stone’s' throw' away' from'my'house.' It' took'


about'10'minutes'on'foot'to'get'to'the'National'People’s'School,'but'it'


took'less'than'a'minute'to'get'to'the'Middle'School.'


After'becoming'a'middle'school'student,'the'biggest'change'was'


that'we'had'soldiers'called'Stationed'Officers'at'school'all' the' time.40'


And' under' the' guidance' of' these' Stationed' Officers,' military' drills'


called'‘school'training’'were'conducted'almost'every'day.'Among'these'


was'a'harsh'drill'called'‘bayonet'training.’'We'each'carried'a'gun'with'a'


                                            
40 Japanese middle schools had military officers called ¡URr(haizoku 
shoko) stationed at each school. 
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short'blade'attached'to'the'muzzle'and'charged'at'a'straw'man,'which'


was' tied' to' a' wooden' post.' Screaming,' we'would' repeatedly' stab' it.'


While' we' were' running' we' had' to' estimate' the' distance' between'


ourselves' and' the' straw'man' and'when'we' got' to' the' right' spot,'we'


were' supposed' to' stab' it' by' straightening' our' elbows' and' extending'


our' arms' straight' out.' If' you'mistimed' it' or'misjudged' it,' you'would'


end' up' stabbing' at' the' air.' At' that' moment' the' Stationed' Officers'


would'mercilessly'shower'us'with' insults.' “You'Idiot!' If'you'do' it' like'


that,'it'looks'like'you'are'approaching'the'enemy'as'if'you'are'trying'to'


get' yourself' killed.'Do' it' again!”' In' this'way,' the' art' of' killing' people'


was'pounded'into'12\year\old'boys.'


One' more' surprising' thing' was' that' even' though' we' were'


supposed'to'study'English'starting'from'middle'school,'English'classes'


stopped'after'only'a' few' lessons,' for' the' reason' that'English'was' the'


enemy’s' language.' As' for' the' things' we' did' learn,' we' studied' the'


pronunciation' of' the' alphabet,' how' to' write' upper\' and' lower\case'


letters,' and'how' to' read'and'write'Hepburn\Style' romanization.'That'


was'hardly'something'that'anyone'could'call'an'English'class.'Not'only'


that,'but'the'English'expressions'commonly'used'in'sports'until' then,'


such' as' the' baseball' terms' “pi.cha.”' and' “kya.cha.”' were' prohibited'
from'use.41' Among'the'baseball'terms'presently'in'use,'there'are'still'


some'remnants'from'that'era,'such'as'“toshu”'or'“hoshu.”42' Speaking'of'
which,'it'seems'that'in'Japanese\occupied'chosen'(the'name'we'called'
Korea'at' that' time),' education'using' Japanese'as'a' common' language'


was'promoted,'and'students'there'were'forced'to'memorize'awkward'


Japanese'translations'of'English'words.'


Not'only'at'schools,'but'also'in'neighborhoods,'female'members'


of' every' household' were' incorporated' into' organizations' called'


kokubofujinkai' (National' Women’s' Defense' Association).' They' were'
obligated' to' participate' in' various' drills' including' “bamboo' spear'


                                            
41 “Pitcher” and “Catcher” 
42 toshu means pitcher and hoshu means catcher 
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training”'and'“fire'fighting'drills.”'Every'house'was'ordered'to'dig'out'


an' air' raid' shelter' under' the' floor' or' in' the' garden,' and' keep'


one\issho43' bottles'of'water,' emergency'rations'of'dried'bread,'and'a'
first' aid' kit' at' home.' In' emergency' situations,' we' were' ordered' to'


bring'these'items'and'take'cover'to'in'air'raid'shelter.'


However,' my' mother' wisely' taught' us' kids,' “The' air\raid'


shelter'is'the'most'dangerous'of'all'places.'If'the'house'catches'on'fire,'


you'will' just' end'up' getting' steam\broiled,' so' don't' ever' go' in' there.'


We' will' fix' it' up' so' that' when' the' neighborhood' association' leader'


comes' over' to' inspect' it,' there'won’t' be' anything' to' find' fault'with.”'


She'instructed'us,'“Since'we'live'by'a'river,'first'of'all,'just'run'over'to'


the' river.”' It'was' decided' that' this'would' also' be' the' family'meeting'


place'in'case'of'emergency'situations.'


I'think'it'was'in'the'Spring'of'Showa'20'(1945)'that'there'was'a'


message' from' my' middle' brother,' who' had' been' transferred' from'


Tachiarai'Army'Air'Corps'base'in'Kumamoto'to'Tachikawa'Air'Corps'in'


Tokyo,' and'my'parents'went'off' to'Tokyo' in'a'big'hurry' to'visit'him.'


Perhaps'the'reason'our'parents'didn’t'tell'us'they'were'going'to'Tokyo'


was'because'they'didn’t'want'to'cause'my'two'sisters'and'I,'who'had'to'


stay'at'home,'any'unnecessary'worry.'But'we'were' just'astounded'at'


how'they'could'get'their'hands'on'tickets'to'travel'to'Tokyo'at'a'time'


such' as' this.' Later' on' I' realized' that' this' visit' had' been' especially'


granted'for'my'middle'brother,'who'had'been'selected'to'be'a'member'


of'the'Special'Attack'Corps'before'deploying'to'fight.44' So,' the'tickets'


must'have'been'provided'through'the'military’s'privilege.' '


Unfortunately,' however,' my' parents' arrived' in' Tokyo' and'


found' themselves' in' a'massive' air' raid.' So' they' had' to' shorten' their'


visit,'and'return'via'trains'barely'escaping'with'their'lives.'My'parents'


recounted' the'details' of' the'horrific' air' raid' comprised'of' incendiary'


bombs' that' they' had' encountered' in' Tokyo.' Although' it' had' never'


                                            
43 A Japanese measurement about 1.8 liters 
44 The Special Attack Corps means kamikaze 
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happened'in'Hiroshima,'I'was'able'to'learn'of'the'terror'and'power'of'


incendiary' bombs.' My' father' explained,' “Japanese' houses' are'


vulnerable'against'fire'since'they'are'made'of'wood,'straw'and'paper.'


The' American' military' has' realized' this' and' have' started' using'


firebombs' over' other' types' because' they' put' out' higher' heat' than'


ordinary'bombs,'and'cause'widespread'fire'damage.'


'


Student!Mobilization'
Hiroshima'had'the'Naval'Academy' in'Etajima'and'the'Regional'Naval'


Command'Center'in'Kure,'and'the'most'famous'military'ports'in'Japan.'


Perhaps' that’s' why' around' the' time' we' became' upper\graders' in'


elementary'school,'the'boys’'special'regard'for'the'Navy'grew'stronger'


and' an' endless' number' of' boys' would' apply' to' the' Juvenile' Sea'


Scouts.45' The' Juvenile' Sea' Scouts' included' air' force' soldiers,' tank'


soldiers,'ship'soldiers,'and'other'divisions,'and'they'were'collectively'


called'the'Youth'Volunteer'Soldiers.46'


About' the' time' we' became' middle' school' students,' the'


existence'of'the'Naval'Air'Junior'Cadets'(the'Junior'Cadets)'was'being'


glamorously' propagandized' in' the' lyrics:' “The' seven' buttons' of' the'


young\blooded'Junior'Cadets,'with'anchors'on'a'cherry'blossom,'today'


again'we'fly,'we'fly'to'Kasumigaura…”47' '


Originally'the'Jr.'Cadets'was'aimed'generally'at'boys'graduating'


elementary' school,' in' order' to' provide' a' training' system' that'would'


nurture' future' low\level' Naval' officers.' However' by' this' time,' it'


changed' into' an' organization' that' gathered' students' around' their'


fourth'year' in'middle' school,' in'other'words'youth'who'had' reached'


the'age'of'fifteen'or'sixteen,'for'instant'fighting'potential.'Even'though'


I'hadn’t'reached'that'age'yet'and'I'hadn’t'learned'it'in'geography'class'


                                            
45 xwS[G kaiyoshonendan 
46 youth volunteers S[_«= shonenshiganhei 
47��°�t� wakawashi no uta.  This song was featured in the 1943 movie 
“kessen no ozora e” “Toward the Decisive Battle in the Sky” 
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yet,' I' knew' the' locations' of' the' Tsuchiura' and' the' Kasumigaura' Air'


Corps.'


If' I' remember' correctly,' this' was' about' the' time' when' you'


couldn’t'get'your'hands'on'anything'without'a'ration'card;'needless'to'


say'any'foodstuffs,'clothing,'liquor,'cigarettes'and'even'sulfur'matches;'


all' kinds' of' daily' necessities' were' all' rationed.' It' was' virtually'


impossible' to' produce' daily' necessities,' since' all' the' hands' used' in'


farm'and'factory'labor'had'been'taken'to'the'front.'On'top'of'that,'the'


deterioration' of' the' war' situation' put' pressure' on' the' economy,'


aggravating' the' shortage' of' goods' to' the' point' where' you' were' not'


permitted'to'freely'buy'or'sell'goods.'


At'Middle'Schools'and'Girls’'Schools,'which'were'under'military'


control,' army' orders' and' instructions' took' precedence' across' the'


board,'and'students'were'sent'out'to'do'various'kinds'of'mobilization'


labor.'The'places' that'we'boy' students'would'be' sent'off' to' included'


farming'villages,'factories,'and'various'kinds'of'military'facilities.'


In'the'busy'agricultural'seasons'of'Spring'and'Fall,'we'would'go'


in'groups'of'five'or'six'to'farms'whose'work'hands'had'been'sent'off'to'


war,'and'we'would'sleep'there'and'be'put'to'work'harvesting'rice'or'


barley.'As'I'recall,' the'work'would'end'after'two'or'three'days,'but' it'


was'tough'for'a'twelve\year'old'child'with'a'sickle'that'he'had'no'idea'


how' to' use' in' his' hands' to'work' non\stop' from' sun' up' to'well' past'


sundown.' The' only' good' thing' about' helping' farmers' was' that' you'


could'eat'white'rice'for'meals.'We'used'to'call'this'“silver'rice”'as'we'


felt'like'it'was'too'precious'to'eat'right'away.'I'remember'staring'at'it'


without'touching'my'chopsticks'to'it'for'a'while.48' ' '


During'the'other'seasons'we'would'go'to'factories'around'town'


and'get'covered'in'grease.'We'were'made'to'carry'heavy'raw'materials'


or'work'a' lathe.'Our'outfits'consisted'of'“a' fighting'cap,”' lined'winter'


tops' and'bottoms,' leggings'wrapped' from' the' knee' to' the' ankle,' and'


black'canvas'sneakers,' supplied' from'school.'Of'course' in'winter'and'
                                            
48 Silver Rice�¢¬����� ginmeshi 
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even' in' summer,' that' outfit' was' the' official' uniform' for' labor'


mobilization'students.'On'our'chests'we'wore'a'nametag'that'bore'our'


school'name,'grade'level,'and'blood'type,'etc.'on'it.'On'our'left'arms,'a'


diamond\shaped' patch' was' sewn' on,' emblematic' of' a' mobilized'


student.'The'purpose'of'this'was'so'that'one’s'family'or'school'could'be'


immediately'contacted'in'the'case'of'an'injury.'


On'another'occasion'we'were'sent'to'the'Akebono'Unit,'which'


was' stationed' at' the' base' close' to'Ujina' Port.' There'we' took' care' of'


amphibious' landing' craft' and' also' maintained' the' runways' at' the'


airport' in'Yoshijima.'The'Yoshijima'Airport'was'not' such'a'big'place,'


but' once'we' began'working' there,' we' felt' it' was' indescribably' vast.'


Laboring' under' the' scorching' sun' while' fighting' an' empty' stomach'


was'truly'agonizing.'


I'don't'really'remember'where'the'exact'location'was,'but'once'


when'I'was'doing'some'military\related'work,'we'were'provided'with'


kusadango.49' Even'though'the'slogan'“We'do'not'Want,'until'we'Win”'
was'posted' all' over' town,' I' had'heard' a' rumor' that' the'military'was'


hoarding'a'hidden'stash'of'goods.'I'wondered'how'such'a'feast,'which'


an'ordinary'person'could'never'eat,'was'right'here,'and'why'this'feast'


was'given'only'to'the'mobilized'children.'I'found'it'both'puzzling'and'


at'the'same'time'a'massive'contradiction.' '


Around' that' time,' “The' Mobilized' Student' song”' was' also'


popular.'It'went,'“The'young'cherry'blossom'is'still'a'bud,'with'five'feet'


of' life,' dying' for' the'national'mission,' is' our' students’' pride.'Ah!'Our'


scarlet'blood'is'burning…”' '


Besides' this,' we' also' frequently' heard' the' song' with' these'


lyrics,' '


“It’s'morning,' it’s' dawn,' breathing' the' ocean'mist,' battleship' duty' of'


the'man'of'the'seas,'Monday,'Monday,'Tuesday,'Wednesday,'Thursday,'


Friday,'Friday.”'The'meaning'of' the' song'was' that' the'mission'of' the'


                                            
49 Dango is a sweet rice cake in a ball shape. Kusadango has a green hue. 
They would have been considered quite luxurious during the war. 
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students' was' to' work' for' the' Emperor' without' taking' any' days' off.'


Among'my'memories'of'spending'my' first'year' in' Junior'High'School'


this' way,' I' have' no' recollection' whatsoever' of' leisurely' studying' at'


school.'


While' the' major' Japanese' cities,' one' after' another,' were'


suffering'air' raids'and'being'decimated'by' the'American'military,' for'


some' reason' “Military'Metropolis' Hiroshima”' remained' for' the'most'


part'unscathed.'Ironically'this'is'the'reason'why'student'mobilization'


was'protracted;'my'youngest'older'sister,'a'fourth'year'student'at'the'


Girls’'School,'commuted'daily'to'the'Hiroshima'Ekimae'Post'Office,'and'


my'middle'older'sister'was'pressed' into'service'at'a'military' factory.'


As' a' Girls’' Volunteer' Corps'member' she'went' to' live' at' a'Mitsubishi'


Heavy' Industries' secret' factory' in' the' mountains' and' was' made' to'


assemble'airplane'engines.'
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American!Air!Raids!and!the!Invasion!of!Okinawa!
In'the'spring'of'Showa'20'(1945),'when'I'had'become'a'Middle'School'


second\year' student,' the' Japanese' Army' had' already' lost' the' better'


part'of'its'aircraft'and'warships'and'had'also'reached'the'end'of'their'


fuel'supplies.The'Kamikaze'Special'Attack'Corps,'which'I'touched'upon'


earlier,'came'to'be'more'and'more'valued'since'you'could'attack'with'


only' one' pilot' in' a' small' plane.' The' 13th' Special' Attack' Corps' was'


assembled' in' a' mere' four\month' span,' gathering' more' than' 1000'


young' people' at' the' Chiran' army' base' in' Kagoshima' Prefecture.'


Another' Naval' Special' Attack' Corps' base'was' established' in' Kanoya,'


also'in'Kagoshima'Prefecture.'Many'youths'took'off'from'there.'


About' the' same' time' other' things' like' the' human' torpedo'


(kaiten)' were' devised' as' a' new' weapon' for' sea' warfare.' It' was' a'
submersible' that' one' soldier' could' fit' into,' made' in' the' shape' of' a'


torpedo'which'was' originally'meant' to' be' unmanned,' and'made' one'


size'larger.'Then'it'would'be'loaded'on'a'submarine'and'fired'when'it'


got' into' close' range'of' an'enemy'battleship.' It'was' supposed' to' slam'


into' the' enemy' battleship' and' sink' it' with' the' soldier' inside.' The'


soldier' inside' needed' to' have' complete' resolve,' whether' he' hit' his'


target'or'not,'not'to'come'back'alive.'


It' later' came' to' light' that' the' Japanese' military' had' plans' to'


collect'pine' root'oil' (the' resin' that' accumulated'at' the' root'of' a'pine'


tree)' and' use' it' as' an' airplane' fuel.' They' were' also' seriously'


conducting' research' on' attaching' a' bomb' to' a' huge' paper' balloon,'


floating'it'to'the'American'mainland,'and'exploding'it'in'an'urban'zone.'


The' Japanese' army' no' longer' had' the' capacity' to' fight' weapon' to'


weapon,'and'they'were'therefore'driven'to'the'point'where'they'had'to'


consider'such'options.'Young'soldiers'used'their'own' lives' instead'of'


weapons;' the'historical' truth' is' that' there'was'no'other'way' to' fight'


except'by'blowing'themselves'up.' '


The'war'situation'just'continued'to'grow'worse'and'worse.'On'


March'9th'and'10th'of'that'year,'a'massive'formation'of'334'American'
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B\29s' conducted' an' air' raid' on' Tokyo' leaving' 213,000' homes' burnt'


down' and'more' than' 80,000' dead.' Then' on' the' 14th' in' Osaka' about'


130,000' homes'were' destroyed' by' fire,' and' on' the' 19th' Nagoya'was'


bombed.' Air' raids' against' the' other' major' cities' were' strengthened'


day'after'day.'


On'April'1st'the'US'Army'began'the'invasion'of'Okinawa'Island,'


backing' the' Japanese' into' a' corner' with' an' overwhelming' force;'


approximately'500,000'troops'participated'and'183,000'troops'landed'


ashore.'By'June'23,'the'Japanese'Army'stationed'there'was'completely'


annihilated.'In'this,'the'only'battle'that'took'place'on'Japanese'soil,'the'


Japanese'army'lost'about'120,000'personnel.'Civilian'deaths,'including'


those'who'were'instructed'by'the'army'to'blow'themselves'up'or'kill'


themselves,'reached'170,000'people.'


!
Building!Demolition!and!Bamboo!Spear!Training!


However' the' people' of' Japan'were' almost' completely' uninformed' of'


these' realities' and' so' they' were' just' running' around' in' confusion'


caused'by'quietly'whispered'rumors.'Still,' the'situation'was'certainly'


worsening.' Even'Hiroshima,'which' had' been' relatively' peaceful' until'


then,'received'a'complete'makeover'as'a'tense'atmosphere'hung'over'


the'town.'We'middle'school'and'girls’'school'students'were'ordered'to'


undertake' house' demolitions' as' a' school' unit,' in' addition' to' our'


student'mobilization'work.'The' streets' of' central'Hiroshima' still' had'


pronounced' vestiges' of' the' old' castle' town;' the' streets'were'narrow'


and' the'houses'were'built' right'up'on' top'of' each'other.' In' addition,'


about'40'per' cent'of' this'area'was'occupied'by'military' installations,'


and' those'were' quite' dense.' It'would' be' a' ripe' target' for' incendiary'


bombs'if'there'were'to'be'an'air'raid,'and'one'could'easily'imagine'the'


whole'town'turning'into'a'sea'of'flames.'With'that'in'mind,'what'was'


hit' upon' to' prevent' the' spread' of' fire' even' a' little' bit' was' the'


draconian'policy'called'building'demolition,'which'would'create'a'belt'
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of'empty'land'called'a'“fire'break”'by'tearing'down'a'swath'of'the'built'


up'homes.' '


Forming'a'line'under'the'blazing'hot'sun,'we'would'receive'the'


tiles'that'were'lowered'from'the'roof,'and'one'by'one'we'would'carry'


them'like'a'relay'team'to'the'truck'that'was'standing'by.'After'we'had'


hauled'away'the'roof'tiles'and'every'other'single'thing'that'could'be'of'


use' from'the'house,'a' thick'rope'was' tied'around'what'had'until' just'


yesterday'been'a'family'dwelling.'Then'a'large'group'of'people'tugged'


on' it' with' all' their' might,' pulling' it' down.' In' those' days' we' were'


compelled' to'be'selfless'and'serve' the'nation,' so'people'would'never'


have' expressed' it' in'words,' but'what' could' those'whose' houses' had'


been'torn'down'by'their'friends'have'felt?'


In'addition'to'the'middle'school'and'girls’'school'students,'the'


Japanese'Military'Reservist'Association,'the'Women’s'National'Defense'


Association,'and'the'local'townspeople'were'also'urgently'called'upon'


and' the'work' really' seemed' to'move' forward.' Immediately' after' the'


orders' were' issued,' these' strange' empty' belts' of' land' around' town'


started'to'stand'out.'


At'the'same'time'grim'expressions'like,'“100'million'honorable'


deaths,”' were' in' wide' use.50' It' meant' that' the' Japanese' public' was'


expected' to' fight' bravely' down' to' the' very' last' man,' and' that' our'


mission'was'to'return'fire'to'the'American'and'English'devils.'


Around' the' city' bamboo' spear' training' was' well' underway,'


with'the'Women’s'National'Defense'Association'and'Japanese'Military'


Reservist'Association'leading'the'way.'The'bamboo'spears'were'made'


of'two\meter'long'green'bamboo'shoots'with'a'diagonal'cut'across'the'


tip.'The'tips'were'hardened'by'scorching'them'with' fire,'and'dipping'


them'into'oil'while'they'were'still'hot.'These'were'‘weapons’'that'were'


to'be'used'to'stab'the'approaching'enemy'troops'in'the'chest.'


                                            
50 ichioku gyokusai�������
��1:���refers to a shattering 
crystal which was a metaphor used for a heroic or meaningful death. 
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Everybody' who' participated' in' these' drills' understood' that'


there' was' no' way' you' could' fight' on' equal' footing' using' these'


primitive' ‘weapons’' against' invading' American' soldiers'with' guns' of'


powerful' lethal' force.' Still,' it' was' better' than' going' against' army'


orders'and'being'treated'as'a'‘traitor.’'Everyone'who'had'to'take'part'


probably' bore' this' thought' in' the' back' of' his' or' her' minds.' Even' a'


middle'school'second'year'student'like'me'felt'this'way.'


'


The!School!Patrol!Squad!
On' a' late' July' night,' when' we' were' buried' in' work' from' student'


mobilization' and'building' demolition,' I'was' visiting' a' classmate'who'


lived'in'the'middle'school'dorm'when'I'noticed'that'the'Chiba'Railroad'


Unit'was'bivouacked'on'the'school'grounds.'It'looked'like'a'section'of'


the'classrooms'had'been'allocated'as'quarters' for' the'soldiers,' and'a'


mess' tent' had' been' set' up' in' a' corner' of' the' schoolyard' where' a'


mountain' of'massive' rice'pots' and' frying'pans'were' stacked'up.'The'


middle'school'students'were'out'of'school'doing'student'mobilization'


and'building'demolition'work,'and'the'soldiers'were'using'the'school'


grounds.'What'an'unbearable'scene!'


A' few' days' later' while' we' were' doing' demanding' house'


clearing'work'in'the'Tenshin'neighborhood'(which'used'to'occupy'an'


area'which'now'is'a'corner'in'Peace'Park),'the'whistle'suddenly'blew'


summoning'everyone' to' assemble.'We' lined'up' in' four' straight' rows'


thinking,'“what'is'this'all'about?”'Then'a'voice'spoke'out,'“if'your'name'


is'called,' fall'out'and'assemble'on'the'right.”'And'right'off' the'bat'my'


name' was' called,' followed' by' about' twenty' other' names.' Then' the'


other' students' were' ordered' to' go' back' to' their' original' posts' and'


continue' working.' A' teacher' instructed' those' of' us' who' remained'


there,'“You'are'assigned'to'the'School'Patrol'Squadron'as'of'August'1.'


Accordingly,' from' the' first' you' shall' report' to' school' every'morning'


and' fulfill' your' patrol' duties' by' cooperating' with' the' soldiers' in'


guarding'the'structure.”'
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Later,' when' I' glanced' at' the' lineup' of' faces,' all' of' assembled'


there' were' students' who' lived' close' to' school.' That' made' sense'


because'all'of'us'could'run'to'school'within'a'few'minutes'if'something'


were' to' happen.' We,' the' new' members' of' the' School' Patrol' Squad,'


were' to' report' to' our' assembly' area' at' the' same' time' as' the' house'


demolition'groups,'8:30'am,'and'if'there'was'nothing'further'to'do,'we'


were'allowed' to'go'home'at'4'pm.'However,'when' I' really' thought' it'


through,' I' felt' a' little' bit' of' resentment' somewhere' down'my' heart.'


Sometimes' the'early\warning' siren'would'go'off' in' the'middle'of' the'


night,'so'wouldn’t'it'have'been'better'if'the'students'who'were'staying'


in'the'dorms'on'campus'had'been'put'on'security'duty?'


On'the'morning'of'August'1,'fifteen'or'sixteen'of'the'forty'or'so'


students' who' assembled' there' at' the' designated' time' were' second'


year' students.' We' decided' immediately' to' have' a' meeting' with' the'


NCO'of' the'unit' stationed'at'our'school,'whom'we'were' told'was' the'


liaison' for' the' School' Patrol' Squad.' However,' from' a' soldier’s'


perspective'we'were'nothing'but'a'bunch'of'snotty\faced'kids.'He'left'


us'with' the'words,' “I'will' contact' you' should'any'business'or'urgent'


matters'arise.'For'now,'you'guys'just'follow'the'school'policies.”'Then'


he' saluted' and' promptly' withdrew.' His' words' were' polite,' but' we'


could'see'that'he'was'ignoring'us.'


From'our'perspective'the'“school'policy”'was'the'School'Patrol,'


the' honorable' duty' ordered' by' the' school’s' Stationed' Officer.' It'


wouldn’t'do'for'us'to'sit'around'forever'waiting'for'the'liaison'NCO'to'


contact' us.' So' at' that' point,' we' students' got' together' on' our' own'


accord'and'concluded,'“Since'we’ve'contacted'the'squad,'we'should'go'


over'our' list'of'duties'on'our'own.”'First'of'all'we'decided'to'confirm'


the'layout'of'buildings'on'the'school'grounds.'Accordingly,'we'made'an'


inspection' starting' with' the' hoanden51' and' school' offices,' then' the'
two\story'wooden'school'building,'the'library,'the'martial'arts'hall,'the'


                                            
51 The hoan’den was the structure on campus that housed the Emperor’s 
portrait and a copy of the Imperial Rescript on Education. 
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auditorium,'and'the'dormitories.'We'checked'the' locations'of' the' fire'


fighting'reservoirs'and'the'water'levels,'and'we'confirmed'the'amount'


of' fire'fighting'paraphernalia'such'as'the'buckets.'We'also'divided'up'


the'tasks'and'decided'the'procedures'of'saving' important'documents'


and'valuables' in'case'of'an'air'raid' fire.'We'were'all' infused'with'the'


spirit'of'selfless'service,'and'were'in'high'spirits.'


Following' the' procedures' that' we' had' discussed' amongst'


ourselves,' we' worked' hard' to' train' ourselves' to' use' the' fire'


extinguishing' pumps.' However,' during' the' training' we' saw' the' Rail'


Unit' soldiers' in' two' lines'of' four' carrying'10\meter' segments'of' iron'


rails'using'a'pole'and'ropes' to'carry' it.'We'could' imagine'how'heavy'


the' rails' were' based' on' the' way' the' poles' were' digging' into' the'


soldiers’' shoulders.'Even' though'we'were'only' children,'we' renewed'


our'determination,'thinking'we'can’t'let'those'soldiers'beat'us.'At'that'


moment,'we'all'began'to'spontaneously'sing'“doki%no%sakura.52”'
'


Hiroshima!in!August!
Since'there'were'a' lot'of'military' facilities' in'Kure'and'Etajima,' those'


areas' had' suffered' air' raids' from' early' on.' I' don’t' remember' exactly'


when' American' warplanes' started' flying' over' the' suburbs' of'


Hiroshima.'However,'what' I'do' remember'quite' clearly,' even'now,' is'


that' on'August' 3rd' or' 4th,' all' of' a' sudden' a' squadron'of' Consolidated'


B\24s'appeared'over'Hiroshima'airspace.'Unlike'an'ordinary'bombing'


raid,'the'squadron’s'altitude'was'not'that'high.'They'were'low'enough'


that' the' insignia' of' the' American' military' was' clearly' visible' to' the'


naked'eye.'The'puzzling'thing'was'that'they'didn't'drop'any'bombs.'


Right' after' we' had' scrambled' into' the' air' raid' shelters,' the'


sound' of' anti\aircraft' guns' bellowed,' “boooom!' boooom!”' When' we'


                                            
52 �Cp�
���douki no sakura, was a song about kamikazes going to war 
together. The title means cherry trees blooming at the same time. The 
metaphor of the falling cherry blossom means to give your life for your 
country. 
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cautiously' leaned' out' and' looked' up' at' the' sky,' we' could' see' black'


smoke' wafting' out' of' the' firing' anti\aircraft' guns.' And,' as' if' one' of'


those'shots'had'hit'the'plane'at'the'head'of'the'formation,'we'saw'for'


an' instant' a' ring' of' fire' flare' out' around' the' center' portion' of' its'


fuselage.'For'a'few'moments'the'bomber'kept'flying'as'though'nothing'


had' happened,' but' it' gradually' began' to' fall' behind' the' rest' of' the'


formation'and'it'went'down'in'a'tailspin'leaving'a'trail'of'black'smoke'


behind' it.' Cheering' and' clapping' unexpectedly' broke' out' among' the'


people'who'had'witnessed'this'scene.'For'me,'it'was'the'first'time'I'had'


seen'an'American'warplane' shot'down'over'Hiroshima'airspace,' so' I'


was'trembling'with'excitement.'


I'don’t'remember'how'much'time'passed'after'that,'but'again'a'


squadron' of' Grumman' fighters' appeared' over' Hiroshima' airspace.'


Geographically,'Hiroshima'is'surrounded'on'mountains'by'three'sides,'


so'when'low'flying'planes'approached'they'would'always'be'detected'


late.'As' a' result,' the' enemy'planes'would'always'be'overhead'by' the'


time'the'air'raid'alert'sirens'went'off.'Fortunately,'this'time'was'not'an'


air'raid'either,'and'the'squadron'flew'off'towards'the'Southwest.'


Some' of' these' memories' are' a' little' bit' out' of' chronological'


order,' but' there' was' an' incident' in' which' a' Boeing' B\29' flew' over'


Hiroshima' and' dropped' a' mass' flyer.' Perhaps' to' attract' people’s'


attention,' the' front' of' the' flyer' was' a' copy' of' the' ten' yen' note' in'


circulation'at' that' time,' and' the'back' said' in' Japanese,' “Notice' to' the'


people' of' Japan:' Hiroshima' will' be' attacked' in' the' near' future,' so'


evacuate' to' the' suburbs' immediately.”' (There' is' an' actual' flyer'


preserved'at'the'Hiroshima'Peace'Memorial'Museum)'


The' military' and' the' police' expressed' a' deep' sense' of' alarm'


regarding'the'flyers'and'even'after'frantically'collecting'them,'ordered'


any'citizens'who,'“picked'up'the'enemy’s'deceptive'flyer,'to'turn'them'


in'immediately'to'a'policeman'or'a'military'policeman.”'Because'of'the'


highly'charged'atmosphere'and'the'fact'that'rumors'had'spread'that'if'
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you'had' secretly'kept'one'of' the' flyers,' you'would'be' suspected'as' a'


spy;'in'public,'people'acted'as'if'they'had'no'knowledge'of'it.'


However,'most' citizens' had' read' the' flyer.' So' no'matter' how'


much' the'military' tried' to' tell' us' not' to' be' deceived' by' the' enemy’s'


propaganda,' an' uneasy' feeling' spread' among' the' people' that' there'


might' be' an' air' raid.' This'was' natural' because' it' had' been' an' “open'


secret”' that' harsh' air' raids' by' the' US' were' occurring' all' over' the'


country,' and' everybody' was' wondering' why' “military' metropolis”'


Hiroshima' had' not' yet' been' targeted.' On' that' day,' Consolidated' and'


Grumman'squadrons'appeared'twice,'yet'went'away'without'dropping'


any' bombs.' So' the' feeling' that,' “it’s' finally' coming,”' was' probably'


widespread'among'the'people.'


'


Irritation!the!Day!Before!the!Atomic!Bombing!
The' 5th' of' August'was' a' Sunday.' Living' in' that' intense' environment,'


everyone' in' town' called' the' week,' “Monday,' Monday,' Tuesday,'


Wednesday,'Thursday,'Friday,'Friday.”'And'so' I,' an'appointed'School'


Patrol' Squad' Member,' in' addition' to' consecutive' days' of' drills' and'


patrol'duty,'and'lacking'sleep'because'of'nighttime'air'raid'warnings,'


did' not' even' take' Sunday' off.' My' body' and' soul' had' become' very'


weary.'Feeling'like'that,'I'overheard'my'youngest'older'sister'having'a'


discussion'with'Mom,'saying,'“Today'we’re'having'a'farewell'party'for'


our'homeroom' teacher,' so' I’m'going'on' a' field' trip' to'Miyajima'with'


my'classmates.”' ' ' '


Under' normal' circumstances' these' words' of' my' sister' would'


have'been'nothing.'However,'at'that'moment,'I'had'lost'the'capacity'to'


control'myself,'saying,'“You'little'traitor,'how'can'you'go'on'a'field'trip'


at'a' time' like' this'when'everyone' is'working'so'desperately,”'hurling'


an' insult' that' surprised' even' myself.' Instantly' that' “oh' no!”' feeling'


poked'at'my' chest,' but'once'you’ve' said' it,' you' can’t'put' it' back' in.' I'


remained'silent'with'my'back'turned'towards'my'sister.'
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My' mother' acted' as' if' nothing' special' had' happened,' even'


though'she'had'heard'my' irrational'words.'After' seeing'off'my'sister'


and' her' friend' Taeko' Maebara,' saying,' “be' careful' on' the' way,”' she'


turned' to' me' and' said' in' a' gentle' voice,' “you' be' careful' too.”' (Ms.'
Maebara' was' commuting' to' a' girls’' school' in' the' city' from' Toyama'


Village' in' Asa' County' in' the' countryside.)' My' mother,' who' had'


experience' as' a' teacher' in' her' hometown,' could' probably' easily'


understand'the'psychology'of'her'youngest'child,'whom'she'bore'after'


she' was' 40' years' old.' I' was' filled' with' regret,' but' could' not' say'


anything'directly,'so'I'was'grateful'for'her'kindness'from'the'bottom'of'


my'heart.'


Soon' after' it' came' time' to' go' to' school.' Recalling' the' scene' a'


few' days' ago,' of' the' crash' of' the' American' Consolidated' B\24' right'


before'my'very'eyes,' I' left'home'so'giddy'that' I'was'shaking.'On'that'


day,' there' were' no' air' raid' warnings' from' the' morning' till' the'


afternoon,'and'we'could'be'a'little'more'at'ease'than'usual.'Among'the'


group' of' us' gathered' at' school,' the' topic' of' the' “downed' enemy'


aircraft”'was'all'we'could'talk'about.'


Whether'or'not'that'feeling'of'exhilaration'had'affected'me,'my'


frayed' nerves' had' not' calmed' down' by' the' time' I' got' home' that'


evening.' The'moment' I' saw'my' sister’s' face,' having' come' back' from'


her'field'trip,'I'cursed'her'again,'saying,'“Your'teacher'has'selfishly'quit'


school' and' how' can' she' take' her' students' on' a' field' trip' at' this'


moment'of' crisis?”'But' that'was'not'all.' Screaming,' “I'don’t'need' this'


thing,”'I'hurled'to'the'floor'the'souvenir'globe'that'she'had'bought'for'


me,' scraping'up'money' from'her'meager'allowance.' It'was'produced'


during' wartime,' so' it' was' really' cheaply' made.' It' broke' apart' with'


pieces' flying' everywhere,' so' that' you' could' no' longer' tell' what' the'


original'item'looked'like.' '


Having'seen'this,'finally'my'mother’s'face'bore'a'sad'expression'


and'she'told'me'to'pick'up'every'last'scattered'piece.'Then'she'got'up'


and' brought' back' a' basket' of' dried' sweet' potatoes' from' the' pantry,'
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and' told'me,' “sleep'will' help' you' forget' bad' things,' just' eat' this' and'


take'a'rest.”' '


I'was'exhausted'and'had' lost'my'self\control.'My'mom'and'my'older'


sister'knew'it,'but'they'didn’t'know'how'to'comfort'me.'The'abnormal'


state' of' existence' called' “war,”'without' fail' destroys' people’s' hearts.'


' Anyways,' as' if' to' aggravate'my'mental' state' even' further,' an'


early\warning' siren' alert' of' approaching' enemy' aircraft' was' issued'


after'9'o’clock.' I'reflexively' looked'at'the'clock,'which'said'9:22.' I'got'


ready'in'a'big'hurry'and'when'I'ran'to'school,'the'unit'of'soldiers'who'


were' garrisoned' there' had' already' swiftly' taken' their' positions.' The'


warning'was'lifted'at'9:30,'but'because'of'my'nerves,'that'mere'seven'


or' eight' minutes' felt' like' a' really' long' time.' The' instant' I' thought,'


“what'a'relief,”'I'felt'more'tired'than'ever.' ' '


I'returned'home'at'once;'I'must'have'fallen'asleep'lying'down'in'


what' I' was' wearing' without' changing' my' clothes.' My' eyes' were'


opened'by'another'early\warning'siren'after'2'o’clock'in'the'morning.'I'


ran'to'school'in'a'big'rush,'but'soon'after'I'got'there'the'alert'was'lifted,'


so' the' two' or' three' us'who'were' assembled' there'went' back' to' our'


homes.' In' those'days,' since' it'was'a'hassle' to'wind'and'unwind'your'


leggings' in' the' dark,' I' got' into' the' habit' of' sleeping' casually' in' my'


defense'outfit'with'a'thin'summer'blanket'covering'my'stomach.' ' '


'


'


'
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1. The Hasegawa Family circa 1938. Seated L-R: Toyono (mother), Sokichi (father), 
Tadashi, Kunie. Standing L-R: Sachio, Kunimichi (eldest brother), Kanoe (eldest 


sister), Haruo. 


   
2,3. Tadashi, elementary school age. 
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4. Students doing war related work.     5. Children mobilized for war. 


 


  
6. Soldiers in front of Hiroshima Castle.        7. Bamboo spear training. 


 


8. Hiroshima (Aioi Bridge) before the bombing. 
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9. Eldest Sister, Kanoe      10. Eldest brother, Kunimichi. 


 
11. Kanoe showing her younger sisters how to embroider. 


L-R: Sachio, Kanoe, Kunie 
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The!Morning!of!the!Day!
The' next' morning,' the' 6th,' was' a' penetratingly' sunny' day;' from' the'


moment' the'mid\summer'sun'rose,' it'was'shining'without'mercy.'On'


that'day,'my'sister,'whom'I'had'given'a'hard'time'the'night'before,'had'


to'go'to'student'mobilization'at'the'Hiroshima'Ekimae'Post'Office.'She'


left' the' house' at' about' seven,' just' a' little' bit' ahead' of' me,' with' her'


close' friend,'Ms.'Maebara,'who'was'staying'at'our'house'because'she'


lived'too'far'away.'


My'mother'later'told'me'that'the'two'of'them'looked'back'and'


waved' their' hands' many' times' at' my' mother' who' stood' at' the'


entrance'seeing'them'off.'My'mother'never'dreamt'that'it'would'be'the'


last' opportunity' to' see' her' youngest' daughter' ever' again.' At' that'


moment,' since' I'was' still' sitting' at' the' chabudai53' eating'breakfast,' I'
did'not'see'my'sister,'who'was'waiving'her'hand'as'she'was'leaving.'If'I'


had' known' that' this' would' be' my' sister’s' eternal' farewell' to' me,' I'


would'have'meekly'apologized'to'her'for'my'violent'behavior'the'night'


before.'Even'now,'my'regret'is'limitless.'


Suddenly,'a'few'minutes'after'that,'an'early\warning'siren'went'


off.' I' ran' like' the'wind' to' school,'with' the' lunch'box'my'mother'had'


prepared'for'me'under'my'arm.'At'that'time'foodstuffs'were'on'ration,'


and'one'adult’s'daily'portion'of'rice'was'set'at'2'go,'3'shaku.54' Even'in'


that'horrible' food' shortage,'my'mother'would'give'her'own'share' to'


her'son'who'was' “working' for' the'sake'of'His'Majesty' the'Emperor,”'


packing'it'in'my'lunch'box'to'take'away.' '


School'was'just'a'stone’s'throw'from'the'house,'and'as'usual,'I'


was' the' first'one' there.'As' I'was' inspecting'my'assigned' location,'my'


classmates' starting' showing' up' one\by\one.' As' if' on' cue,' the'


early\warning'siren'was'switched'to'an'air'raid'alert'siren.'We'glanced'


                                            
53 The traditional Japanese low dining table, without chairs. You sit on a 
pillow on the floor around this table. 
54 2 go 3 shaku is about 425 ml or 1 ¾ cups of rice. 
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anxiously' at' one' another,' but' soon' after' that' the' all\clear' siren'


sounded.' '


We'breathed'a'sigh'of'relief'and'everyone’s'tension'was' lifted.'


For'a'little'while'we'had'a'chat'in'a'dimly\lit'classroom'in'which'all'of'


the' window' panes' had' been' covered' with' 3' to' 4' cm' wide' strips' of'


screen'door'paper'to'prevent'glass'shards'from'flying'in'a'bomb'blast.'


It' was' still' a' little'while' until' our' original'meeting' time' of' 8:30,' but'


there'was'not'enough'time'to'go'home'and'come'all'the'way'back'again.'


Not' only'were'we' hot,' but'we'were' hungry' too.' Although' no' one' in'


particular' suggested' it,' we' all' agreed' among' my' close' friends' that'


since'that'was'the'case'we'should'go'down'to'the'river'bank'where'it'


would'be'a'little'bit'cooler.' '


The'cherry'tree\lined'riverbank'was'one'of'the'places'in'the'city'


that'was' famous' for' cherry' blossoms.'We' sat' ourselves' down' in' the'


shade'of'a'tree'and'spoke'of'this'and'that'based'on'information'that'we'


had' heard' from' the' soldiers' encamped' at' our' school;' how' the'


American'armada'had'landed'in'Okinawa'and'had'reduced'the'houses'


and'crops'to'ashes'using'flamethrowers,'how'many'people'had'chosen'


their' own'way' and'hurled' themselves'off' of' a' cliff' rather' than' suffer'


the' shame' of' being' captured' by' the' enemy,' how' when' the' decisive'


battle' finally' comes' to' the' main' island,' we' too' would' become' the'


fortress' behind' the' lines' and' how' we' might' have' to' hide' in' spider'


holes.'Spider'holes'were'holes'that'were'dug'in'along'the'coastline'just'


big'enough'for'one'person'to'fit'in.'They'were'built'with'the'objective'


that' those' hidden' inside,' using' a' hand' grenade' made' of' porcelain,'


could'blow'themselves'up'on'enemy'tanks'that'had'come'ashore.'


On'that'day,'at'that'moment,'I'remember'that'the'water'level'of'


the'Ota'River'at'Kusunoki'was'pretty'high,'as'though'it'were'high'tide,'


even' though' we' were' seven' or' eight' kilometers' away' from' the' sea.'


About'ten'to'fifteen'people,'including'myself,'waded'out'into'the'water'


and'were'having' fun' swimming.'After' a'while'we'heard' some'of' our'


friends' who' were' still' on' the' bank' suddenly' shouting' very' loudly,'
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“Hey!'I'hear'a'‘Bee’'engine,'you’d'better'get'up'here'quick!”'‘Bee’'meant'


B\29.'However,' those'of'us'swimming' in' the'water'couldn’t'hear'any'


noise,' and'we' dismissed' them,' thinking' they'were' trying' to' trick' us'


because' we' were' having' fun' playing' in' the' cool' water.' Just' the'


opposite,'it'was'we'who'were'mocking'our'friends'on'the'shore.'


Nevertheless,'we'eventually'realized'the'gravity'of'the'situation'


when'we'saw'them'running'right'and'left'desperately'screaming'from'


shore'with' both' hands' cupped' on' their'mouths.'We' got' up' on' shore'


and' quickly' threw' on' our' clothes' and' two' or' three' of' us' gathered'


together'and' listened;'yes,'we'could'faintly'hear'the'sound'of'a'plane'


like' the'buzz'of'a'mosquito.'However,'we'couldn’t' see' the'plane.'The'


other'strange'thing'was,'that'although'they'would'normally'sound'an'


air' raid' siren' for' even' a' single' enemy' plane' flying' over' Hiroshima'


airspace,'why'had'there'been'no'such'siren?'


I' yelled' in' a' loud' voice,' “Hey,' that’s' definitely' the' sound' of' a'


‘Bee.’'It’s'flying'at'about'10,000'meters'high.”'We'fixed'our'eyes'on'the'


direction'of'the'sound.'As'we'did'so,'we'saw'something'about'the'size'


of' a' grain' of' white' rice' gleaming' as' though' it' were' reflected' in' the'


sunlight'for'a'split'second.'“There'it'is,'there'it'is,”'I'said'to'myself'as'I'


kept'my'gaze'on'the'airplane,'in'order'not'to'lose'sight'of'it.'


Right' after' that,' one' of' the' members' in' our' group' screamed'


from'somewhere'nearby,'“Hey,'a'red'parachute,'or'something,'is'falling'


down,”'and'he'pointed'his'finger'in'the'direction'of'the'center'of'town,'


due'southeast'of'where'we'were'standing.'I'quickly'shifted'my'glance,'


but'I'couldn’t'locate'it'right'away.'By'the'time'I'found'the'red'object,'it'


felt'like'it'was'closing'in'right'over'my'head'at'a'faster'and'faster'pace.'


The' object' that' we' saw' attached' to' a' parachute' was' an'


instrument'(radiosonde)55' that'was'dropped'by'the'American'Army'to'


measure'the'force'of'the'atomic'blast.'One'of'the'three'parachutes'that'


were' dropped' at' this' time' was' later' found' at' Kabe' Village' of' Asa'


County,'Hiroshima'(now'called'Kabe,'Asa'North'Ward,'Hiroshima'City)'


                                            
55 A balloon-borne instrument that measures atmospheric pressure 
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and'is'presently'preserved'at'the'Hiroshima'Peace'Memorial'Museum.'


The'parachute'that'we'had'thought'was'red,'must'have'been'an'optical'


illusion'caused'by'the'conditions'of'the'light;'it'was'actually'white.'


'


The!Moment!of!the!Atomic!Bomb!Explosion'
The'next'moment'after'turning'my'body'towards'the'falling'parachute,'


I' noticed' everything' suddenly' go' dim.' Even' though' I' had' no' time' to'


judge' what' had' just' happened,' my' entire' body' instinctively' felt'


“danger,”'and'right'as' I'was'about' to'cover'up'my'eyes'with' the' four'


fingers'of'both'hands,'there'was'a'flash'from'behind'me'and'the'entire'


sky'turned'deep'yellow.'In'the'middle'of'the'flash'there'was'something'


like'white'granules'about' the'size'of'a'ping\pong'ball,'and' they'came'


pouring'down'like'hail'and'it'felt'as'though'it'was'coming'towards'me'


and'enveloping'me.'


Even' though' I' had' both' of'my' ears' firmly' plugged,' a' hideous'


searing' crackling'noise' coming' from'my'entire'back'was' transmitted'


through'my' flesh.'The'back'part'of' the'short\sleeve'underwear' that' I'


was'wearing'had'melted'away'instantaneously'from'the'heat'flash.'An'


extreme' pain' shot' through' me' like' heat' and' hurt' all' jumbled' up'


together.'While'bearing'this'pain'I'let'out'an'incomprehensible'groan.'


Then,'in'the'next'moment,'the'murmuring'sound'that'had'been'


audible' to' me' suddenly' disappeared' and' my' surroundings' were'


enveloped' in' an' eerie' stillness.' I' felt' as' if' time' had' stopped.' I’m' not'


sure'how'much'time'had'elapsed'since'I'first'saw'the'flash,'but'it'was'


probably'5'seconds,'maybe'10'at'the'most.'


As'I'had'learned'in'the'escape'drills'we'did'in'sixth'grade,'I'was'


sitting' with' my' legs' underneath' me,' leaning' my' torso' forward,'


covering'my'eyes'and'ears'with'both'hands'and'trying'to'inhale.'But'I'


could'not'draw'air'into'my'body.'I'puckered'my'mouth'like'a'goldfish,'


but'to'no'avail.'Soon'I'was'short'of'breath'and'started'writhing'on'that'


spot.'


!
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Battling!With!Extreme!Pain!
Perhaps' the' reason' I' felt' this' total' quietness,' as' if' time'had' stopped,'


was'because' I'had' lost' all' sensation' in'my'entire'body,' including' the'


heat'and'pain'that'I'had'felt'immediately'before.'I'felt'my'whole'body'


gradually'swell'up,'and'after'that'I'started'to'feel'my'sensations'slowly'


return.'My'whole'body'was'wracked'with'a'clenching'pain;'my'pulse'


was' throbbing' so' severely' that' I' thought' all'my' blood'was' about' to'


burst'out'my'blood'vessels.'


Since'I'had'curled'up'my'body'as'small'as'possible'face'down'on'


the' river' bank,' facing' away' from' the' direction' of' the' flash,' I' was'


burned'on'the'back'of'my'head,'my'entire'back'and'on'both'arms'from'


the'shoulders'to'the'tips'of'my'fingers.'The'soles'of'my'feet'were'also'


burned,' even' though' I'was'wearing'my' sneakers.'When' I'moved'my'


gaze'to'the'tips'of'my'fingers,'burnt'skin'was'drooping'down'from'the'


cuticles.'Even' though' it'was'my'own'body,' I' felt' like' I'was'observing'


something'foreign.'I'still'had'chest'pain'as'though'I'had'exhaled'all'the'


air' from'my'body.'When'I'again'tried'to'move'my'mouth,' I' felt'a'tiny'


amount'of'air'trickle'in,'so'I'calmed'down'a'little'bit.' '


As' time' progressed,' the' pain' increased.' I' was' there' for' some'


time,'I’m'not'sure'how'long,'hunched'over'on'the'ground'just'bearing'


the'pain,'when'I'started'to'feel'a'new'heat'sensation'around'my'ankles.'


My'toes'were'burned,'but'I'was'face'down'on'the'ground,'sitting'on'my'


folded' legs.' I' realized' that' fortunately' I' did'not'have' any'burns' from'


my' thighs' to'my' knees.' Drawing' every' ounce' of' strength,' I' stood' up'


and'I'saw'that'the'hem'of'my'pants'were'on'fire.'So'that'was'the'source'


of'my'new'pain.'I'tried'to'extend'my'arms'to'extinguish'the'flames'by'


patting'and'rubbing'them'out;'but'burns'on'the'outsides'of'both'arms'


held'them'back,'and'I'could'not'reach.'Nor'could'I'move'the'tips'of'my'


fingers.' So,'without' any' other' recourse' I' started' to' plod' very' slowly'


towards'the'river'to'put'out'the'fire.'At'that'moment,'I'encountered'my'


friend'standing'only'about'one'meter'away'from'me,'his' face'and'the'


front' half' of' his' body'had'been'burned'black.' I' assumed' that' he' had'
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been' facing' the' direction' of' the' flash' and' got' scorched.' I' could' not'


recognize' who' it' was' because' his' figure' had' been' so' radically'


transformed.' I' called' to' him,' saying,' “Is' that' you' Morita?”' but' he'


remained'still'and'did'not'reply.'His'open'mouth'was'full'of'blood'and'I'


could' see' a' little'bit' of'his'white' teeth.'His' condition'was' such' that' I'


could' not' tell' if' he' was' still' alive' or' had' died' standing' up.' (In' the'


Anniversary' Edition' of' Sotoku' Middle' School’s' Gazette' that' was'


published' later' on,' there' was' a' collection' of' notes' mentioning' that'


there' were' a' couple' of' students' who' died' while' swimming,' but' the'


only'person'that'I'saw'on'the'riverbank'was'the'one'I'called'to,'“Is'that'


you'Morita?”)'


At'that'time'I'didn’t'have'enough'strength'to'help'him'out.'So'I'


started'walking'towards'the'river'again'looking'like'a'ghost,'with'both'


arms' folded' in' front'of'my'chest' like'a'mummy.' I'barely'managed' to'


reach' the' edge' of' the' water,' dragging' my' legs,' which' would' not'


function'as'I'expected,'and'I'entered'the'river.'Then'the'burning'heat'


of'my'feet'disappeared.'When'I'sat'into'the'river'and'immersed'myself'


up'to'my'neck'I'felt'the'pain'of'my'entire'body'dissipate.' '


However,' that'peaceful' feeling' lasted'but'a' few'seconds'and' it'


turned'into'a'severe'chill.'No'matter'how'strongly'I'tried'to'clench'my'


teeth,'I'could'not'keep'them'from'chattering.'Just'then,'a'fear'crossed'


my'mind'that'I'would'die'if'I'remained'like'this.'So'I'turned'around'and'


walked'back'to'the'shore'again.'Then'I' felt'different'pains,'as' if'some'


kind'of'force'was'tugging'on'the'entirety'of'my'back.'With'all'my'heart'


I'wanted'to'climb'back'up'on'shore,'but'the'more'I'struggled,'the'more'


intense' the' pain' became.' Each' time' I' moved,' it' seemed' that' the'


resistance' from' the' water' irritated' the' exposed' flesh' that' was'


drooping'like'a'rag'on'my'back'and'on'the'outside'of'my'arms.'


I' managed' to' get' back' up' the' shore,' but' I' could' not' stop'


shivering' due' to'my' chills.' As' though' I' were' crawling' I' managed' to'


reach'the'base'of'a'big'cherry'tree'on'the'embankment.'Then'I'lost'all'


of'my'strength'and'collapsed' in'a'heap'on' the'ground.'After' I' caught'
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my' breath,' I' had' many' thoughts' racing' through' my' head.' I' was'


wondering'if'a'bomb'had'fallen'directly'on'me.'Was'it'the'case'that'the'


bomb' was' so' close' that' I' had' not' heard' the' falling' sound' or' the'


explosion?'If'so,' then'there'should'have'been'a'massive'crater'where'


the'bomb'exploded,'but'where'was'it?'As'far'as'I'could'see'there'was'


nothing' like' that.' What' on' earth' had' happened?' At' that' moment' I'


didn’t'have'any'knowledge'to'evaluate'this'situation,'which'until'then'I'


had'neither'experienced'nor'ever'heard'of.'


!
The!Mass!of!People!in!Confused!Flight!


As'I'sat'under'the'cherry'tree'in'a'daze,' I'saw'a'group'of'the'railroad'


soldiers,'who'must'have'been'training'at'my'Middle'School'playground,'


running' unsteadily' towards' me.' Most' of' them'were' naked' from' the'


waist' up' and' had' big' burns' showing' on' their' faces' and' their' bodies'


were'raw.'As'they'were'about'to'pass'by'me,'someone'who'looked'like'


an' officer' instructed'me,' “Run' into' the' river' immediately.' The' fire' is'


spreading.”'But'I'had'no'more'will'to'stand'up'and'go'back'to'the'river,'


so'I'just'stayed'put'enduring'my'shivers.'


After'the'soldiers'had'passed'me,'I'suddenly'regained'my'wits'


and' looked' in' the' direction' of' my' school' building' and' other' nearby'


houses.'But'all'of'the'familiar'buildings'I'used'to'see'were'completely'


destroyed' without' any' trace.' When' I' looked' in' the' downstream'


direction' of' the' Ota' River,' which' runs' through' the' central' area' of'


Hiroshima,' I' could' not' see' the'main' keep' of'Hiroshima' castle,'which'


used' to' be' visible' around' the' center' of' an' iron' bridge.' The' Army'


Engineer'Corps'barracks'on'the'opposite'shore'had'also'disappeared.'


There'were'multiple'plumes'of'black'smoke'billowing'up'from'around'


that'area'(presently'the'location'of'Yasuda'Girls’'High'School).' '


I' began' to' hear' some' voices' that' were' something'


approximating' screaming' or' groaning,' I' could' not' tell.' That' was'


because' the' neighbors' were' fleeing' in' my' direction' dragging' their'


charred'bodies.'One'of' them'was'covering'his'arm' that'was'dripping'
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fresh'blood'with' a' sling;' still' another'was'desperately' running' along'


supporting'his'body'on'what'looked'to'be'a'family'member’s'shoulder.'


One'mother'was' running' forward' looking' straight' ahead' holding' on'


tightly'to'a'young'child’s'hand,'she'had'an'expression'on'her'face'that'


looked'haunted,'not'like'a'human'being.'


'


Reunion!With!My!Parents!
Because'of'this'short'rest,'perhaps,'I'was'able'to'regain'a'little'energy.'I'


started'to'worry'about'my'sick'father,'and'my'mother'who'was'almost'


60' years' old.' (My' parents' married' late,' so' in' this' my' 14th' year,' my'


mother' was' already' 57.)' So,' I' began' to' walk' in' the' direction' of' my'


house,'against'the'flow'of'people'who'were'running'all'over'trying'to'


escape.' However,' the' distance' from' the' embankment' down' the'mild'


fifty\meter'slope'to'my'house'was'incredibly'far.'


As' I' approached'my' house,' I' saw'my' father' washing' his' face'


and'gargling'with'water'from'the'emergency'fire'reservoir'in'front'of'


the'entrance'to'our'house.'He'did'not'notice'that'I'was'standing'there'


until'I'called'out,'“Father.”'Fortunately'he'had'been'inside'of'the'house'


at' the'moment'of' the'atomic'explosion,'and'had'not'been'exposed' to'


the' heat' beam,' so' he' did' not' have' any' visible' external' injuries.' But'


even' though'he' looked' just' as' like'he'always'did,' I' guess'he'was'not'


himself'on'account'of'this'sudden'situation.'He'was'totally'focused'on'


brushing'the'dust'coating'off'his'head'and'he'was'too'preoccupied'to'


notice' that' I' was' covered' in' burns.' When' I' asked' him,' “Where' is'


Mother?”' he' replied' lifelessly,' “I' think' she' was' sweeping' in' the'


backyard.”'


When' I' took' another' look' at' the' condition' of' the' house,' I'


noticed'that'only'the'entrance'had'retained'a'semblance'of'its'original'


shape.'Everything'else'behind'it'had'crumbled'down,'and'I'saw'a'dust'


cloud'billowing'up'from'a'heap'of'ruins.'I'turned'to'the'right'and'to'the'


left'looking'for'my'mother;'then'I'found'her'standing'still'in'a'corner'of'


the' backyard,' wearing' a' white' apron,' holding' a' broom' in' her' right'
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hand'and'a'dustpan' in'her' left'hand.'Even'my'strong\spirited'mother'


had'lost'herself'in'the'situation'that'was'before'her'eyes.'I'shouted'to'


her,' “Mother,'Come'out' this'way'quickly!'We'have' to'get'out'of'here,'


it’s'dangerous.”'However,'she'was'blocked'in'by'fallen'mud'walls'and'


pillars'and'could'not'easily'get'out.'I'found'a'gap'wide'enough'for'one'


adult'to'squeeze'through,'and'I'beckoned'her'to'come'out.' '


The' face' of' my' mother' who' appeared' before' my' eyes,' was'


burned'on'the'right'side,'and'her'dust\covered'hair'was'singed'and'all'


shriveled' up.' She' didn’t' look' anything' like' the'mother' I' had' left' just'


one' hour' ago.' Seeing' the' severity' of' my' mother’s' burns' left' me'


speechless,'and'my'parents'were'aghast'when'they'saw'my'scorched'


back.'I'could'only'see'the'burns'on'my'arms'and'legs;'now'for'the'first'


time'I'learned'of'the'condition'of'my'back'from'my'parents.'


'


Evacuation!Upriver!
I'was' not' sure' how'much' time' had' elapsed' from' the'moment' of' the'


atomic'bomb'explosion,'but'tile'shingles,'window'glass,'burning'pieces'


of' wood' from' the' thin' boards' placed' under' roof' tiles,' and' scraps' of'


paper' all' swept' up' by' the' bomb' blast,' the' intense' heat' ray,' and' the'


blazing' fire' came' raining' down' upon' us.' My' father' made' a' quick'


decision' to'get' the'summer'bedding'out' from'the'ruins'of'our'house,'


and'he'told'me,'“Put'this'over'your'head'and'let’s'go'to'the'riverbank'


for' now.”' My' father,' who' had' no' injuries,' held' two' corners' of' the'


blanket'and'stood'at'the'head'of'the'procession,'placing'me'who'could'


not'use'either'hand' in' the'middle.'My'mother'covered'her'head'with'


the'back'end'of'the'blanket,'and'we'set'out'walking'in'a'single\file'line.'


However,'with'rubble'strewn'everywhere'and'with'my'burned'


bare' feet,'we'could'not'walk'as'well'as'we'had'hoped.' I' tried'to'walk'


very'deliberately,'but'I'would'take'six'steps'and'then'squat'down,'then'


get'up'and'start'walking'again.'So'it'took'us'quite'a'while'to'reach'the'


riverbank,'which'was'right'in'front'of'us.'Several'times'along'the'way,'


we'heard'a'voice'screaming,'“Help!”'from'under'our'neighbor’s'house'
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that'had' collapsed' in' the'bomb'blast.'But'we' couldn’t' tell'where' this'


person'was,'nor'could'we'do'anything'about'it'due'to'the'approaching'


flames.'All'we'could'do'was'harden'our'hearts'and'hurry'on'our'way.' '


Finally,'we' arrived' at' the'mouth' of' the' cave' on' the' riverbank'


that'we'had'dug'out' in'advance' in' case'of' an'emergency.'My'mother'


and'I'entered'first,'and'the'moment'I'sat'down'in'the'back'I'must'have'


eased'my'tension,'because'I'then'felt'a'severe'pain'around'the'temple'


area.'I'also'felt'horrible'chills'again'and'started'shivering.' '


My'father'noticed'this'and'went'back'to'our'house'to'search'for'


some' things' that' looked' useful,' and' came' back.' He' told' us' that' our'


house'would'not'make' it,' as' the' flames'were'getting'very'close.'That'


was' why' he' could' only' bring' back' a' few' items.' Among' them,'


fortunately,'was'the'camellia'oil'that'my'mother'normally'used'to'take'


care'of'her'hair.'I'am'not'sure'if'he'thought'the'oil'would'be'good'for'


burns'or'he'just'happened'to'randomly'grab'whatever'was'at'hand.'


As'soon'as'my'mother'got'the'oil,'she'started'to'apply'it'on'my'


back.'The'oil'probably'sealed'off'the'air'to'the'burned'up'skin'because'


my' pain' was' eased' a' little' bit.' I' guess' I' also' felt' secure' having' my'


mother'at'my'side,'and'being'worn'out,'I'nodded'off'to'sleep.'


However,' this'brief' respite'did'not' last' long.' Soon'my' father’s'


shouts' woke'me' up.' “It’s' dangerous' to' stay' here.'We’d' better' go' up'


river.”' I' was' not' sure' how' long' I' was' asleep,' because' I' had' lost'my'


sense'of'time.'Anyways,'there'wasn’t'any'time'to'think'about'it,'so'we'


decided' to' follow' my' father’s' judgment' and' take' refuge' upriver.'


However,'the'wounds'covering'my'body'were'aching'and'my'body'felt'


very'heavy,'as'if'a'lead'plate'was'attached,'and'so'I'lost'my'will.'Making'


matters'worse,'the'height'of'the'hole'we'were'in'was'only'one'meter'or'


so,' so' we' had' to' bend' our' backs' and' almost' crawl' to' get' out.' I'


remembered' the' pain' I' had' experienced' when' I' entered' the' cave.' I'


thought,'“If' I’m'going'to'die' it'might'as'well'be'here,”'and'I'could'not'


stand'up.'My'mother'leaned'toward'my'ear'and'encouraged'me,'saying,'
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“Now'let’s'get'out'of'here'quickly.'We'will'be'really'steamed'alive'if'we'


stay'in'here.”'


When' I'managed' to' step' out,' smoke'was' all' over' and' a' burnt'


smell'permeated'the'air.'Although'it'was'certainly'still'mid\afternoon,'


the'sky'was'covered'with'lead\colored'clouds'and'it'was'dark'just'like'


a'winter'sunset.'Looking'at'the'road'on'the'embankment,'I'saw'that'it'


was'teeming'with'masses'of'injured'people,'who'must'have'fled'from'


near'ground'zero,' shuffling'down' the' road'one'after' another.'Among'


them' was' a' group' of' middle' school' students' who' must' have' been'


bombed' while' doing' house' demolition' duty' in' the' city' area;' their'


outfits' were' ragged' and' their' entire' bodies' were' so' bathed' in' with'


dust'so'that'I'could'not'distinguish'between'the'boys'and'the'girls.' '


My'father'left'us'for'a'little'while,'saying'that'he'would'go'scout'


out'the'situation'one'more'time.'In'order'to'avoid'the'confusion'on'the'


embankment' road,' my' mother' and' I' went' down' the' embankment'


heading'towards'the'river,'where'the'tide'had'receded.'Judging'by'the'


low'water'level,'it'looked'to'be'around'2'p.m.'or'so,'and'it'seemed'to'be'


the'ebb'tide.'We'could'see'sand'on'the'bottom'of'the'river'close'to'the'


shore.' Fortunately' there' was' a' gangi' right' in' front' of' us' (a' stone'
stairway' leading' into' the' water' that' you' could' park' watercraft'


alongside)' about' one'meter' in'width.'We' decided' to' go' down' to' the'


riverbed' using' the' steps.' But'when'we' actually' descended,' the' sand'


was' muddy' and' it' was' not' easy' for' us' to' walk' at' all.' However,' the'


embankment' and' the' stone'wall' did' shut' out' the' flying' embers' and'


tree'fragments,'so'we'could'walk'safely.'


'


The!Misery!of!Oshiba!Park!
It' was' about' 200' or' 300' meters' distance' from' the' place' where' we'


went'down'to'the'riverbed'to'Oshiba'Park'to'where'we'had'arranged'


to'meet'my'father'when'we'separated.'Watching'my'steps'as'I'walked,'


I'found'many'victims'had'come'down'to'the'river'in'search'of'water.'I'


saw'a'person' lying'prone,'drinking'water'right'out'of' the'river.' I'saw'
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another' person' scooping' up'water' in' their' cupped' hands.' I' was' not'


sure' if' they' were' simply' intent' on' surviving,' or' if' they' were' just'


following'their'instincts'to'quench'their'thirst.'Not'one'of'them'glanced'


up'at'us'as'we'passed'close'by;'enduring'their'pain,'they'kept'drinking'


water'single\mindedly.'Among'them'I'saw'one'person'lying'face'down'


who'did'not'move'even'an'inch.' '


My'mother'and'I'only'just'managed'to'arrive'at'Oshiba'Park'by'


passing'between'or'stepping'over'these'people.'It'was'not'easy'to'find'


a'spot' to'sit'down'because' the'place'was' in'chaos;' I' saw'people'who'


were' looking' for' their' families' loudly' calling'out' their'names,'people'


who'were'moaning'due'to'the'pain'from'their'burns,'people'who'were'


shouting'for'water,'and'small'sobbing'children.'


As'soon'as'we'found'a'space'just'big'enough'for'my'mother'and'


I' to' lie' down,' I' collapsed' to' the' ground' powerlessly.'While'we'were'


walking,'I'had'been'tense'enough'that'I'managed'to'tolerate'the'pain,'


but' the' moment' I' relaxed' again' the' pain' came' back.' My' heartbeat'


became' abnormally' quick' and' pulsating,' and' I' felt' my' blood' racing'


from' the' top' of' my' head' to' the' tips' of' my' toes.' My' throat' was'


completely'dried'up'and'I'could'not'even'produce'saliva.'What’s'more,'


I'carelessly'lay'down'with'my'burned'back'on'the'weed\strewn'dirt,'so'


the'pebbles'on'the'ground'irritated'the'wounds.'Even'though'I'tried'to'


convey'that'pain'to'my'mother,'I'could'not'form'the'words.'


Nearby' there' were' two' Navy' soldiers.' I' guess' they' were'


watching'and'took'pity'on'me'because'one'of'them'took'a'potato'out'of'


the'fire'and'gave'it'to'me'saying,'“Eat'this.”'My'mother'politely'thanked'


him'and'accepted'it.'She'peeled'the'blackened'skin'but'while'the'outer'


part'that'was'under'the'skin'was'soft,'the'center'was'still'undercooked.'


So'she'dug'out'the'soft'part'with'her'fingers'and'put'it'into'my'mouth'


while'I'was'lying'down'on'the'ground.'


However,'maybe'it'wasn’t'such'a'good'idea'to'have'even'a'very'


small' amount' of' the' potato' on' an' empty' stomach,' as' I' hadn’t' eaten'


anything' since' that'morning.' Soon' I' was' seized' by' severe' chills' and'
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nausea.'I'could'not'endure'it'and'turning'my'head'to'the'side,'I'started'


to'vomit.'As'my'stomach'was'almost'empty,'all'that'came'out'from'my'


mouth' was' thick' sticky' saliva' and' bile.' It' was' sour' and' bitter.' An'


indescribably'horrible'smell'met'my'nose.'To'make'matters'worse,'my'


body'wretched'and'twisted'as'I'vomited,'rubbing'my'burns'against'the'


ground'and'causing'excruciating'pain.'Tears'poured'out'of'my'eyes.' '


When'my'nausea'subsided,' I'noticed'a'kind'of'sweet'and'sour'


taste' in'my'mouth'that'was'different' from'the'taste'I'had'had'before.'


When' I' moved' my' tongue' I' felt' something' unpleasantly' thick.' I'


mentioned'this'to'my'mother'and'told'her'that'I'would'like'to'wash'my'


mouth' out,' but' we' didn’t' have' any'water.' My'mother' told'me' to' be'


patient'and'just'spit'it'out.' '


Again'I'turned'my'head'to'the'side'and'the'thick'matter'flowed'


out'from'my'open'mouth.'My'mother'wiped'my'mouth'with'a'corner'of'


her'apron'and'I'saw'dark'red'blood'thickly'smeared'on'it.'The'matter'


collecting' in' my' mouth' was' not' vomit,' nor' saliva;' rather' it' was'


bleeding' from'my' gums.'While' I' was' vomiting' repeatedly,' my' gums'


must'have'ruptured.'Under'ordinary'circumstances,'if'I'were'bleeding'


from'my'mouth'it'would'have'made'us'panic,'but'at'that'time'both'my'


mother'and'I'had'to'simply'accept'it'as'something'we'could'do'nothing'


about.' '


'


The!River!Water!My!Father!Gave!Me!
I'was'not'sure'how'long'we'had'been'in'Oshiba'Park.'Even'though'the'


flames'were'growing'and'growing'in'the'area'where'there'were'a'lot'of'


houses,' the' area' where' we' were' was' growing' quite' dark.' As' it' got'


darker,'the'refugees’'cries'for'water'were'becoming'even'more'painful'


and'dramatic.' I' too,'had'not'had'a'drop'of'water'since'arriving'at' the'


park.' My' mouth' was' so' completely' dry' that' even' the' mucous'


membrane'in'the'back'of'my'throat'was'dry.'An'Army'Sanitary'soldier'


wearing'a'Red'Cross'armband'was'walking'around'the'park'cautioning'


people'over'a'megaphone,'“If'you'let'the'burn'victims'drink'they'will'
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die.”'I'heard'his'voice'but'the'dryness'in'my'throat'was'so'hard'to'bear'


that'I'didn’t'care'whether'I'died'or'not,'as'long'as'I'could'drink'to'my'


heart’s' content.' To' make'matters' worse,' my' stomach' condition' was'


getting'bad'again.'


Just'at'that'moment'my'father'came'back.'As'soon'as'I'saw'his'


face,'I'pleaded'with'him,'“Father,'give'me'water.”'I'am'certain'he'had'


heard' the' talk' going' around' that' if' you' let' burn' victims' drink,' they'


would'die.'But'I'guess'he'must'have'concluded'that'there'was'nothing'


he'could'do'anymore'to'save'me,'so'he'told'me,'“Wait'a'second.'Father'


will'get'you'some'water,”'and'ran'off.' '


Within'a' few'minutes,'he'came'back'holding'a'smashed'up'tin'


bucket'\'I'was'not'sure'where'he'got'it'\'and'he'set'it'down'right'at'my'


head.'I'definitely'heard'the'water'in'the'bucket.'My'father'did'not'tell'


me'where'he'got'the'water'from,'but'I'could'imagine'that'he'scooped'it'


out'of'the'nearby'Ota'River,'judging'by'the'amount'of'time'it'took'him'


to'go'get'it'and'come'back.' '


I'wanted'to'drink' it' then.' I'wanted'him'to'pour'the'water' into'


my' mouth' immediately.' My' father,' whether' he' was' aware' of' my'


desires'or'not,'did'not'bring'the'water'to'my'mouth'right'away.'I'know'


now'that'he'was' letting'the'water'sit' for'a'while'so'that' the'particles'


would'settle'down'to'the'bottom'of'the'bucket,'and'that'he'was'waiting'


for'the'water'to'clear'up.'The'water'he'scooped'up'was' from'the'Ota'


River,' in'which'countless'human'corpses'and'dead' fish'were' floating'


and' where' a' few' hours' earlier' “black' rain”' had' just' poured' in' like'


dissolved'coal' tar.'So'even' if' it'was'his'son’s' final'drink'of'water,'my'


father'could'not'just'let'me'drink'it'as'it'was.'


My' father,' who' was' intently' staring' into' the' bucket,' finally'


dipped'his' palm' into' the'water,' slowly' lifting' it' and' letting' the'drips'


roll'off' into'my'mouth.'He'did'this'several'times'and'the'inside'of'my'


mouth'got'some'moisture,'but'unfortunately'that'triggered'an'urge'to'


have'bowel'movement.'When'I'told'my'mother,'she'said,'“I’ll'take'care'


of'it.'Just'stay'as'you'are'and'let'it'out.”'I'no'longer'had'the'power'nor'
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the'will'to'get'up.'Nor'would'it'be'a'simple'matter'to'look'for'a'place'to'


empty'my'bowels'away'from'people’s'eyes'when'the'park'was'teeming'


with' refugees.' Having' no' other' recourse,' I' laid' there' trying' to' bear'


down'on'my'lower'abdomen,'following'my'mother’s'advice,'but'all' in'


vain.'I'barely'managed'to'expel'a'small'amount'of'soft'stool.'


'


The!Teacup!My!Sister!Brought!Back!
My'middle'sister'(Sachio)'had'been'assigned'as'a'member'of'the'girls'


volunteer' corps' at' an' armaments' factory' in' the'mountains' that' built'


aircraft'engines.'By'the'time'she'arrived'at'Oshiba'Park'where'we'had'


taken'refuge' it'was'already'very' late'at'night.'Our'house'had'burned'


down' and' she' could' not' ask' after' the' family' because' all' of' the'


neighbors'had'fled.'So'my'sister'must'have'been'searching'all'over'for'


us' in' the'dark,' her' clothes'were' covered'with'dust' and'her' face'was'


dirty' too.' Even' so,'my' sister'who' had' been' tens' of' kilometers' away'


from'the'center'of'Hiroshima'at' the' time'of' the'atomic'bombing,'had'


no'visible'wounds'and'was'so'healthy'that'to'my'eyes'she'appeared'to'


be'glowing.'She'was'happy'to'be'reunited'with'my'parents'and'me,'and'


she'devotedly'took'care'of'me'without'taking'a'rest.'


Fortunately,'my'sister'brought'back'a'small'cup,'which'she'had'


found' in' the' charred' remains' of' our' house.'With' the' cup' I'was' now'


able'to'drink'as'much'water'as'I'wanted.'By'that'time,'everybody'had'


completely'forgotten'about'the'army'medic'who'went'around'shouting,'


“If'you'let'people'drink'water,'they'will'die.”'My'throat'was'so'painfully'


dry'that'I'could'not'bear' it.' I'could'hear'groaning'voices'near'and'far'


calling'out,'“'Water…give'me'water.”'


My' father'must'have'been' relieved' for' the'moment' to' see'my'


condition'unchanged,'even'after'drinking'water.'So,'he'started'giving'


water'to'other'nearby'victims'using'the'teacup.'Those'who'drank'the'


long'awaited'water'thanked'him'from'the'bottoms'of'their'hearts.'I’m'


sure'my'father'was'thinking'in'the'back'of'his'mind,'“Even'though'the'


water' from'this'bucket'might'be' their' last'drink,'what'can'you'do?' If'
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they' were' to' die' from' drinking' the' water' they' crave,' wouldn’t' they'


forgive'me?”'My' father'went' back' and' forth' so'many' times' between'


the'park'and'the'river'with'that'bucket'in'his'hands.'In'this'way,'that'


one'little'teacup'that'my'sister'brought'back'to'us'was'used'to'comfort'


so'many'victims.'


' '


The!Foul!Stench!of!the!Black!Stool!
I' learned' this' much' later,' but' I' heard' that' a' news' report' saying,'


“Hiroshima' City' has' been' totally' destroyed' by' a' new' type' of' bomb,”'


spread' all' over' the' country' during' the' morning' of' that' day.' The'


communication' circuit' at' the' underground' headquarters' situated' at'


Hiroshima' Castle' had' escaped' destruction,' and' the' surviving' female'


signal' operator' sent' a' report' to' the' headquarters' in' Fukuoka' and'


Fukuyama'City.'Due'to'the'interception'of'this'report'it'was'possible'to'


spread'this'news'all'over'Japan.'


There'is'no'way'for'me'to'confirm'how'and'when'the'reality'of'


the'situation'became'known'in'the'Hiroshima'region,'but'late'at'night,'


relief' activities' got' underway.' In' Oshiba' Park' too,' where' we' were'


taking'refuge,'the'nearby'women’s'associations'and'the'Imperial'Rule'


Assistance'Association'were'distributing'two'triangular'rice'balls'and'


two' radish' pickles' to' each' victim.'However,' the' rice' balls' seemed' to'


have'been'a'little'bit'of'rice'with'various'other'grains'mixed'in,'so'even'


if'you'put'one'in'your'mouth'they'were'hard'and'they'were'not'easy'to'


chew' or' swallow.' Even' so,' my' parents' and' my' sister,' who' had' not'


eaten'anything'since' the'morning,'ate' them'taking'care' to'chew'very'


hard.'


After' the'meal,'my' parents' took' off' their' clothes' and' covered'


my'many'wounds.'It'was'a'mid\summer'night,'and'it'was'not'normally'


the'season'for'getting'a'chill'while'you'were'sleeping,'even'if'you'were'


naked.'Still,'I'had'the'chills'and'was'shivering'away,'probably'because'


of'the'fever'resulting'from'the'wounds.' '
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After' a' while,' I' once' again' felt' a' strong' urge' to' empty' my'


bowels.'When' I' told'my'mother,' she' replied,' “Don’t'worry.' Just' do' it'


right'here' as' you'are.”'Together'with'my' sister,' she'pulled'down'my'


pants,'which'were'burned' to'rags' from'the'knees'on'down.'Later'on,'


my'mother'told'me'that'my'stool'at'that'time'had'been'large'and'black,'


and'was'filled'with'something'like'fish'guts'that'bore'an'unusual'smell.'


Even'for'my'mother'who'had'raised'six'children,' it'was'the'first'time'


she'had'ever'seen'such'a'thing.'My'mother'even'told'me'that'she'was'


mentally' prepared' for'my' death,' because' she' had' heard' a' long' time'


ago'that'right'before'death,'people'have'a'pitch\black'stool.' '


!
The!Mother!Who!Could!Not!Breastfeed!and!the!Death!of!Her!Baby'
My' stomach' felt' a' little' relieved.' However,' I' unconsciously' exerted'


force'when'I'had'the'bowel'movement,'so'my'heart'palpitations'grew'


worse' and' the' burns' on' my' back' were' throbbing.' My' mouth' again'


filled'up'with'some'kind'of'thick,'sweet,'and'sour'substance,'so'I'had'to'


ask'my'mother'and'sister'to'take'care'of'it'again'and'again.'In'spite'of'


all' this,' it' seems' that' I' nodded' off.' But' even' though' you' could' say' I'


slept,' there' was' no' way' to' get' a' deep' sleep;' whenever' somebody'


nearby'would'moan'or'shout'out'to'look'for'their'family,'I'would'wake'


up'immediately.'I'guess'I'was'sleeping'and'waking'up'at'intervals'of'a'


few'minutes'at'a'time.'My'memory'around'that'time'was'scattered.'


In'an'effort'to'ease'the'pain'and'suffering'of'my'wounds'even'a'


little' bit,' I' tried' to' distract'myself' by' paying' attention' to' the' tumult'


around' me.' Naturally,' I' spoke' less.' Then' I' could' hear' the' sound' of'


blood'coursing'through'my'veins;'it'grew'louder'and'more'intense'and'


I' could' feel' it' through'my' whole' body.' My' wounds' were' throbbing.'


There'was'no'other'option'for'me'but'to'bear'it'quietly.'The'pulsating'


throughout'my'body'turned'into'all'kinds'of'pain'and'clenched'down'


upon'me.'When'I'reached'the'limits'of'my'endurance'I'wished'for'this'


throbbing'to'just'stop'so'that'I'could'get'some'sleep.'I'was'in'so'much'
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pain'that' I'did'not'even'think'about'the' fact' that' if'my'pulse,'or'even'


my'heart'stopped,'I'would'die.'


In'spite'of'that,'after'waking'up'I'don’t'know'how'many'times,'I'


realized'for'the'first'time'that'a'small'baby'was'crying'very'close'to'us.'


Whether' the' baby' had' not' been' crying' up' until' that' point,' or' it' had'


been'crying'and'I'just'hadn’t'noticed'it,'I’m'not'sure.'However,'I'could'


tell'that'the'baby'was'hungry,'because'the'cry'had'grown'weak.'


I' asked' my' mother' what' had' happened,' and' my' mother'


explained' in' a' very' soft' tone,' “the' baby’s'mother' had' terrible' burns'


from'her' face' to'her'chest.'She'asked'us' to'share'our'water;'she'said'


she'didn’t' care' if' she'died.' So' your' father' gave'her' a' sip,' because'he'


couldn’t' bear' to'watch' it.' Then' she' thanked' us' as' she' drew' her' last'


breath.'The'baby'is'crying'for'it’s'mother’s'breast,'but'there'is'nothing'


we'can'do.”'My'mother'herself'also'had'burns'along' the'right'side'of'


her'body.'It'was'all'she'could'do'to'lie'down'next'to'me'on'her'left'side.'


There' was' nothing' else' that' she' could' have' done' under' the'


circumstances.' According' to' my'mother,' the' baby' did' not' appear' to'


have'any'wounds'or'burns.'


I' did'not' feel' any' special' emotion'even'after' learning' that' the'


baby’s'mother' passed' away' right' by' us' just'moments' ago.' I' said,' “Is'


that' right?”' and' fell' asleep' again.' I’m' not' sure' how' long' it'was' after'


that'until'the'next'time'I'woke'up,'but'my'mother'sensed'it'and'called'


my' name.' When' I' said,' “Huh?”' my' mother' seemed' to' be' relieved,'


because'she'was'able' to' confirm' that' I'was'alive.' Suddenly' regaining'


my'senses'for'a'moment,' I'watched'the'crimson'glow'in'the'dark'sky'


changing'colors'moment'by'moment,' and'asked'my'mother,' “Did' the'


baby' fall'asleep?”'My'mother'whispered' in'my'ear,' “It' seems' like' the'


baby'has'passed' away' too.”' For'my'parents,'my'older' sister' and'me,'


August'6'ended'on'that'note.'


'


'


'
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Chapter!5!
The!Town’s!Stench!of!Death!
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The!Morning!of!August!7!
This'day'was'also' a' clear' summer’s'day.'The'ash\colored' clouds' that'


had'shrouded'Hiroshima'the'previous'day'were'gone,'and'I'woke'up'to'


pain' caused'by' the' strong' sunlight' that' came'with' the'dawn' striking'


my'body.'A'part'of'my'burned'skin'had'dried'up'and'shrunk.'When'I'


complained' of' the' pain,' my' sister' provided' shade' for' me' using' her'


body'and'a'sun'umbrella'she'had'brought'with'her'in'her'bag'from'the'


armaments'factory.'


I'was'still'thirsty.'Just'as'he'had'done'the'previous'evening,'my'


father'brought'water' from'the'river' in'a'bucket.'My' father'and'sister'


also'came'back'with'two'sheets'of'corrugated'metal,'I'guess'they'found'


it'while'they'were'getting'water,'and'fashioned'it'into'a'triangular'roof'


in'order'to'provide'shade'for'me.'It'definitely'softened'the'excruciating'


agony'of'the'sun’s'directly'beaming'light.'But'after'a'little'bit,'the'sun'


heated' up' the' sheet' metal' and' it' became' like' a' sauna' under' the'


triangular'roof,'to'the'point'where'it'became'difficult'to'breathe.'Since'


it'was'no'use,' I'had' them'take' it'down'and'now'the'sun'was'directly'


shining' down' on' my' wounds' and' they' started' to' really' sting.' This'


situation'was'the'very'meaning'of'the'expression'“What'can'you'do?”'


My'father,'my'mother'and'my'sister'lined'up'and'made'a'shadow'with'


their'bodies'for'me'and'could'do'nothing'except'simply'watch'over'me'


as'I'suffered.'


'


The!BX29!that!Appeared!in!the!Sky!
Suddenly' a' man’s' voice' bellowed' through' the' park' announcing,'


“Incoming' enemy' aircraft!”'He'was' going' around' to' everyone'with' a'


megaphone,' because' it' seems' that' the' siren' system' used' to' report'


early\warning'alerts'and'air'raid'alerts'had'been'destroyed.'Prompted'


by' the' man’s' voice,' I' looked' up' and' could' see' a' single' Boeing' B\29'


coming'right'towards'us,'flying'at'such'a'low'altitude'that'the'writing'


on' its' wings' was' legible.' The' man' with' the' megaphone' screamed,'


“Those'who'can'move'should'take'cover'right'away,”'but'it'was'already'
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so' close' that' there' was' no' time' to' run' away.' And' where' was' one'


supposed'to'hide'oneself'in'a'burnt'up'field,'anyways?'A'lot'of'people,'


myself'included,'had'expended'all'their'energy'just'evacuating;'it'was'


all'we'could'do'just'to'stare'at'the'B\29.'


My' mother' quickly' laid' down' on' top' of' me' saying' words' of'


encouragement,' “if' you' get' shot,' I’m' going' to' get' shot' too,”' and' my'


father' and' sister' just' stood' there' angrily' glaring' at' the' plane' as' it'


leisurely'flew'away.'In'the'end,'this'B\29'didn’t'fire'any'bullets'or'drop'


any' bombs.' Later' I' realized' that' it'must' have' been' a' reconnaissance'


sortie'to'confirm'the'“effects”'of'the'atomic'bomb.'


It' later' came' to' light' that' the' B\29' that' dropped' the' atomic'


bomb,' the' “Enola'Gay,”' had'another'plane' along'with' it' to' take' color'


photographs.' They' were' painstakingly' recording' the' moment' of' the'


explosion'and' the' scope'of' the'damage'of' the' first' atomic'weapon' in'


mankind’s' existence' to' be' used' in' actual' warfare.' In' addition' to'


destroying' “Military'Metropolis'Hiroshima,”' it' has' been' said' that' the'


dropping'of'the'atomic'bomb'by'the'United'States'was'ordered'to'test'


the' force' of' a' nuclear' explosion.' It' turns' out,' by' the' way,' that' they'


made'an'error'while'developing'the'roll'of'color'film'that'they'shot'and'


the'photographs'did'not'come'out.'


'


The!Treatment!at!Temporary!First!Aid!Station'
On'the'day'of'the'7th,'several'Army'Medical'Corps'soldiers'wearing'Red'


Cross' arm' bands' came' around' to' Oshiba' Park;' my' memory' is' not'


completely'clear'whether'it'was'mid\morning'or'in'the'afternoon.'“An'


aid' station' has' been' established.' All' those' who' can' move' should'


assemble' now.' An' army' medic' will' treat' you,”' they' went' around'


informing'people'in'a'gruff'manner.'


The'temporary'aid'station'the'soldiers'were'talking'about'was'


located'quite'far'from'where'I'was'laying'down,'and'I'did'not'have'the'


motivation'to'seek'medical'treatment'under'my'own'volition.'But'my'


father'encouraged'me'saying,'“Let’s'go'there'with'your'mother'to'get'
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treated.' You' can' just'walk' slowly' and' your' sister' and' I' will' support'


you.”'So'I'tried'getting'up'for'the'first'time'in'a'whole'day.'When'I'did'


stand' up' my' vision' went' completely' black' and' I' was' overcome' by'


terrible'dizziness;'it'was'quite'some'time'before'I'could'walk.'


As'we'made'our'way' through' the'victim\laden'park' to' the'aid'


station;'we'crossed'over'multitudes'of'maggot'and'fly\infested'corpses,'


and'over'the'heavily'injured,'who'were'so'badly'wounded'that'they'no'


longer' looked' like' human'beings.' Around' that' area,' abnormal' smells'


were'emanating'from'the'dead'bodies'and'burn'wounds'(at'that'time'


we'didn’t' know' that' the'bomb' that'had'hit'us'was'an'atomic'bomb).'


There'was'another'weird'smell'that'was'like'burned'metal,'and'a'smell'


that' seemed' like' it' was' coming' from' smoldering' burnt\out' houses.'


These' were' all' intermingling' and' wafting' around,' inducing' a' sharp'


nausea.'


The'emergency'aid'station'was'a'very'makeshift'affair'with'just'


one' tent' that' had' a' Red' Cross' symbol' attached.' Even' though' I'


understood'that'under'the'circumstances'there'was'nothing'they'could'


do,'when' I' saw' the' simple'and'gruff'medical' treatments'given' to' the'


people'who'arrived'ahead'of'us,'I'had'no'thoughts'that'their'symptoms'


would'get'any'better.' '


After' a' considerable' wait,' it' was' my' turn.' The' army' medic,'


without'even'inquiring'about'my'symptoms'or'how'I'was'affected'by'


the'bomb,'lanced'the'water'blisters'that'had'formed'here'and'there'on'


my' arms' with' a' scalpel,' then' patted' them' with' a' gauze\like' object'


soaked'in'cresol56' liquid,'pushing'the'fluid'out'of'the'blisters.'I'assume'


that' the' medic' himself' must' have' been' exhausted,' as' he' remained'


silent'and'expressionless'during'the'entire'treatment.'He'did'not'seem'


to'notice'the'big'burn'on'my'back'because'he'was'facing'me'head'on.'


                                            
56 cresol [kre´sol] a phenol from coal or wood tar; a mixture of isomeric cresol 
from coal tar or petroleum is used as a disinfectant and in making synthetic 
resins. Acute poisoning may result in rapid circulatory collapse; chronic 
poisoning may produce gastrointestinal symptoms, vertigo, skin rashes, 
jaundice, and uremia. 
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No'sooner'had'he'finished'the'treatments'on'my'arms'then'he'turned'


towards'my'mother' as' if' to' indicate,' “Next.”' So'my'mother'hurriedly'


implored'him,' “My'boy'has'burns'on'his' back' and' legs,' so' could' you'


treat'them'please.”'And'she'turned'me'around'to'face'backwards.'


It' could'hardly'be' called' a' treatment'of'my'back,' since'he'did'


not' apply' any'medicine;' it'was' just' a'disinfection'using' cresol' liquid.'


The'pain'of'the'liquid'penetrating'into'my'burned'flesh'pain'so'intense,'


that'it'wasn’t'even'comparable'with'the'pain'when'he'treated'my'arms.'


It' could'only'be'born'by'pressing'my' face'against'my'mother’s'chest.'


My'mother'also'received'a'similar'kind'of'treatment'for'her'face,'and'


all' four'of'us'went'back'to'our'original'place.'Although'the' four'of'us'


sat'around'and'whispered'to'each'other'with'small'voices,'“So'that'was'


the' medical' treatment?”' the' fact' that' maggots' did' not' infest' my'


wounds'for'some'time'may'have'been'due'to'this'disinfection.'


'


The Flames of Cremation 
About'the'same'time'as'the'army'medics'began'treatments,'a'military'


truck' showed' up' and' started' to' collect' the' bodies' of' those'who' had'


passed'away'in'Oshiba'Park.'The'majority'of'the'dead'had'burns'from'


the' heat' blast,' or' injuries' resulting' from' being' tossed' about' in' the'


bomb' blast.' They' hadn’t' received' any' kind' of' treatment,' so' their'


injuries'had'putrefied'before'they'died.'To'make'matters'worse'it'was'


mid\summer'so' the'bodies'decomposed'rapidly.'The'area'around'my'


family'was'also'shrouded'in'the'stench'of'death.' '


According' to'my' father,' the'bodies'were'collected'using'a' tool'


resembling' a' tobiguchi' (a' tool' used' by' forestry' workers' to' roll' logs'
towards' themselves.' It’s' called'a' tobiguchi'because'of' the'metal'hook'
on'the'tip'that'looks'like'a'Black'Kite’s'beak)'and'piled'up'on'the'bed'of'


the'truck'in'a'tossing'manner.'


That'night,'a'tremendous'flame'suddenly'arose'at'the'sand'spit'


of' the'Ota'River,'which'was'visible' from'Oshiba'Park.'This' sand' spit,'


called' Nakajima' Island,' is' where' the' engineering' corps' had' once'
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conducted' drills' involving' mines' with' live' ammunition.' In' the' park,'


people'were'abuzz'about'what'was'going'on.'My'father'also'stood'up'


and'peered'at'the'scene'on'the'middle'island.'After'a'while'he'told'me,'


“It'looks'like'they’re'pouring'gasoline'on'the'bodies'they'collected'this'


afternoon' and' lighting' them' on' fire' to' cremate' them.' I' can' see' the'


same' kind' of' flames' in' several' different' spots.”' Under' those'


circumstances,' there' was' nothing'more' they' could' have' done,' and' I'


assume'that'they'could'not'have'ascertained'each'body’s' identity'nor'


could'they'have'notified'the'families'of'the'deceased.'Not'to'mention'it'


would'have'been'impossible'to'return'their'remains'and'belongings'to'


their'families.'


'


August!8!
The'second'morning'of'our'refugee' life'dawned.' It'seemed'that'many'


people'must'have'passed'away'during'the'night;'the'odor'of'the'dead'


had'grown'more' intense.'On' this'day' too,' from'early' in' the'morning,'


the'military'started'the'task'of'body'collection.'When'it'occurred'to'me'


that'I'too'would'eventually'be'collected'like'that'and'carried'away'on'a'


truck,' I' was' overcome'with' fear' and' an' indescribable' sadness.' Even'


though'I'myself'had'also'believed'what'I'had'been'taught'up'until'just'a'


couple'of'days'ago'\'that'losing'one’s'life'fighting'for'our'country'was'


an'honorable'battle'death'\'now'that'I'was'very'close'to'death’s'door'


only'emptiness'occupied'my'mind.' '


We'lived'a'refugee'life'where'we'had'neither'food,'nor'a'change'


of' clothes,' and'we' had' absolutely' no' idea' how' things'were' going' to'


turn'out' in'the'future.' If' I'could'have,' I'would'have'gotten'out'of'that'


park' as' soon' as' possible' and' just' moved' to' a' place' where' I' could'


stretch' out' my' arms' and' legs' and' rest.' Although' my' parents' and' I'


strongly' felt' this'way,' the'one' thing'nagging'at'us'was' that'we'didn’t'


know'the'whereabouts'of'my'two'sisters.'My'oldest'sister'(Kanoe)'had'


quite'some'time'ago'gone'as'a' leader'of'a'girls’'volunteer'corps'to'an'


armaments'factory'in'the'mountains'about'100'kilometers'away'from'
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Hiroshima.'My'youngest'older'sister'(Kunie)'had'gone'off'to'her'labor'


service'job'at'the'Hiroshima'Ekimae'Post'Office'on'the'morning'of'the'


6th,' together'with'her' friend'Taeko'Maehara'who'had'spent' the'night'


with'our'family'on'August'5th.'We'had'lost'all'contact'with'them.'


A' notice' saying' that' the' four' of' us' were' all' right' and' had'


evacuated'to'Oshiba'Park'was'put'on'a'plank'of'wood'and'stood'up'in'


front' of' the' burned' out' ruins' of' our' house.' So,' today' perhaps,' they'


might'just'show'up'brandishing'a'healthy'smile.'Bearing'that'hope,'we'


decided'to'stay'one'more'day'and'wait'for'them'to'contact'us.'


It' had' been' two' full' days' since' the' atomic' explosion,' but' my'


symptoms'had'still'not'stabilized.'Even'though'the'pain'from'the'burns'


had' gradually' subsided' thanks' to' the' sanitization' I' had' received' the'


day'before,' I' occasionally' had' sudden' strong' chills' and' shivers.' Each'


time,' I' could' feel' that' my' body' strength' was' diminishing.' Once' the'


shivers'would'subside,'I'would'be'so'exhausted'that'I'would'fall'asleep.'


My' mother' told' me' later' that' she' was' very' scared,' thinking' that' I'


would'die'in'that'state.'So'she'would'whisper'my'name'or'gently'shake'


me'to'confirm'my'reaction.'


'


Reunion!With!My!Oldest!Sister!
I'guess'it'was'already'afternoon'\'the'only'method'we'had'for'figuring'


out' the' time'was' observing' the' position' of' the' sun,' so' I' didn’t' know'


exactly' what' time' it' was' \' but' my' oldest' sister' suddenly' appeared'


before'us.'This'reunion'of'our'family'was'the'best'thing'that'could'have'


happened'to'us.'Especially'since'we'had'just'been'discussing'whether'


to'endure'one'more'day' in' that'park,' in'order' to' confirm'my'sisters’'


well\being.' As' for' my' oldest' sister,' she' believed' that' we' hadn’t'


survived,'so'we'were'overjoyed'at'finding'each'other.'


According' to' my' sister,' the' news' that' Hiroshima,' on' the'


morning'of'the'6th,'was'totally'destroyed'by'a'“new'type'of'bomb,”'had'


reached'the'armaments'factory'in'the'mountain'town'on'the'same'day.'


Most' of' the' young' women' mobilized' to' the' factory' had' come' from'
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Hiroshima,' so' the' factory' floor' was' in' turmoil.' Distress' had' spread'


among'the'workers'so'that'there'was'no'way'work'could'be'continued.'


Therefore,'the'foreman'instructed'the'workers'from'Hiroshima'to'wait'


until'the'next'morning'and'then'return'home.' '


The'next'morning,'my'sister'had'led'the'workers'to'the'National'


Train' Line' station' (today' known' as' JR57).' The' station'was' on' a' local'


line' connecting'Hiroshima' to' the'San’in'area'and' it'was'a' single' line,'


without'many'trains.'Thus,'they'were'kept'waiting'on'the'platform'for'


quite'a'long'time.'Finally'when'a'train'did'arrive,'injured'people'fleeing'


Hiroshima' poured' out,' one' after' another.' From' the' look' of' these'


refugees,'the'girls'could'imagine'how'horrible'the'misery'of'Hiroshima'


was'and'everybody'became'profoundly'somber.' '


The' train' turned' around' and' as' it' got' closer' to' Hiroshima'


Station'they'could'see'from'the'windows'of'the'train,'masses'of'people'


completely'transformed'into'monsters.'Many'young'women'started'to'


cry'or'looked'down'and'remained'silent.'My'sister,'who'was'the'oldest'


and'was' in' the'position'of'a' leader,' could'do'nothing'but'simply'stay'


close'by'and'offer'as'many'encouraging'words'as'she'could'think'of.' '


The' train' could' not' make' it' all' the' way' to' the' terminus'


Hiroshima'Station,'so'everybody'had'to'get'off'about'7'or'8'kilometers'


before'the'station.'By'that'time'it'was'getting'late'in'the'evening'and'it'


was'already'pitch'dark,'so'they'had'to'spend'the'night'in'the'vicinity'of'


the'station.'Early'on'the'morning'of'the'8th,'my'sister'saw'off'the'young'


women'who'went'home'in'groups'of'twos'and'threes,'then'started'to'


walk'in'the'direction'of'her'own'home.'On'the'way,'as'she'was'passing'


close'by'Hiroshima'Station,'she'saw'the'utterly'miserable'conditions'in'


town' and' gave' up' any'hope' that' her' family' could' have' survived.'My'


sister'told'us'of'the'indescribable'joy'she'felt'upon'finally'arriving'and'


seeing'our'message'posted'amidst'the'charred'remains.'


'


                                            
57 Actually known as JR West and JR East, JR standing for “Japan 
Railways” 
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Morning!of!the!Ninth,!Evacuation!to!the!Middle!School!Teacher’s!
House!


On' the' night' that' we' were' reunited' with' my' oldest' sister,' the' five'


members' of' our' family' agreed' that' this' refugee' life' of' staying' in' the'


park'without' food' or' a' roof' had' reached' its' limit,' despite' not' being'


able'to'confirm'our'third'sister’s'well'being.'My'father'quickly'started'


to'look'for'a'place'to'take'refuge,'seeking'help'from'his'acquaintances.'


He' came' back' late' that' night' and' happily' told' us,' “Fortunately,' Mr.'


Nagaoka,' who' is' an' office' staff' member' of' Sotoku' Middle' School,'


invited' us' to' his' residence' in' Nagatsuka.”' Mr.' Nagaoka’s' house' had'


been'designated'as'an'emergency'contact'point'for'dormitory'students'


in'the'event'that'the'school'was'unusable'as'a'refugee'camp'or'meeting'


place'for'pupils'due'to'an'air'raid.' '


From'the'moment'of'the'atomic'explosion,'our'family'had'been'


mired' in' despair.' Finally' a' shining' ray' of' hope' was' visible' for' our'


family.' That' night'we'were' able' to' go' to' sleep' in' a' different' state' of'


mind'than'we'had'up'until'the'night'before.'


Upon'awakening'early'on'the'morning'of'the'9th'my'father,'who'


knows' where' he' procured' it,' had' prepared' a' large' wooden'


two\wheeled' cart,' called' a' dai.hachi.guruma.' With' the' help' of' my'
parents' and' sisters,' I' lay'on' the'bed'of' the' cart.'Up'until' that'point' I'


was' fine.' The' dai.hachi.guruma' was' a' wagon' originally' made' for'
hauling' cargo;' to' prevent' wear' and' tear,' the' wooden'wagon'wheels'


were' plated' in' sheet' metal' and' there' was' nothing' like' a' futon' or'


anything' to' lie'on.'When'we'actually' started'moving,' every'bump'on'


the'ground'punished'my'body'without'mercy,'for'every'bump'the'pain'


shot'through'the'burns'on'my'back.'


My' father' slowly' and' carefully' pulled' the' cart' out' of' the'park'


towards' the'direction'of' the' river' levy' road.'Along' the'way' I'noticed'


for'the'first'time'that'majority'of'the'dead'bodies'in'the'park'had'been'


cleared'away.'That'park,'which'on' the'6th' and'7th'had'been' so' full' of'


victims'that'there'was'no'place'to'put'your'foot'down'when'you'were'
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walking,' was' almost' empty.' Gone' too' were' the' voices' crying' and'


screaming'for'water.'


When' we' arrived' at' the' middle' school' staff’s58' home,' it' was'


close' to' noon.' Arriving' there' just' before' us'was' a' group' of' boarding'


students' from' my' middle' school.' They' must' have' had' very' serious'


wounds'as' they'were' lying'down,'moaning'and'deliriously' talking'on'


and'on.'I'had'a'futon'rolled'out'for'me'in'the'corner'of'the'same'room'


where'these'boys'were'staying,'and'so'I'lay'down.'


I'could'not'help'feeling'that'it'had'been'a'long'time'since'I'had'


been' able' to' sleep' on' a' futon.' This' might' have' been' due' to' my'


circumstances'–'up'until'five'days'ago'I'used'to'“sleep”'on'my'futon'in'


my'house,'even'if'only'for'short'periods.'But'I'could'never'get'relaxed,'


being' in' a' state' of' tension' from' not' knowing'when' an' air' raid' siren'


would' go' off.' This'may'have'been'why' I' felt' it' had'been' such' a' long'


time.'


Shortly'thereafter,'Mr.'Nagaoka'brought'us'fresh'juicy'tomatoes,'


which'he'had'picked' from'his'own'garden.'For'my' family'and'myself'


who'had'not'had'anything'you'could'call'a'meal' in' three'whole'days,'


since' breakfast' on' the' 6th,' these' just\picked' tomatoes' seemed' more'


delicious'than'any'feast.'


After'we' settled' in,' the' noontime' radio' news' came' on.' It'was'


reported' that' on' that' day' the' “new\type' bomb”' was' dropped' on'


Nagasaki'too,'and'that'they'had'suffered'enormous'destruction.'


'


I,!Who!Have!No!Memory!of!the!“Boom”!
If'I'recall'correctly,'I'heard'the'expression'“pika.don”'for'the'first'time'
on'the'day'we'started'to'stay'at'Mr.'Nagaoka’s'house.'People'started'to'


call' the' “new\type'bomb”'by' that'name'because,' first' a'brilliant' light'


                                            
58 Mr. Nagaoka is clearly identified as an office staff of Sotoku Middle School, 
but the author refers to him by the reverent title “sensei,” in order to show 
more respect the usual “san.” 
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spread'across'the'sky'–'pika,'followed'by'a'booming'sound'–'DONN!'as'
if'the'land'was'shaking.59'


However,' I' do' not' have' any' recollection' whatsoever' of'


experiencing' that' “DONN!”' I'was'at' a'point'on' the'bank'of' the'upper'
Ota' River,' two' kilometers' away' from' ground' zero,' and' the' brilliant'


light' flashed' “pika.”'Within' the' light,' I' felt'white' grain\like' stuff' that'
reminded'me'of'snow'or'something,'raining'down,'or'rather,'closing'in'


on'me.'I'vividly'remember'that'at'that'moment'I'reflexively'curled'up,'


covering' my' eyes' with' the' four' fingers' on' my' right' and' left' hands,'


plugging'my' ears' firmly'with' both' thumbs' as' I' had' been' repeatedly'


trained'to'do'at'evacuation'drills.'It'is'possible'that'I'could'not'hear'the'


sound' “DONN!”' because' I' had' assumed' this' kind' of' posture.' But' if' it'
was' the' kind' of' booming' sound,' as' if' the' land'was' shaking,' that' the'


people'around'were'describing,'than'I'would'have'felt'it'with'my'body.'


What'does' it'mean' that' I'do'not'have' that'memory?'The'only' thing' I'


can'think'of'is'that'the'shock'from'the'heat'beam'at'the'moment'of'the'


“DONN!”'numbed'my'five'senses.'


                                            
59 These Japanese words are used as onomatopoeia, pika is used for a flash, 
and don for a loud thud or boom.  
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12. The Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima. 


 


  
  13. Fire destroyed what remained. 14. View from the epicenter of the bomb.  
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'


   
15. Tadashi’s school – rebuilt after the war.   16. Where the boys were swimming.  


       
 


 
17. Atomic Bomb victims August 10, 1945, Nagasaki. By Yosuke Yamahata 
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18. An aid station on the Ota River, 1.1km from the epicenter. 


 
 


'


19. Bomb victims at 2 km. from the epicenter  
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'


20. Burn victim. 


'


'
21. Damage at 2 km. – the same distance that Tadashi was from the epicenter. 


'


'
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Endless!Diarrhea!
Later,'on'the'very'first'night'at'the'school'staff'member’s'residence,'my'


stomach'began'to'rumble'and'I'started'to'feel'a'strong'urge'to'go'to'the'


toilet.'I'could'not'hold'it'and'whispered'to'my'mom'who'was'sleeping'


next'to'me,'“Mom,'my'stomach'feels'a'little'strange.”'Even'though'she'


was'asleep,'I'guess'she'was'worried'and'nervous'about'my'condition'


and'was' carefully' listening' out' for'me.' She' immediately' sprang' into'


action.'


My' father' and' my' two' older' sisters' were' awoken' by' my'


mother’s'stirrings.'They'gathered'around'looking'at'me,' in'turns'they'


each'touched'my'forehead'to'check'my'temperature'and'put'their'ears'


close'to'me'to'monitor'my'breathing.'They'thought'I'must'be'close'to'


my'hour'of'death.' '


My'mother' knew' that' I' had' bedsores' around'my' tailbone,' so'


she'deftly'and'carefully' inserted'a'diaper'made'out'of'rugs'under'my'


bottom,'without'saying'a'word.'She'was'dealing'with'it'very'carefully'


because' it' was' the' middle' of' the' night' and' the' room' was' full' of'


sleeping'evacuated'students'in'critical'condition.'I'was'relieved'to'have'


the'diaper'in'place,'and'as'soon'as'I'relaxed'my'body'tension,'the'liquid'


stool'oozed'out'endlessly'even'without'pushing.' '


'


Acute!Atomic!Bomb!Sickness'
Later,' I' learned' from' research' and' investigations' done' by' medical'


doctors' and' various' physicists' that' the' human' suffering' caused' by'


atomic'bomb'could'be'categorized'into'three'main'classes.'First,'there'


was' the' fierce' heat' blast' that' reached' several' thousand' degrees' at'


ground'zero.'Even'at'the'spot'where'I'was,'two'kilometers'away'from'


the'explosion,'the'temperature'was'said'to'have'momentarily'reached'


about'2000ºC.'When'people'are'exposed'to'a'high'heat'blast'of'several'


thousand' degrees,' their' bodies' vaporize' instantly' without' any' trace.'


It’s'just'like'being'hurled'into'the'center'of'the'sun.' '
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It’s' also' said' that' when' a' heat' blast' above' several' hundred'


degrees'goes'through'the'human'body,'not'just'your'skin'but'also'the'


cells'of'your' internal'organs'will'be'destroyed'and'you'will' lose'your'


life.'When'a'heat'blast'with'that'much'penetrating'power'goes'through'


the'surface'of'your'body,'the'burn'is'deep'enough'to'cook'your'muscles,'


and' it' will' leave' a' horrible' keloid' scar.' Additionally,' many' people'


suffered' from' a' secondary' kind' of' burn' when' they' were' caught' in'


burning'buildings'that'were'ignited'by'the'heat'blast.'


Second,' there' was' the' damage' from' the' bomb' blast,' which'


spread'faster'than'the'speed'of'sound.'In'terms'of'energy'it'was'said'to'


have'been'about'1000'times'more'powerful'than'a'big'typhoon,'even'


strong' enough' to' knock' down' a' concrete' building.' The' school' I' was'


attending,' Sotoku' Middle' School,' was' a' little' bit' over' 2' kilometers'


away'from'ground'zero.'The'steel'and'concrete'auditorium'was'spared'


complete' destruction;' however' all' of' the' windowpanes' were' blown'


out' and' just' the' frame' remained.' The' wooden' schoolhouse' and' the'


administration'building'were'all'flattened.'


Most' of' the' houses' at' that' time' were' made' of' wood' and'


anything' within' a' two\kilometer' radius' of' the' atomic' blast' was'


completely'knocked'down.'Even'among'the'people'who'were'in'their'


houses' at' the'moment' the' bomb' exploded,' and' therefore'missed' the'


direct'heat'blast,'there'were'countless'numbers'who'died'from'getting'


hit'by'flying'wood'splinters'and'glass'shards,'or'getting'pinned'under'


their'collapsing'homes.'


Third,' there' were' health' problems' from' the' radiation.' When'


exposed'to'a'large'amount'of'radiation'in'one'dose,'human'beings'will'


lose' blood' producing' functions,' digestive' functions' and' reproductive'


ability,'among'other'things'and'will'die'in'extremely'short'order.'Even'


if' the'amount'of' radiation' is'under' the' critical' amount,' it'will' trigger'


acute' “atom' bomb' sickness,”'which' induced' vomiting,' diarrhea,' high'


fever,' sub\cutaneous' bleeding,' and' bleeding' from' the' inside' of' the'


mouth.' In' the' long\term,' it'will' also' trigger' an' abnormal' increase' of'
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white'blood'cells'and'cause'leukemia.'It'has'been'proven'that'radiation'


is' the' cause' of'malignant' tumor' cancers' such' as' thyroid' cancer' and'


liver'cancer'in'many'atomic'bomb'victims,'and'of'“atomic'bomb'small'


head'syndrome60”' in' those'bomb'victims'who'were' in' their'mothers’'


wombs'at'the'time'of'the'atomic'explosion'(fetal'atomic'bomb'victims).'


Moreover,'radiation'gets'into'all'kinds'of'materials'and'remains'


there' almost' permanently,' continuously' influencing' living' plants' and'


animals.' The' high' temperature' at' the' moment' of' the' atomic' bomb'


explosion,' resulted' in' an' abnormal' updraft' of' air.' Once' this' updraft'


came'into'contact'with'cold'air'in'the'upper'atmosphere,'it'turned'into'


rain' and' poured' to' the' ground' as' “black' rain.”' This' “black' rain”'


contained'large'amounts'of'irradiated'dust'and'smoke,'so'that'all'who'


were' exposed' to' it' also' developed' strong' radiation' sickness.' There'


were'many' other' people' who' suffered' from' radiation' sickness' even'


though'they'did'not'experience'the'atomic'bomb'directly.'There'were'


people'who'entered'Hiroshima'inner'city'within'a'couple'of'days'of'the'


bombing'either' for' relief' efforts'or' to' look' for' family'members.'They'


were' called' secondary'atomic'bomb'victims.'There'were'people'who'


were'trying'to'aid'the'bomb'victims'who'had'fled'Hiroshima,'and'were'


exposed'to'radiation'through'contact'with'the'bodies'or'clothes'of'the'


atomic'bomb'victims.'These'people'were'called'tertiary'atomic'bomb'


victims.'


The' nausea,' diarrhea,' severe' chills' and' the' bleeding' inside' of'


my' mouth' that' afflicted' me' right' after' the' atomic' bombing' were'


caused' precisely' by' this' acute' radiation' syndrome.' Contemporary'


doctors' can' easily' diagnose' and' treat' this.' However,' the' atomic'


bombing' of' Hiroshima'was' a' first' in' human' history;' this'was' a' time'


when'even'doctors'in'America,'where'the'atomic'bomb'was'built,'had'


no'idea'about'the'actual'effects'of'radiation'on'the'human'body.'As'for'


the'army'doctors,'army'medics,'and'my'mother'and'father,'they'had'no'


such'knowledge.'It'was'no'wonder'they'didn’t'know'how'to'treat'this.' '


                                            
60 Also known as microcephaly 
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'


The!Second!Evacuation!and!Meeting!Father!Arrupe!
After'three'days'and'nights'of'sleeping'outdoors'in'Oshiba'Park,'I'was'


loaded'on'a'cart'and'evacuated'to'a'place'several'kilometers'away.'As'a'


result' of' this,'my' body' strength'was' depleted' and'my' consciousness'


had'weakened,' so' I’m' not' really' sure' if' we' stayed' one' night' or' two'


nights' at' the'middle' school' staff' member’s' house;' even' now,' I' can’t'


clearly' recollect.' From' the' day' we' moved' in' there,' my' father' saw'


people' dying' one' after' another;' people'with' terrible' burns,'who'had'


barely' managed' to' make' it' from' ground' zero' to' the' designated'


emergency' point' at' Mr.' Nagaoka’s' house.' He'must' have' sensed' that'


this' wasn’t' really' the' kind' of' place' for' kids' who' had' both' of' their'


parents,'though'imperfect,'that'is'to'say'that'my'mother'had'burns'on'


half' of' her' body.' So'my' father' said,' “Let’s' get' out' of' here' as' soon' as'


possible,”'and'the'day'after'we'moved'in,'he'went'out'to' look'for'our'


next'place'of'refuge.'


Fortunately,' my' middle' sister’s' close' friends,' the' Numatas'


heard'our'story'and'willingly'took'us'in.'Their'house'was'right'in'front'


of'the'place'where'Yamamoto'Station'used'to'be,'in'Yamamoto'Village.'


This' location' is' presently'between' the'Akinagatsuka' and' Shimo'Gion'


Stations'on'the'JR'Railway'Kabe'Line.'We'were'thereby'able'to'secure'a'


place'where'the'family'could'rest'in'ease.'


However,' as' the' days' wore' on'my' condition' grew'worse.' My'


parents' and'my' two' sisters' tried'out' various' remedies' that' they'had'


heard'about'from'people'around'them,'but'none'of'these'had'any'effect'


at'all.'My'burned' flesh'and'skin'were'still'not'getting'any'better,'and'


the'pus'that'was'accumulating'here'and'there'let'off'a'foul'stench'and'


stained'my'futon.'


My'father'was'afraid'that'at'this'rate'I'was'going'to'die,'so'from'


the' next'morning' he'went' around' to' every' single' doctor' in' the'Gion'


area' looking' for' a' place' that' could' treat'me.' However,' not' only'was'


every' clinic' overflowing' with' bomb' victims,' but' also' with' people'
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squatting'along'the'roads'outside,'lined'up'and'waiting'for'their'turn.'


Under' these' circumstances,' there' weren’t' any' doctors' who' would'


accept'a'house'call.' '


That'evening,'my'father'came'home'with'nowhere'left'to'turn;'


he' was' standing' at' a' well' in' a' corner' of' the' back' garden' at' the'


Numata’s'home,'at'a'loss'for'what'to'do'next.'He'must'have'seemed'a'


pretty' pathetic' sight,' because' Mrs.' Numata' came' up' to' him' and'


pointed' towards' the'hillside' that' could' be' seen' from' the'back' of' the'


house.' She' kindly' told' him,' “On' top' of' that'mountain' are'many' kind'


foreigners' \'why' don’t' you' try' up' there?' Even' though'we' are' in' the'


middle' of' a' war,' when' we' had' a' problem' with' flooding' they' came'


down'the'mountain'and'helped'us'out'in'a'number'of'ways.'They'can'


speak'Japanese'very'well,'so'I’m'sure'they'could'be'of'some'counsel'to'


you.”'


However,'the'war'had'not'yet'ended,'and'at'that'time'the'word'


“foreigner”'conveyed'the'notion'of'a'spy'or'an'enemy.'Even'though'he'


thanked'Mrs.'Numata' for' her' kindness,'my'dad,'with' his' craftsman’s'


mentality,'could'not'take'action'right'away,'hesitating'when'he'heard'


the'word'“foreigner.”'


What'finally'did'spur'my'father,'who'was'still'hesitant'the'next'


morning,' to' take' action,' was' one' word' from' my' mother:' “HURRY!”'


From'my' mother’s' perspective,' having' kept' watch' over' me' without'


leaving'my'side' for'even'a'moment;'seeing'her'son'grow'weaker'and'


weaker'before'her'very'eyes'must'have'given'her'the'feeling'of'being'


at'her'wits’'end.'She'didn’t'know'whether'her'son,'if'left'untreated'any'


longer,'had'even'one'more'day'of'life'left'in'him.'She'lit'a'fire'under'my'


father'with'this'uncharacteristically'curt'language.'


Roused' into'action'by'my'mother’s'words,'my' father,'with'my'


oldest' sister,'hurried' towards' the'building'up'on' the' small'mountain'


that'he'had'heard'about.'Later,'my'father'fondly'spoke'of'that'occasion.'


According' to' him,' it'was' the' first' time' that' he' ever' laid' eyes' on' the'


yaso.kyo'(This'is'what'Christianity'was'called'in'Japanese'at'the'time)'
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novitiate.'As' they' jogged'along,'he'was'desperately' trying' to' think'of'


what' he' would' say' and' how' he' would' explain' his' request' to' a'


foreigner,'whom'he'had'never'spoken'to'before.'However,'what'he'saw'


when'he'got'there'was'a'purely'Japanese\style'structure.'In'addition'to'


being' built' on' top' of' that' high' hill,' the' southern' side' of' the' building'


faced'out'towards'Hiroshima'city,'so'this'structure'looked'as'though'it'


had'born'the'full'brunt'of'the'intense'bomb'blast.'The'roof'tiles'and'the'


eaves,'the'window'frames'and'the'sheaths,'had'all'been'blown'out,'or'


were' hanging' down.' Just' glancing' at' its' condition' it'would' not' at' all'


have' seemed' surprising' to' find' out' that' this' building' had' been'


condemned.'Anyhow,'my' father' and' sister'were' relieved' to' find' that'


the' first' person' to' greet' them' was' Japanese.' My' father' told' him'


straight' away' that' he' had' come' seeking' help,' and' with' great' effort'


explained'his'son’s'condition.'But'this'person'explained'their'situation'


politely'and'declined'them'at'the'front'entrance'saying,'“Right'now,'we'


have'taken'in'scores'of'wounded'people'here.'The'fact'of'the'matter'is'


that' there' are' not' enough' hands' to' treat' and' care' for' them.' And,'


there’s'barely'any'medicine.”'


Hearing' the' same' thing' here' that' they' had' heard' yesterday'


when'they'were'going'all'over'town'looking'for'doctors,'my'father'and'


sister'had'no'choice'but' to'walk'away.'He'convinced'himself' that' the'


very'act'of'coming'to'seek'a'special'favor'from'an'unknown'foreigner'


was' impossible' from'the'start'under' these'emergency'circumstances.'


So,'my'dad'and'my'sister'started'back'down'the'hillside'in'front'of'the'


house' in' a' dejected' manner.' Then,' they' heard' a' voice' from' behind'


them' calling' out' in' faltering' Japanese' for' them' to' stop.' When' they'


turned' around,' they' saw' a' foreigner' in' unfamiliar' clothing' running'


towards' them' in' his' bare' feet.'When' he' came' up' alongside' them' he'


said,'“I'am'so'sorry,'that'was'a'very'rude'thing'to'have'done.'Won’t'you'


come'this'way'once'again'and'let'me'hear'your'story?”'He'said'this'as'


he'led'them,'taking'my'father'and'sister'by'the'hand,'to'a'room'inside'


the'novitiate.'
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This' foreigner' was' none' other' than' Fr.' Pedro' Arrupe,' S.J.,'


himself,'who'at'the'age'of'only'37'was'the'head'(novice'master)'of'the'


Society'of'Jesus61' Nagatsuka'novitiate.'


One'of'the'religious'orders'for'men'in'the'Catholic'Church,'the'


Society' of' Jesus'was' founded' in' 1534' by' Ignacious' Loyola.' Together'


with'six'colleagues,'he'established' the'religious'order' in'Paris'with'a'


focus'on'higher'education,'proselytization,'and'social'work.'On'August'


15,' 1549,' the' Spanish' Jesuit' St.' Francis' Xavier' arrived' in'Kagoshima,'


building' the' foundation' for' the' Jesuits' in' Japan.' After' this,' the'


Christians' in' Japan' faced'persecution'and'were'banished' from' Japan.'


Including' daimyo62 ' and' samurai' warriors,' persecution' continued,'


focusing'on'Nagasaki'and'Urakami,'and'over'the'course'of'300'years'or'


so,'many'people'become'martyrs.63' In'1908,'the'Jesuit'order'returned'


to' Japan' and' established' Sophia' University64' in' 1913.' They' manage'


colleges,'high'schools,'and'middle'schools'into'the'present'day.' '


The'novitiate'is'a'place'where'young'men'who'have'finished'the'


application' period' can' be' trained' to' become' an' official'member;' the'


one'in'Hiroshima'was'established'in'1938,'as'I'recall.'I'was'in'the'first'


grade' at' that' time' when' I' had' heard' that' this' uncommon' yaso65%
temple'had'been'constructed'up'on'top'of'a'mountain.'


My' father' explained' in' detail' about' my' feeble' state' and' the'


condition' of' my' burns,' desperately' pleading,' “In' this' state' he' could'


pass' away' at' any' moment,' please' come' to' see' him' right' away.”' My'


oldest' sister,'who'was' there' said' that'upon' seeing'Fr.'Arrupe'at' that'


moment,' she'was' confident,' “he' had' a' smile' filled'with' benevolence'


and'clear'eyes'of'humility.'Surely'he'will'come'and'help'us.”'Later'on'
                                            
61 The Society of Jesus is a religious order commonly known as the Jesuits. 
62 A daimyo is a type of feudal warlord, subordinate only to the Shogun and 
the Emperor. 
63 Anyone interested in a thorough history of early Christianity in Japan 
should read George Elison, Deus Destroyed: The Image of Christianity in 
Early Modern Japan, Harvard University Press 1973 
64 Known as jochi daigaku in Japanese. 
65 yaso means Christian 
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we' came' to' find' out' that' the' Spanish' born' Fr.' Arrupe,' who' studied'


medicine' in'Madrid,' and'who' had' also' learned' anatomy' and' clinical'


medicine,' had' put' that' knowledge' to' use' spearheading' the' relief'


efforts'for'the'wounded'that'sought'refuge'at'the'Nagatsuka'novitiate.'


'


The!Foreign!Doctor’s!First!Treatment!
Having' received' a' favorable' response,' my' father' and' sister' rushed'


back' in' excitement.' They' immediately' ran' over' to' my' bedside' and'


encouraged'me,' saying,' “a'gaijin% sensei' is' coming' in' the'afternoon,' so'
don’t' die' before' then.”' By' “gaijin' sensei”' my' father' meant' “foreign'
doctor.”66' (Recently' the' term' “gaijin”' has' fallen' out' of' use,' being' a'
term'of'prejudice.'The'term'“gaikokujin”'has'come'into'favor,'however'
in'this'book'I'have'decided'to'use'the'word'“gaijin”'in'accordance'with'
the'parlance'of'those'times.)67'


Father'Arrupe'arrived'precisely'at'noon.'Strangely,'I'remember'


this' well;' I' heard' the' squeal' of' bicycle' brakes' and' the' awkward'


Japanese' at' the' exact' moment' when' the' grandfather' clock' at' the'


Numata’s'house'began'to'chime'for'the'twelve'o’clock'hour.'


My'father'and'sister,'who'knew'the'sound'of'Fr.'Arrupe’s'voice,'


sprang'to'their'feet'and'ran'to'greet'him'at'the'door.'The'gaijin'sensei'
who'showed'up'at'my'bedside' in'a' short' time,'had' in'addition' to'his'


large'build,'a'large'nose,'and'white'skin,'as'fair'as'could'be.'He'had'big'


eyes'and'a'meek'smile.'As'I'lay'supine'on'my'mat,'he'said'while'looking'


right' at' me,' “Does' it' hurt?' You' must' be' in' pain.”' I' looked' at' him'


lifelessly,'not'even'possessing'the'power'to'respond,'but'I’m'sure'that'


from'my'look'that'father'could'guess'my'condition.'


Father' Arrupe,'who' had' rushed' over'with' the' strong'midday,'


mid\Summer' sun' beating' down' on' him,' had' big' beads' of' sweat'


                                            
66 Japanese call doctors, teachers and few other professions, “sensei” out of 
respect. Sensei is usually translated in English as “teacher,” or “sir.” 
67 The term gaikokujin is comprised of three Chinese characters, meaning 
“foreign + country + person” or “foreigner.” 
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pouring' out' of' his' large' forehead.' Dressed' nicely' in' a' shirt' with' an'


unfamiliar'collar\band'(Roman'collar)'and'a'black'suit'jacket'over'that,'


his'back'must'have'been'drenched' in'sweat,' too.'Without'so'much'as'


bothering' to' wipe' his' sweat,' he' carefully' examined' me' for' a'


considerable'time,'determining'whether'or'not'it'was'all'right'to'move'


my'extremely'frail'body'in'order'to'treat'me.' '


After' some' time' this' gaijin' sensei' gave' my' family' various'
instructions,'and'deftly'dissolved'some'boric'acid'he'had'brought'into'


hot'water.'After' letting' it' cool,'he'applied' the' liquid' to'my'burns'and'


coagulated'blood,'washed'away'the'caked\on'pus'and'mud,'and'pulled'


out'the'maggots'that'had'burrowed'into'my'skin.'


This'treatment,'however,'was'not'only'hard'on'those'who'were'


conducting' the' treatment,' but' it' was' also' hard' on' myself' on' the'


receiving'end.'Especially'difficult'was'the'part'when'they'had'to'prop'


up'my' upper' body' to' treat'my' back.'My' parents' and'my' two' sisters'


very'gently'and'cautiously'sat'me'up,'but'if'they'let'my'arms'on'the'left'


or'right'side'fall'below'my'heart,' the'capillaries' in'my'wounds'would'


immediately'burst'and'blood'would'flow'out.'In'order'to'lift'my'arms'


higher' than'my'heart,' I'had'to'exert'my'strength,'and'this'movement'


inflicted' damage' on'my'wounds.' The' greater' part' of'my' upper' body'


was' burned' up' and' you' could' see' red' flesh.' In' order' for' the' gaijin'
sensei' to' apply'Boric'Acid'on' the'wounds,' just'deciding'where' to'put'
their'hands'in'order'to'support'me'was'a'job'unto'itself.'And'as'for'me,'


I' had' become' so' anemic' that' in' less' than' five' minutes' after' being'


propped' up' in' a' seated' position,' my' eyes' went' black' and' I' became'


semi\conscious.'


Because' the' treatment' was' attempted' under' those'


circumstances,'he'could'not'disinfect'my'entire'body'with'Boric'acid'in'


the'course'of'that'day.'


' ' '


'


'
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My!Desire!to!Live!Buds!
The'next'day,'the'gaijin'sensei'came'to'us'again.'Learning'from'the'day'
before,' this' time' my' family' rolled' up' a' futon' into' the' shape' of' a'


vaulting'box,'and'they'had'me'sit'on'top'of'it'as'though'I'were'riding'a'


horse.'By'doing'so,' it'was'easier'to'disinfect'my'whole'body,'but'they'


had'to'lift'up'my'body'higher'than'the'day'before.'This'trying'task'took'


five'people.'The'only'thing'that'made'this'at'all'possible'was'that'my'


condition'had' improved'a' little'bit.'Perhaps'the'sterilization'from'the'


day'before'had'been'effective,'or'maybe'it'was'the'relief'I'felt'at'having'


a'doctor' see' it;'but' I'was'able' to' receive' treatment'without' suffering'


terrible'anemia.'


The'gaijin'sensei' very'skillfully'applied' the'Boric'acid'over'my'
entire' back.' While' doing' so' he' strictly' cautioned' my' family' not' to'


inadvertently'wound'my'body,' saying,' “a'drop'of' this' child’s'blood' is'


like' a' drop' of' his' life.' Be' careful.”' Then' I'was' laid' on'my' side' as' he'


slowly'and'methodically'treated'my'arms'and'legs.'


Coming'into'contact'with'the'gaijin'sensei’s'earnest'manner'and'
warmth,'I'became'a'different'person'than'I'had'been'up'until'the'day'


before;' the' feeling' came'welling' up' in'me' that' “I' have' to' survive' no'


matter'what.”' It'was' a'mysterious' thing,' but' the' stronger' the' feeling'


that' “I' have' to' live,”' became,' the' weaker' the' pain' and' the' agony'


seemed' to' be.' My' mother,' who' had' been' by' my' side' day' and' night'


protecting' me,' perceived' the' change' in' me' and' told' my' father' and'


sisters'about'it.!
!


The!Hole!in!the!Back!of!My!Head!
However,'not'everything'went'perfectly'well.'I'think'it'happened'three'


days'after'the'gaijin'sensei’s'treatment'began,'when'my'mother’s'finger'
which'had'been'supporting'my'head'in'order'to'prop'up'my'body,'sank'


into'the'back'of'my'head.'Since'I'was'wearing'my'fighting'cap'when'the'


bomb'went'off,' there'were'distinct'columns'on'my'head;'as' though'a'


line'had'been'drawn'between'the'part'where'the'hair'had'been'burnt'
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by'the'heat'flash'and'had'shriveled'up'and'changed'to'a'brown'color,'


and' the' part' which' hadn’t' been' burnt' thanks' to'my' hat.' My'mother'


thought'it'would'be'all'right'to'apply'some'pressure'on'the'part'where'


my'hair'was'still'black.'She'uttered'a'voiceless'cry'and'trembled'from'


surprise.'


I'did'not'feel'any'pain'in'that'area,'and'besides,'I'could'not'see'


back'there'with'my'own'eyes,'so'I'could'not'really'tell'what'was'going'


on.' But' the'gaijin' sensei’s' face'went' pale' and'he' looked' into'my' face'
with' concern,' saying,' “Did' that' hurt?' Are' you' OK?”' He' immediately'


returned'my'body'from'a'lifted'to'a'reclined'position,'turning'my'face'


sideways.' Using' tweezers,' he' removed' the' hair' from' the' area'where'


my'mother’s'fingers'had'sunk'in.' '


I' heard' about' this' later,' but' at' that' time,' a' large' amount' of'


putrid'stinky'pus'flowed'out'from'the'area'where'he'had'removed'my'


hair.'After' the'pus'stopped' flowing,' there'was'a'hole'deep'enough' to'


see'bone.'Seeing'this,'the'gaijin'sensei'advised'my'mother,'“The'life'of'
this'child'may'be'saved,'but'he'might'not'be'able'to'talk'or'move'like'a'


regular'child.'Be'prepared.”'Then'he'instructed'my'mother,'“I'can'not'


help'you,'because'the'brain'is'outside'of'my'field'of'specialization.'If'he'


starts' to' feel' pain' or' something' strange' happens,' please' go' visit' a'


specialist' immediately.”' At' that' moment' my' mother' steeled' herself.'


“After' losing' my' precious' youngest' daughter,' how' could' I' let' my'


youngest' son' die' too?' Even' though' he' may' be' left' with' some'


disabilities,'at'all'costs'I'must'save'his'life.”' '


!
Imperial!Rescript!on!the!Termination!of!the!War!


It' was' about' the' fourth' day' since' the' gaijin' sensei' had' started'
treatments,'August'15,'Showa'20'(1945)'noon,'when'a'broadcast'was'


played' in' the'Emperor’s'voice'over' the' radio' for' the'purpose'of' total'


surrender' to' the' allied' forces,' saying' that,' “we' must' bear' the'


unbearable' and' suffer' the' insufferable;”' accepting' the' terms' of' the'


joint' declaration' (the' Potsdam' Declaration)' of' the' four' nations,'
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America,'England,'China'and'the'Soviet'Union.'At'the'time,'a'broadcast'


that'had'the'Emperor’s'actual'voice'was'called'“gyokuon%hoso.”68'
Spending'my'days'on'my'futon,'I'was'hovering'between'life'and'


death'due'to'acute'radiation'syndrome,'so'I'did'not'hear'the'“gyokuon%
hoso”'directly'with'my'own'ears.'I'heard'the'news'from'my'father.'The'
“gyokuon% hoso”' started' off' with' the' words,' “To' Our' good' and' loyal'
subjects:'After'pondering'deeply' the'general' trends'of' the'world'and'


actual' conditions' obtained' in'Our'Empire' today,'We'have' decided' to'


effect' a' settlement' of' the' present' situation' by' resorting' to' an'


extraordinary'measure,”'and'after' that,' it' is'buried' in'obscure'words.'


So,' it' is' doubtful' whether' as' a' 14' year\old' I' could' have' grasped' its'


meaning'even'if'I'had'heard'the'broadcast.69'


The'fact'is'that'the'broadcast'on'this'day'was'pre\recorded'to'a'


disc' and' played' back' at' noon.' Despite' that,' according' to' my' father,'


many'people'were'sitting'formally'with'their'legs'folded'in'front'of'the'


radio,' bowing' their' heads' deeply,' listening'with' tears' streaming' out'


just'as'though'the'Emperor'was'right'there'in'front'of'them.'


Listening'to'my'dad,'all'I'understood'was'that'the'long'war'had'


ended,' and' I' remember' experiencing' an' indescribable' feeling' of'


powerlessness.'Until'the'day'the'bomb'was'dropped,'I'used'to'scream'


“Devil' Beast' Americans' and' English,”' and' “100' million' honorable'


deaths,”'and' I' thought' that'as'a'member'of' the'school'patrol'squad'a'


Japanese'man’s' true'worth'was' in' the'act'of'giving'up'his' life' for' the'


sake'of'the'country.'I'believed'that'if'the'enemy'appeared'before'me,'I'


would'charge'with'a'grenade;'my'mission'was'to'blow'myself'up'along'


with'the'enemy.'That'war,'in'the'mere'few'minutes'it'took'to'broadcast'


the'“gyokuon%hoso,”'was'so'easily'over.'
                                            
68 Loosely translated, gyoku means “jewel-voice” and hoso means 
“broadcast” 
69 ny�2�)MA&WI)�}&(£+ªX)f�/4%kT/he",&
s!�(`�'.|�v(D�� The English translation does not even begin 
to convey the obtuse nature of the archaic Japanese expressions contained 
within this Imperial rescript. 
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With' this,' the' air' raids' would' cease.' When' I' realized' that' I'


would'no'longer'be'woken'up'in'the'middle'of'the'night'for'an'air'raid'


warning,' I' felt' like' all' of' the' strength' in'my' body' had' slipped' away.'


Now,'I'had'the'real'feeling'of'being'saved,'that'everyone'would'go'on'


living'with'the'feeling'of'security,'without'having'to'run'away'and'hide.'


Our' family'breathed'a'collective'sigh'of' relief.'On' the'other'hand,' the'


feeling' of' confusion' was' stronger:' What' was' the' meaning' of' this'


massive'damage'in'Hiroshima'caused'by'the'“new”'bomb'merely'days'


ago?'What'should'we'do'after'losing'our'home'and'worrying'about'our'


missing'oldest'and'middle'brothers'and'our'youngest'older'sister?'So'


we'simply'remained'in'a'silent'daze.'


In' the' middle' of' all' this,' our' middle' brother' (Haruo)'


unexpectedly'came'back'home.'While'he'was'being'transferred'to'the'


Tokyo' Nerima' Air' Squadron' and' then' to' the' Yamaguchi' Prefecture'


Ozuki' Squadron,' the' war' ended' on' August' 15,' and' the' country' was'


demilitarized.'He'had'caught'a'train'from'Ozuki'to'Iwakuni'Station'and'


after' that' he' walked' through' burnt' out' fields.' I' believe' it' was' on'


August' 17th' when' he' suddenly' showed' up' at' the' Numata’s' house' in'


Yamamoto'village'where'we'had'taken'refuge.'


!
War!End!Turmoil!and!the!Suspension!of!the!Gaijin!sensei’s!


Treatment!
The'Nagatsuka'novitiate'at' that' time'housed'many'wounded,'and'the'


gaijin' sensei' and' six' novitiates' had' been' swamped' day' after' day'
treating' them.' According' to' the' notes' of' the' involved' parties,' and' a'


periodical' published' by' Hiroshima' City' in' Showa' 46' (1971)' called'


Hiroshima%genbaku%sensai%shi,'the'novitiate,'which'stood'about'4.5'km'
from'ground'zero,'avoided'getting'knocked'down.'However,' it'had'its'


window'glass'completely'blown'out,'three'of'the'pillars'on'the'exterior'


chapel'wall'were'broken,'and' the'ceiling'was'warped,'amongst'other'


damage.' Nevertheless,' they' accommodated' about' 80' wounded,'


including'church\related'people'and'others'who'had'fled' from'center'
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of' Hiroshima' to' the' outskirts' of' town.' It' is' recorded' that' non\stop'


emergency' medical' relief' was' provided' by' the' novitiates,' under' the'


direction' of' Fr.' Arrupe,' who' had' medical' training.' Most' likely' since'


that'first'day'after'the'bomb,'several'days'had'gone'by'without'any'of'


the'novitiates'sitting'down'to'eat'a'meal'or'stretching'out'their' limbs'


for'sleep.' '


Even' under' those' circumstances,' the' priest' would' ride' his'


bicycle'daily'over'to'my'place'to'provide'treatment.'However,'from'the'


day' the'war'ended,'rumors'quickly'spread' that' the'occupying'armies'


(the'American'and'allied'forces)'were'also'coming'to'Hiroshima.'Since'


it' wouldn’t' do' to' have' foreigners' coming' and' going' around' town'


causing'confusion'to'an'already'panicked'populace,'it'was'decided'that'


the'gaijin'sensei'would'refrain'from'going'outside.'
After'that,'the'gaijin'sensei'could'no'longer'come,'but'we'could'


not' stop' the' treatments.' My' parents' and' my' two' older' sisters'


continued' the' treatments'by' imitating'what' they'had'seen.'When' the'


Boric'acid'ran'out'they'would'run'back'up'to'the'novitiate'to'get'some'


more.'This'went'on'for'about'a'month.'


'


Moving!to!the!Singles!Dormitory!at!Mitsubishi!Heavy!
Industries!in!Gion'


In' the' dead' of' the' night' on' September' 17,' and' into' the' 18,' the'


Makurazaki' Typhoon' hit' Hiroshima,' causing' tremendous' damage'


including'over'2000'deaths'throughout'the'Prefecture.'It'hit'Hiroshima'


just'as'the'restoration'of'the'town'was'finally'getting'under'way,'such'


as'the'repair'of'damaged'bridges,'and'the're\opening'of'shops'selling'


food.'The'whole'city'was'inundated'under'more'than'50'cm'of'water,'


and'a'torrent'of'muddy'water'washed'away'the'temporarily'restored'


bridges'and'makeshift'storefronts.'Every'last'bit'of'temporary'housing,'
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which'was'called'barakku,'was'knocked'down.70' All'of'the'efforts'up'to'
that'point'were'washed'away.' '


In'the'Gion'area,'where'our'family'was'staying,'the'levees'of'the'


Ota' River' caved' in' causing' flooding,' and' landslides' here' and' there'


resulted'in'considerable'damage'in'the'areas'near'the'mountains.'Mr.'


Numata’s'son'even'died'as'a'result'of' the' flooding,'and'his' fields'also'


suffered'extensive'damage.'


Under'those'circumstances,'it'was'too'much'to'continue'relying'


on'the'hospitality'of' the'Numatas.'My'father'began' looking' for'a'new'


place'to'stay'while'lending'a'hand'with'the'cleanup.'As'a'result,'by'late'


September'we' got' permission' to'move' into' the' single’s' dormitory' at'


the' Mitsubishi' Heavy' Industries' Plant' in' Kitashimoyasu' in' Gion.'


Because'of'the'emergency'conditions'at'that'time,'the'dorm'was'being'


offered' even' to' those' with' no' connection' to' Mitsubishi' Heavy'


Industries,'and'so'many'refugee'families'were'living'there.'Just'as'my'


father' began' looking' for' a' place' to'move' into,' as' luck'would' have' it'


there'was'an'open'room'there.'In'addition,'my'second'older'sister'had'


once'worked'for'them,'and'so'they'allowed'us'in.' '


The' day' after' we' moved' in,' the' Mitsubishi' Heavy' Industries'


part\time' physician,' Dr.' Kondo,' who' was' on' site' to' treat' infectious'


diseases'after'the'flood,'made'a'house'call'to'our'room.'He'came'to'the'


dorm'on'almost'a'daily'basis'and'treated'victims'there.'He'treated'our'


newly'arrived'family'without'any'prejudice.' '


While'asking'my'mother'about'my'condition'at'the'time'of'the'


bombing'and'my'progress' since' than,'Dr.'Kondo'examined'my' chest,'


which' had' escaped' being' burnt,' by' hand' and'with' a' stethoscope.'He'


diagnosed'me'with'a'case'of'dry'pleurisy'that'was'probably'triggered'


by' a' cold.' Before' I' knew' it' the' weather' had' started' to' change' from'


summer' to'early'autumn.'The'Rail'Unit' soldiers'had'been'discharged'


and'before'they'departed'for'their'hometowns,'they'kindly'left'behind'


their'army'issue'blankets'and'foodstuffs.'Thanks'to'that'we'somehow'
                                            
70 *-$�. This comes from the word barrack. 
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managed'to'get'by'for'a'little'while.'Today'these'gifts'would'have'been'


totally'insufficient'for'a'family'of'six,'but'we'were'enduring'conditions'


of'near'malnutrition.'


When'Dr.'Kondo'found'out'about'the'strained'circumstances'of'


our'family,'he'kindly'extended'a'helping'hand'in'various'ways,'starting'


by'procuring' the' items'necessary' for'my' treatment.'The'bones'of'my'


rib'cage,'on'my'ever\weakening'body,'protruded'out'like'the'ridges'on'


a' washing' board;' the' skin' looked' as' though' it' had' been' pasted' on.'


Regardless,'there'was'no'medicine'available'for'the'foreseeable'future;'


even'when'we'came'up'with'the'idea'of'heating'up'my'chest'with'a'hot'


wet'towel'to'alleviate'some'of'the'pain,'we'didn’t'have'adequate'means'


to' boil' water.' The' doctor,' who' graciously' improvised' this' and' that,'


provided'a'flannel'stomach'wrap'and'spread'spicy'mustard'on'it.'First'


putting' a' towel' on' my' chest,' he' placed' the' flannel' cloth' with' the'


mustard'on' top'of' that'and' then'placed'another' towel'on' top'of' that.'


I’m' not' sure' if' you' would' call' it' a' hot' mustard' poultice' or' not,' but'


regardless,'he'was'always'enthusiastically'improvising'in'a'lot'of'ways'


on'our'behalf.'Until'then,'I'had'a'hard'time'even'breathing'because'of'a'


heavy' feeling' on' my' thin' chest,' as' if' something' were' on' top' of' me.'


However,'thanks'to'the'mustard'poultice,'strangely'my'symptoms'got'


better,'as'if'we'were'peeling'thin'layers'of'onionskin'off,'one'by'one.'


' ' Since'our'life'had'stabilized'just'a'little'bit,'we'decided'to'


bring' over' some' clothes' and' furniture,' which' were' precious' at' that'


time,'from'the'place'of'evacuation.'We'had'been'barely'surviving'with'


the'meager' amounts' of' food' and' clothing' provided' for' refugees,' and'


this' made' our' daily' life' get' better.' This' is' because' we' could' obtain'


some' food' in' exchange' for' these' things' when' we' visited' nearby'


farmers.' '


About'the'time'in'autumn'when'seeds'had'been'planted'and'the'


radish' leaves' had' grown' to' 5' or' 6' centimeters' in' height,' we' were'


known'by'the' local' farmers'well'enough'to'receive'the'seedlings' that'


had' been' thinned' out.' My' mother' did' a' kind' of' pickling' called'
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ichiyazuke' or' shiomomi.' Then' we' would' have' them' as' a' side' dish'
together'with'rice'gruel.'As' I'was'too'weak'even'to'move'my'fingers,'


my' mother' slowly' brought' the' spoon' up' to' my' mouth,' pausing' a'


moment' she' would' ask' me,' “Is' it' good?”' As' I' quietly' nodded,' my'


mother'stared'at'me'with'a'happy\looking'grin.'The'faces'of'my'family'


surrounded'me.'Then'my' father' spoke' to'me'as' if'he'were' talking' to'


himself,'“You’ll'get'healthy'if'you'can'eat'with'your'mouth,'even'a'little'


bit.”'However,'this'joy'was'short\lived'like'an'illusion.'The'salt'used'for'


the' radish' sprouts' started' to' harm' my' body' and' signs' of' kidney'


disease' started' to' appear.' I' guess' I' started' to' retain' water' in' my'


abdomen'as'my'skinny'stomach'swelled'up'into'a'rounded'shape.'As'if'


on'cue,'I'started'to'have'swelling'in'my'face'and'in'both'legs,'too.'The'


person' who' was' most' upset' about' this' change' was' Dr.' Kondo.' No'


decent'medicines'were' available' and' he' sat' there'worrying'with' his'


arms'folded.'Whenever'I'said'that'I'had'to'urinate,'my'mother'would'


urgently' place' the' bedpan,'which'was' an' opened' empty' tin' can,' but'


only'a'couple'of'drops'would'come'out'and'no'more.'I'don’t'how'many'


days'such'as'these'passed.'I'had'no'appetite'and'simply'bore'the'agony'


and' the' pain' of' the' burns.' The' nights' felt' really' long,' and' unless'


someone'remained'by'my'side'continuously'I'felt'forlorn'and'insecure.'


It' was' around' the' end' of' October' or' in' November' when' I'


started' to' realize' that' both' my' bodily' and' spiritual' strength' were'


growing'weaker,'as'though'they'were'slipping'down'a'slope.'Dr.'Kondo'


said,' “If' there' is' anything' this' child'wants' to' eat,' feed' it' to' him.'We'


cannot'say'what'will'be'a'medicine'and'what'will'be'a'poison.”'When'


my' father'heard' these'words,'he' seemed' to'mentally'prepare' for'my'


death.'My' father'moved'his' face' towards'mine' is' if'he'were'covering'


my'face'with'his'and'gently'asked,'“Is'there'anything'you'want'to'eat?”'


I'wanted'something'cold,'so'I'pleaded'with'my'weak'voice,'“I'want'to'


eat' ripened' persimmons.”' As' soon' as' my' father' heard' this,' he'


encouraged'me'saying,'“OK,'got' it.'Dad'will' find'some'for'you,'so' just'


wait'right'here,”'and'he'left'the'room'in'a'big'rush.'However,'it'was'an'
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impossible' request,' because' that' was' just' about' the' season' when'


persimmons' were' just' starting' to' turn' orange.' In' spite' of' that,' my'


father'poked'his'head'in'some'nearby'farmers’'gardens,'and'when'he'


found' persimmon' trees,' he' explained' the' situation' and' begged' for'


some.' After' visiting' several' houses,' he' finally' found' some'


early\ripened'ones'called'mushiure'and'received'three'of'them.' '
My' father' returned'home,' looking'as' if' he'had' scored'a'major'


coup,'and'as' soon'as'he'saw'my' face'he'showed'me' the'persimmons'


exclaiming,'“They'are'ripened'persimmons.”'They'were'nicely'ripened,'


and'seeing' those'persimmons'with' skins' that' looked' like' they'would'


burst' I' wanted' to' eat' them' immediately.' I' could' not' wait' for' my'


mother' to' spoon\feed' them' to'me' little'by' little.' I'was' in'no'mind' to'


savor' the'sweetness'or'coolness'of' them.'After' finishing' the' first'one'


and' waiting' for' a' moment,' I' pestered' them' saying,' “One' more.”' My'


parents' looked'at' each'other’s' faces,' but'my'mother' took' the' second'


one' and'with' some' hesitation' raised' it' quietly' to'my'mouth.' At' that'


moment,'my'mother’s'hand'appeared'to'be'shaking.'When'I'swallowed'


it' slowly,' I' could' taste' the' characteristic' sweet' and' cold' persimmon'


flavor'spreading'all'over'my'mouth'and'I'was'in'heaven.'When'I'asked'


for'“one'more,”'my'father'held'out'the'remaining'one'to'me'and'gently'


said,'“'We'will'keep'this'to'enjoy'tomorrow.”'


Even' if' the' ripened' persimmon'was' truly' harmful,' there’s' no'


way' it' could' have' been' beneficial' to' my' body,' which' remained' in' a'


state'of'downhill'decline.'The'very'fact'that'they'allowed'me'to'eat'two'


persimmons'one'after' the'other'was'a'decision'made' the'resignation'


that,'“no'matter'when'this'boy'dies,”'the'people'who'remained'behind'


afterwards'would'have'no'regrets.'The'symptoms'that'they'had'feared'


arrived'at'the'onset'of'evening.'It'seemed'like'Dr.'Kondo'was'thinking'


about'the'various'causes'for'my'diarrhea'based'on'the'changes'in'my'


condition.'But'there'was'no'way'that'anyone'could'have'had'accurate'


knowledge'about'acute'radiation'syndrome,'so'it'is'no'surprise'that'Dr.'


Kondo'determined'my'diarrhea'to'be'the'result'of'catarrh'of'the'colon.'
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Worsening!Bedsores!
Besides'the'diarrhea,'the'bedsores'I'had'developed'around'my'tailbone'


area'had'grown'worse'and'they'were'starting'to'get'raw'on'account'of'


my'frequently'flowing'liquid'bowel'movements.'Even'lying'on'top'of'a'


futon,' the'stinging'pain'shot' through'me.'According' to'my'mother,'at'


their' worst,' the' diameter' of' the' hole' that' opened' up' was' 7' to' 8'


centimeters'wide'and'the'flesh'was'exposed.'


After'about'the'middle'of'October,'my'whole'body'started'to'get'


the'chills'even'during'the'daytime.'At'that'time,'my'father'devised'and'


built'a'hut\like'structure'roughly'shaped'like'a'doghouse'with'a'roof'on'


it' \' this'kotatsu71' with'a'bare' light'bulb'hung' inside,'was'very'useful.'
This'was'especially'true'when'it'came'to'caring'for'bodily'functions;'it'


was' already' lifting' up' the' futon;' and' at' night' it' became' a' light' for'


illuminating'your'hands.'


Dr.' Kondo' said,' “That'must' really' hurt.”' He' brought' a' rubber'


cutout' cushion,' about' forty' centimeters' in' diameter,' from' his' house,'


and'placed' it' under'my'bottom.'This' cutout' cushion' really' helped.' It'


kept' the' inflamed'area' from'coming' in' contact'with' the' futon,' and' it'


made' the' slimy' feeling'of'wetness'go'away.'My'mother' figured'out'a'


way'to'use'the'rubber'cutout'cushion'and'how'to'put'on'diapers,'and'


day\by\day,' my' mood' improved.' Like' a' dream,' the' water' in' my'


stomach'also'went'away,'and'my'diarrhea'was'getting'better,'little'by'


little.'


But' that'was' not' the' end' of'my' problems' by' any'means.' The'


rubber'on'the'cushion'did'not'absorb'liquid,'so'the'rubber'adhered'to'


my'wounds.'So'when'I'moved'my'body'even'a'little'bit,'the'air'inside'


the'rubber'would'move'too.'When'that'happened,'a'new'wound'would'


open'up.' If'you'removed'the'cushion,' the'pain'of' the'bedsores'would'


rip'through'me.'And'when'you'put'the'cushion'on,'it'would'damage'the'


skin.'My'mother'and'older'sister'wracked'their'brains'trying'to'come'


                                            
71 A Japanese style low table with a heating lamp underneath it, used to 
keep your legs warm in winter. 
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up'with'solution.'However,'we'didn’t'have'any'objects'at'hand'that'we'


could'use.'They'went'on'planning'for'a'number'of'days.'


Right' around' that' time,' wheat' flour' and' soybean' cakes' were'


being' distributed' for' victims,' and' yukata' cloths' would' come'
included.72' My'mother'right'away'tore'the'cloth'into'strips'of'about'10'


centimeters'and'wrapped'them'up'around'the'cushion'in'the'manner'


of'a'bandage.'When'she'placed'it'on'my'backside,'it'was'smooth'unlike'


having'the'rubber'come'into'direct'contact'with'skin.'It'was'definitely'


comfortable,' but' with' my' skin' being' in' such' a' fragile' state,' it' was'


basically' not' a' final' solution.' After' a' while,' blood' and' pus' began' to'


accumulate' on' the' cloth' that' was' wrapped' around' the' cushion.' It'


became'apparent'that'the'cloth'had'started'making'the'wounds'worse.'


My' mother,' again' seeking' a' solution,' removed' the' cotton'


stuffing' from' a' futon' and' formed' it' into' a' round' doughnut' shape.'


Around' that' she' wrapped' the' yukata' material' making' a' soft' round'
cushion.' Thanks' to' that,' new' wounds' no' longer' formed' around' the'


edges'of'my'bedsores.'


'


Maggots!Infesting!My!Burned!Back!
For' several' days' after' the' bombing,' maggots' did' not' appear' in' my'


wounds.'This'was'probably'due'the'cresol'disinfection'that'I'received'


the'day'after'the'bombing'at'the'makeshift'emergency'aid'station'next'


to'Oshiba'Park.'However,'they'slowly'began'to'infest'my'back'after'we'


moved' to' the' Numata’s' house' in' Yamamoto' village.' In' Hiroshima,'


where' a' vast' number' of' doctors' had' been' killed' all' at' once,' and'


hospitals'and'pharmacies'were'obliterated,' there'was'no'way' for' the'


tens' of' thousands' of' victims' to' be' able' to' receive' adequate'medical'


attention' or' sanitization.' The' sanitary' conditions' in' the' streets' had'


become' extremely' poor.' The' flies' that' swarmed' on' the' dead' and'


wounded'eventually' laid'eggs' in' the'wounds'on'my'back,' and'by' the'


time'I'noticed,'they'had'already'become'pretty'big'maggots.'


                                            
72 A yukata is a light kimono worn in summer. 
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Although'I'had'had'my'whole'body'sanitized'with'Boric'acid'by'


the'gaijin' sensei' at' the'Numata’s' residence,' the'maggots' could'not'be'
completely' eradicated,' and' even' after' moving' to' the' dormitory' at'


Mitsubishi' Heavy' Industries,' I' continued' to' suffer' from' them.' The'


maggots'crawled'around'open'wounds,'presumably' to'eat'pus.'When'


they'crawled'on'top'of'the'flesh'that'had'nerves'laid'bare'by'burns,'it'


was'painful'enough'to'induce'tears.'


Ever' since' I' was' a' small' child,' I' had' had' a' weak' physical'


disposition.'Every'time'I'caught'a'cold,'it'would'turn'into'bronchitis'or'


pneumonia,' and' even' the' doctor' told' me' my' life' was' in' jeopardy.'


Because' of' this,' my'mother' was' concerned' that' the' maggots' on' my'


back'might'cause'some'severe'illness,'so'using'the'pincers'she'received'


from'Dr.'Kondo,'she'would'pull'them'out'day'after'day.'Ordinarily'you'


wouldn’t' see' maggots' in' the' late' fall' when' temperatures' drop,' but'


human'body'warmth'and'broken'skin'seemed'to'be'their'ideal'habitat.'


About' that' time,' although' there' was' no' change' in' the'


inflammation'in'my'legs,'all'the'water'in'my'upper'body'withdrew'and'


the' condition'of'my' stomach,' became' relatively' stabilized.'Dr.'Kondo'


seemed'puzzled' over'my' changing' symptoms,' but'what'worried'him'


more' was' that' I' had' lost' so' much' weight' that' my' rib' cage' was'


protruding,'and'the'pit'of'my'stomach'had'sunk'terribly'low.'


!
Cold,!Dry!Pleurisy,!Kidney!Disease,!Catarrh!of!the!colon!


Having'absorbed'a'huge'dose'of'radiation,'and'with'my'body'strength'


falling'to'an'extreme'low'due'to'my'burns'and'diarrhea,'I'was'not'able'


to'bear'the'autumn’s'chill.'From'the'time'we'moved'into'the'Mitsubishi'


Heavy'Industries'dorm'in'late'September,'my'cold'triggered'outbreaks'


of'dry'pleurisy,'kidney'failure,'and'catarrh'of' the'colon' in'succession.'


This'put'my'family'through'misery,'especially'when'my'kidney'failure'


was' at' its' worst' and'my'whole' body' swelled' up' like' a' balloon.' And'


then' when' I' got' colonic' catarrh,' I' was' in' a' state' of' extreme'
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dehydration'and'I' thinned'down'so'much'that'I' looked'like'a'chicken'


carcass.'I'was'on'the'verge'of'death'several'times.'


Having' witnessed' my' condition' worsening' by' the' day,' my'


father' really' started' to' believe' that' his' son' was' finally' going' to' die.'


That' is' to' say,' he' had' the' helpless' feeling' that' under' the' current'


circumstances,' as' a' parent' there'was' not' a' single' thing' he' could' do'


except' keep' watch' over' me.' Having' reached' this' point,' my' father'


resolved'that'at'the'very'least'for'the'sake'of'his'son,'he'would'prepare'


a' coffin' and' some' firewood' for' cremation.' From' my' father’s'


perspective,'the'images'of'his'youngest'daughter'who'was'still'missing,'


and'me,'overlapped'and'he'was'thinking,'“At'the'very'least,'I'must'do'


this'little'something'for'them.”'


In'November'when'there'was'a'lull'in'my'symptoms,'my'family'


took'the'opportunity'to'perform'a'treatment'to'remove'fluid'from'my'


two'swollen'legs,' following'Dr.'Kondo’s'instructions.'It'wasn’t' like'we'


had'a'medical'bed,'nor'was'there'any'way'to'perform'surgery.'All'that'


they'could'do'was'to'raise'my'two'legs'up'a'little'and'wait'for'the'fluid'


to'naturally'drain;'there'were'no'other'treatments'available.'


My' family,'while' trying' this'and' that,'elevated'my' legs' for'me,'


but' if' they' put' my' legs' too' high,' my' weight' would' shift' onto' my'


bedsores'and'the'treatment'would'have'a'harmful'effect.'In'the'end,'all'


we'could'manage'was'to'have'them'raised'a'barely'perceptible'amount.'


Even'so,'the'water'in'my'legs'that'was'causing'them'to'bloat'like'logs'


from'my'thighs'to'the'soles'of'my'feet,'began'to'withdraw'like'a'dream,'


and'several'days'later'my'legs'had'become'unrecognizably'thinner.'


!
The!Bloody!Pus!Running!Out!of!My!Spine!in!Eight!Places.!


After' that,' it' became'much' easier' to' change'my' position' to' the' side.'


One' day,' my' family' chose' a' time' in' which' the' warm' sunshine' was'


shining' through' to' resume' my' back' treatments,' which' had' been'


suspended'for'a'while.'The' first'step'of' the'treatment'began'with'my'


mother' spreading' the' medicine' that' Dr.' Kondo' had' procured' for' us'
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while'the'four\person'team'of'my'father,'my'two'older'sisters'and'my'


second'older'brother' turned'me'on'my'side'and'supported'my'body.'


However,'when'my'mother'saw'my'back'she'was'speechless.'In'a'total'


of'eight'places,'holes'had'opened'up'in'my'flesh'and'bones:'just'below'


my'neck'in'four'places,' in'three'more'places'in'my'hipbone'area,'and'


one'near'my'bedsore.'Blood,'mixed'with'pus,'was'oozing'out'of'them'


like'syrup.'


My' mother' quickly' wrapped' cotton' around' the' tip' of' her'


tweezers'and'began'to'wipe'me'with'great'caution.'However,'a'bloody'


pus'with'a'very'distinctive'smell' that'cannot'be'adequately'conveyed'


with' words,' began' to' continuously' flow' forth' from' deep' inside' my'


flesh.' Concerned' about' my' strength,' which' could' not' support' a'


burdensome'body'position'for'a'long'time,'they'stopped'swabbing'me'


halfway' through' and' had' no' choice' but' to' lay' me' back' down' in' a'


supine'position.'


Starting' in'September,'every' time'my'body'would'develop'the'


symptoms'of'some'illness,'my'family'believed'that,'“well,'this'time'we'
probably'can’t'save'him,”'and'that'I'was'definitely'heading'towards'the'


brink'of'death.'I’m'pretty'sure'that'this'is'how'my'family'all'felt.'


'


A!Funeral!For!my!Third!Sister!
Even' though' more' than' three' months' had' passed' since' atomic'


bombing,' there'had'been'no'sign' from'my'third'older'sister'who'had'


gone' to' the'Hiroshima'Ekimae'Post'Office' on' that' day' as' part' of' her'


student' mobilization.' My' father,' when' he' wasn’t' nursing' me' or'


procuring' our' daily' necessities,' would' walk' back' to' the' burned' out'


ruins' of' our' house' in' Kusunoki\town.' He' would' go' to' see' if' maybe'


there'was'a'message,'but'he'had'to'face'the'reality'that'amongst'those'


who'were' in' the'vicinity'of'Hiroshima'Station'on' that'day,'almost'no'


one' survived.'And' then'one'day'he' suddenly' spoke'out,' “We'have' to'


give' it' up.' If' we' don’t' hold' a' service' at' the' earliest' possible'


convenience,' that' child’s' spirit'will' just'wander' around.'How'pitiful.”'
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My'mother,' hearing' that,'was' instantly' against' it,' saying,' “You' never'


know'when'she'could'just'show'up'back'at'home,'so'what’s'the'rush?”'


When'asked,'my'mother'said'that'my'youngest'sister'had'come'to'her'


several'times'in'a'dream'and'hugged'my'mother'with'a'beaming'smile.'


However,' my' mother’s' words' had' no' conviction' behind' them,' and'


there'must'have'been'some'doubt'lingering'in'corner'of'her'mind.'My'


father' located' a' Nichiren' Buddhist'monk' for' the' funeral' service' and'


arranged'to'borrow'a'funeral'parlor,'close'to'our'lodgings,'belonging'to'


the' family' of'my' second' sister’s' classmate.'My'mother'did'not' try' to'


stop'him.'


Even' though' it'was'a' funeral,' there'were'no' remains,'nor'any'


mementos.'Nor'were'any'guests' in' attendance.' It'was'a' simple' affair'


consisting'only'of'a'monk'reading'a'passage'from'a'sutra.'My'mother'


and'I,'who'had'stayed'at'home,'heard'all'about'it'from'my'father.'But'


what'made'more'of'a' lasting'impression'was'the'way'my'father,'who'


was'feeling'refreshed,'talked,'and'his'strangely'relieved'face.!
!


Building!a!Coffin!For!Me!
I'think'it'was'sometime'after'mid\November'when'my'father'suddenly'


said'that'he'was'going'to'go'up'to'Toyama'village'to'call'on'the'family'


of'Taeko'Maehara.'Miss'Maehara'was'a'close'friend'of'my'third'sister'


who'had'been'staying'at'our'house'on'the'night'of'August'5th,'because'


of'student'mobilization.'Early'on' the'morning'of' the'6th,' she' left'with'


my'sister'for'the'Hiroshima'Ekimae'Post'Office'and'had'gone'missing.'


My'father'explained'that'his'mind'could'not'be'at'peace'unless'he'went'


to' tell' her' parents' that'when' he' had' held' a' funeral' for' his' youngest'


daughter,' that'he'had'also'dedicated' it' in'his'heart' for'Miss'Maehara.'


He' pretended' not' to' notice' that' his' wife' and' children' gave' him'


doubtful'looks,'and'he'set'out'for'Toyama'village'immediately.'


Much' later,' my' father' revealed' his' reasons' for' calling' on' the'


Maeharas.'As' I' touched'on'earlier,'my'father'thought'the'death'of'his'


son,' who'was' growing' thinner' and'weaker' by' the' day,' was' close' at'
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hand.' In'preparation' for' that,' he'went' to'Toyama'village' to'ask' for' a'


coffin'and'some'wood'for'cremation.'According'to'my'father,'Toyama'


village' was' in' a' ravine' well' over' 5' kilometers' away' from' the' Kita'


Shimoyasu' dormitory' we' were' living' in.' He' had' heard' that' the'


Maehara’s'place'was'a'large'farm'and'he'figured'that'it'should'have'the'


necessary'lumber'so'that'he'could'ask'them'to'prepare'a'coffin.'


A'few'days'later,'my'father'again'headed'out'for'the'Maehara’s,'


pulling'the'wagon'that'he'had'built'with'his'own'hands.'Waiting'until'


nightfall'so'that'his'cargo'would'not'be'noticed,'he'loaded'up'the'coffin'


that'he'had'requested,'as'well'as'a'lot'of'firewood,'and'returned'home.'


I’m'sure' the' trip'was'an'ordeal;' the' roads'were'not'paved'back' then'


and'he'was'dragging'a'hand\made'wagon'both'ways.'But'in'front'of'me'


there'was'no'way'he'could'talk'about'where'he'had'gone'and'what'he'


had'gone'to'do,'nor'could'he'show'a'worn'out'expression'on'his'face.'


My' father' recalled' that' this'was' the' one' instance' that' he' had' a' hard'


time'looking'me'in'the'face.' '


!
Premonition!of!Death!and!Mother’s!Encouragement!


At' that' time,' I' had' no'way' of' knowing'what' the' true' purpose' of'my'


father’s' visit' to' Toyama' village' was,' nor' did' I' notice' the' coffin' and'


firewood' that' he' had' actually' brought' back.' However,' aside' from' all'


that,'I'began'to'believe'that'I'had'reached'my'limit'and'that'I'couldn’t'


be'saved.'I'started'thinking'that'I'had'better'say'a'proper'thank'you'to'


my' parents' and' my' brothers' and' sisters' while' I' could' still' use' my'


voice.'


However,'when'I'looked'at'the'face'of'my'mother'caring'for'me'


day' in' and' day' out' without' rest' or' sleep,' while' she' herself' was'


suffering'from'a'burn'along'the'right'side'of'her'body,'I'could'not'easily'


bring'myself' to' say' it.'My'mother,' as' usual,' had' the' tweezers' in' her'


hand,'taking'out'one'maggot'and'then'another'for'me.'The'back'of'my'


tall' mother' had' begun' to' look' quite' stooped.' I' guess' doing' labor'


hunched'over'will'make'you'that'way.' '
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After' fretting' for' a' few' days,' I' seized' the' opportunity' one'


afternoon'when' I' was' alone' with'my'mother' and' I' finally' came' out'


with'it,'“Mother,'I'don’t'think'I'have'much'longer'left'to'live.'Thank'you'


for' everything.”' For' me,' who' had' fallen' silent' from' the' pain' and'


difficulty,' to'suddenly'come'out'and'say'such'a' thing'badly'surprised'


my'mother.'She'scolded'me'with'a'rough'voice,'“How'can'you'be'such'a'


weakling?'How'could'you'say' such'a'disrespectful' thing'even' though'


your'dad'and'your'brother'and'your'sisters'are'doing'their'utmost'just'


hoping'that'you'will'get'well'again?”'After'that'she'could'not'manage'


any'words,'and'large'teardrops'poured'from'her'eyes.'


After' a' moment' my' mother' started' again.' “Pretty' soon' your'


oldest' brother' is' going' to' be' demobilized' and' sent' home.' Don’t' you'


want'to'meet'him?'You’ve'endured'this'much'\'you'must'persevere'just'


a' little' more.' You' shouldn’t' say' things' like' you’re' going' to' die,”' she'


consoled'me' as' she' stroked'my'head.' I'was' extremely'moved'by' the'


kindness' and' strength' of'my'mother’s' feelings' and' it' took' all' of' my'


power'to'reply,'“I’m'sorry,'mom.”'Surprised'by'my'mother’s'booming'


voice,' my' family' had' gathered' around' and' were' listening' to' our'


exchange,'faces'clouded'as'they'tried'to'stop'their'tears'from'falling.'


Later,' my' mother' would' recount' that' she' had' been' shocked'


that' a' bunch'of'my'hair,'which'was'not' that' long,' had' come'out' and'


stuck'to'her'fingers'while'she'was'stroking'my'head.'Up'until'that'time'


hair'had'come'out'of'my'head'when' they' lifted' it' for' treatments,'but'


this'was'the'first'time'to'have'so'much'hair'come'out.'She'recalled'that'


she'had'been'consoling'me,'but'when'she'saw'the'rounded'ball'of'hair'


in'the'palm'of'her'hand,'she'struggled'to'find'the'next'words.'


'


'
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Chapter!7!
Encounter!with!Fr.!Nevel!and!


Miraculous!Recovery'
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Asking!Fr.!Arrupe!For!a!ReXExamination!
Although'I'was'able'to'let'go'of'the'word'‘death’'for'a'while'thanks'to'


my' mother’s' encouragement,' my' sleepless' nights' continued' and' my'


body' strength' was' declining' day' by' day.' I' could' even' tell' that' my'


breathing'had'grown'shallower'and'my'sight'was'growing'dimmer.'


My' father'was' quite' sensitive' to' the' changes' in'my' condition'


and' said,' “Why' don’t' we' have' that' gaijin' sensei' take' another' look?”'
Having' said' that,' he' headed' out' towards' the' Nagatsuka' novitiate'


taking'my'oldest'sister'along.'


The' gaijin' sensei' vividly' remembered' us,' and' apparently' he'
could' immediately' discern' the' gravity' of' my' condition' from' the'


distressed' look'on'my' father’s' face.'By' that' time,'most'of' the'victims'


who'had'been'staying'at' the'novitiate'had'already'gone'back'to' their'


respective'families'or'relatives'and'so'he'had'more'latitude'time\wise.'


He'immediately'started'getting'ready'to'make'a'house'call,'and'headed'


out'to'the'dormitory'where'I'was'waiting.'


The' gaijin' sensei' sat' by' my' pillow' on' the' floor' in' the' formal'
Japanese'style,'with'his'back'hunched'over,'staring'deep'into'my'face.'


This'face'of'mine,'which'he'was'seeing'for'the'first'time'since'the'final'


day' of' the' war,' three\and\a\half' months' ago,' had' gone' gaunt' and'


lifeless,'and'the'pall'of'death'hung'about'it.'He'silently'stared'at'it'for'


some'time.'


Then'the'he'beckoned'my'parents'over'to'a'place'a' little'ways'


away'from'me,'and'he'told'them,'“This'boy'has'gone'to'a'place'where'


my'hands'cannot' reach'him.”'Returning' to'my'side,'he'slowly'moved'


his' right' hand' in' the' air' and' prayed' a' Christian' prayer.' I,' of' course,'


could'not'understand'the'meaning'of' that'act.' It'was'strange'that' the'


sensei'who' had' come' after' such' a' long' time,' left'without' performing'
any'treatment,'only'saying'a'prayer'with'a'strange'gesture.'


On' that' occasion,'when' they' heard' from'Fr.' Arrupe,' their' last'


hope,' that' “he' is'beyond'my'help,”'my' father,' sisters,' and'brother' all'


became'despondent.'They'steeled'themselves'thinking,'“so'there'is'no'
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hope,'after'all.”'Not'my'mother,'however.'Come'what'may,' there'was'


absolutely'no'way'she'was'going'to' let'her'child'die.'Call' it' fervor,'or'


determination,'this'kind'of'emotion'began'to'show'stronger'than'ever'


in'her'facial'expression.'


' '


The!Gaijin.san!Who!Suddenly!Dropped!in!and!Baptism!
Fr.'Arrupe'had'not'been'gone'more'than'ten'minutes,'when'there'came'


a'hoarse'voice'calling'out' in'a'strange'accent,'“Ex…,'ex…,'excuse'me!”'


My'family'was'startled'and'their'eyes'shifted'in'unison'to'the'doorway'


where' there' stood' a' massive' gaijin.san' gazing' into' the' back' of' the'
room'with'blue'eyes'and'a'ruddy'complexion.'


Because'he'was'wearing'the'same'attire'as'the'gaijin'sensei'who'
had' just' left,' my' mother' felt' reassured' and' went' to' the' front' door,'


when' suddenly' he' asked' in' a' booming' voice,' “Here,' uh,' is' there,' uh,'


a…uh'dying'ch...child?”'


Of' all' the'words,' the' one'word'which' they' absolutely' did' not'


want'me'to'hear,'“death,”'was'suddenly'so'audible'that'my'family'was'


in' shock.' Several' neighbors,' who' lived' in' nearby' rooms,' thinking'


something'was'going'on,'came'running'down'the'hall'to'see'what'was'


happening.' These' were' people' who' could' tell' the' severity' of' my'


condition'by'the'look'on'my'oldest'sister’s'face,'alongside'whom'they'


prepared'their'family’s'meals'in'a'common'kitchen.'Hearing'the'words'


of' this' gaijin.san,' they' must' have' figured' that' my' time' had' finally'
come.'


Anyways,'my'parents'guessed'that'this'gaijin.san%had'probably'
come' calling' to' see' their' son’s' condition.' So' my' father' and' mother'


answered,'“Yes,'he'is'here,”'and'showed'him'into'the'room.'


The'gaijin.san' knelt' down'next' to'me' on' the' floor' and' stared'
silently' into'my' face' for'some'time.'Finally,'gesturing'with'his'hands,'


he'said,'“Water,'please.”' '


Completely'assuming'that'he'was'asking'for'something'to'drink,'


my'oldest' sister' responded,' “I’ll' boil' some' right' away.”'At'which,' the'
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gaijin.san' repeated' in' the' same' accent,' “Water,' please.”' My' sister,'
thinking'that'this'gaijin.san'must'be'really'thirsty,'hurriedly'put'some'
tap' water' in' the' chipped' teacup' that' she' had' recovered' from' the'


charred'remains'of'our'house'and'offered'it'to'him.'


Despite'this,'the'gaijin.san'kept'staring'at'my'face,'never'giving'
the' slightest' sign' of' even' touching' the' cup.' Then' out' of' the' blue' he'


asked' in' rapid' succession,' “Do' you' believe' in' God,' the' savior' Jesus'


Christ,'the'forgiveness'of'sins,'and'heaven?”'


This' gaijin.san’s' spoken' Japanese' was' very' difficult' to' catch,'
and' so' I' did' not' understand' the'meaning' of'what' he'was' asking'me'


very'well.'Unable'to'answer,'for'having'lost'the'power'to'use'my'voice,'


and' not' knowing' how' to' reply,' I' simply' looked' up' at' the' sweaty,'


glistening' face' of' the'gaijin.san.' At' that' point,'my'mother,' as' though'
she'could'no'longer'bear'to'watch'it,'burst'in'from'the'side,'answering'


in'a'strong'voice,'“We'believe.”'


Hearing'my'mother’s'brief'response,' the%gaijin.san'babbled'on'
to'himself'for'some'time,'in'a'language'we'had'never'heard'before.'And'


when' that'was'done,'he'called' for'a' towel'and'a'saucer.'Transferring'


the'water'from'the'teacup'my'sister'had'readied'to'the'saucer,'he'again'


began' to' utter' some' unintelligible'words.' Picking' up' drops' of' water'


from'the'saucer'with'his'fingertips,'he'dripped'one,'two,'three'drops'of'


water'onto'my'forehead.'He'dripped'them'in'sync'as'he'said'the'three'


words,' “Father,' Son,' and' Holy' Spirit.”' At' that' moment,' neither' my'


family'who'were'by'my'side'watching'over'me,'nor' for' that'matter' I,'


had'any'idea'that'what'was'going'on'right'before'us'was'the'Christian'


ceremony'of'baptism.'They'said'that'they'interpreted'it'as'some'sort'of'


Christian'purification'ritual.'


When'my'mother'had'put' away' the' teacup'and' the' towel,' the'


gaijin.san'then'shifted'his'gaze'towards'my'family.'In'a'definitive'tone'
he'told'them,'“For'the'next'week,'this'child'will'be'asleep'day'and'night,'


but' there' is' no' need' to' worry.' If' he' asks' for' anything,' do' only' that'
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which' you' are' asked.' Beyond' that,' the' people' around' him' should'


refrain'from'doing'anything'for'him'of'their'own'accord.”'


My' mother,' who' hadn’t' left' my' side' for' even' a' moment,'


doubted'her'ears.'She'was'incredulous'at'being'told'that'her'son,'who'


had' only' been' dozing' off' for' short' spells' in' the'middle' of' the' night,'


would' from' this'moment' on' sleep' continuously' day' and'night.'Much'


more' important'than'that,'she'had'to'take'out'the'maggots'that'were'


burrowing' all' over' my' body,' or' else' they' would' cause' pain.' And' in'


order' to' prevent' my' bedsores' from' getting' worse,' she' had' to'


continually' shift'my' body' position.'Why'was' this' gaijin.san,' without'
even'examining'her'son’s'burns'or'bedsores,'telling'her'to'leave'him'be'


for' a' week’s' time' without' doing' anything?' She' could' not' readily'


consent.'


But,' my' mother' steeled' her' heart' and' reconsidered.' Up' until'


that'point'she'had'had'Dr.'Kondo'and'the'gaijin'sensei'look'at'me,'and'
they'had'done'everything'they'possibly'could.'In'spite'of'that,'her'son’s'


condition'had'not'improved.'If'that'was'the'case,'why'not'listen'to'his'


advice,'even'though'it'had'been'conveyed'in'almost'incomprehensible'


words' by' this' gaijin.san' whom' they' had' just' met.' Perhaps' some'
prognosis,'different'from'what'they'had'had'up'until'that'point,'might'


reveal'itself.'After'wavering'for'a'moment,'she'finally'consented'saying,'


“I'understand.”'


When' he' heard' that,' the' gaijin.san' promptly' began' getting'
ready' to' leave,' lumbering' towards' the' doorway.' When' my' mother,'


who'had'gone'to'see'him'off,'came'back'to'my'side'I'was'already'asleep.'


My'mother'got'a'fright'at'that'moment,'thinking'that'in'the'brief'time'


she'had'taken'her'eyes'off'of'me,'I'had'drawn'my'last'breath.'


!
Father!Nevel!


The'gaijin.san'who'performed'these'mysterious'works'was'none'other'
than'Fr.'Paulo'Nevel'(deceased).'At'the'time'of'the'atomic'bombing'of'
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Hiroshima,'he'was'assigned'as'the'Socius73' at'the'Nagatsuka'novitiate.'


When' the' congregation' and' victims' came' to' the' novitiate' seeking'


refuge,'he'was'primarily' in' charge'of'preparing' food.'On'October'23,'


Showa'21'(1946)'he'was'transferred'to'the'Tsuwano'Church.'There'in'


Showa'26'(1951),'he'built'the'Marian'Shrine'at'Otome\toge,'Tsuwano'


Town.'This'was'the'site'where'36'martyrs'lost'their'lives'in'the'early'


Meiji'Period.74' In'Showa'37'(1962),'he'became'a'naturalized'Japanese'


citizen'and'he'took'the'name'of'one'of'the'36'martyrs,'Okazaki'Yujiro,'


for'his'official'name.75'


In' later' years,' on' an' occasion' when' I' visited' the' Tsuwano'


Church,'I'asked'him'about'our'mysterious'encounter'that'day'in'Showa'


20' (1945),' November' 30.' Father' started' off' by' replying,' “I' do'


remember' that' morning' very' well.”' He' tells' of' how' he' came' to' the'


dorm' at'Mitsubishi' Heavy' Industries'where'my' family'was' living,' in'


the'following'way.'


' In'the'early'morning'of'that'day,'Father'had'left'the'Nagatsuka'


novitiate'walking' towards'Aohara76,'because' the'amount'of' food' that'


had' been' distributed' was' not' enough.' Along' the' way,' some' kind' of'


power'that'cannot'be'seen'by'the'eye'stopped'his'legs.'Father,'thinking'


that'he'had'been'overtaken'by'everyday'fatigue,'stood'on'that'spot'for'


while,' when' mysteriously,' the' only' place' he' could' walk' without'


exerting'any'kind'of'extraordinary'effort'was'just'along'a'single'small'


footpath.' As' he' progressed' along,' his' legs'were'moving' of' their' own'


                                            
73 Second-in-charge at a Jesuit Novitiate. 
74 The dates of their martyrdom are listed as 1869-72. This coincides with 
the first 4 years of opening the country back up after it had been closed to 
foreigners for over 250 years during the Tokugawa Shogunate. The believers 
martyred here were not Christian converts, but the so-called closet 
Christians, who had been practicing this forbidden teaching for generations. 
The new Meiji government wanted these Christians to convert to 
state-sponsored Shinto, and put the Christians into “re-education” camps. 
The chapel was erected at the site where the Christians were martyred. 
75 In order to become a Japanese citizen you must have a “Japanese” name. 
76 The old name for the area in Hiroshima, Asaminami Ward, near the base 
of Mt. Takeda  
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accord,'so'by'just'allowing'them'to'carry'themselves'along,'he'wound'


up'at'the'entrance'to'the'room'of'our'dorm'at'Mitsubishi.'


When' I' asked' him' how' he' knew' there' was' a' child' on' his'


deathbed'in'that'room,'the'priest'answered,'“I'remember'that'I'walked'


down' that' narrow' path' being' guided' by' an' unseen' force,' and'


performing'a'Baptism.'But'when'you'ask'me'‘why?’'I'don’t'remember'


much'more'than'that.”' '


There'is'no'mistake'that'I'was'baptized'on'that'day;'it'is'clearly'


recorded'in'the'ledger,'which'even'now'is'carefully'preserved,'and'the'


signature'in'Fr.'Nevel’s'hand'still'remains.'


'


The!Week!of!Keeping!Watch!
The'time'of'Fr.'Nevel’s'sudden'visit'and'the'strange'ceremony,'and'his'


unexpected' instructions,' was' November' 30,' at' about' ten' in' the'


morning.'For'the'six'days'following'that,'I'was'completely'asleep,'so'I'


don’t'remember'a'thing.'


When'I'asked'my'mother'about'it'later'she'said'that'I'was'not'in'


any' pain,' that' I' didn’t' ask' to' go' to' the' bathroom,' and' that' I' was'


sleeping' in' an' unreal' way.' My' mother' kept' her' promise' to' the'


gaijin.san'and'didn’t'lay'a'hand'on'me,'but'in'the'back'of'her'mind'she'
felt'uneasy'about'the'things'that'the'gaijin.san'had'said.'Thinking'that'
if'I'took'a'sudden'turn'for'the'worse'while'she'had'stepped'away,'that'


she' could' never' forgive' herself,' she' remained' at' my' bedside' just' as'


always,'she'wanted'to'continuously'watch'over'me'day'and'night.'


Concerned'about'my'mother’s'health,'my'sisters'recommended'


that'she'try'to'take'a'nap,'even'if'only'in'the'afternoons,'now'that'I'was'


finally'sleeping.'Mother'took'them'up'on'this,'but'come'the'nighttime,'


she'was'the'one'who'kept'a'constant'vigil'over'me'without'asking'any'


other' family' member' to' do' it.' I' fondly' recall' my' mother' telling' me'


about'those'times,'“In'the'dark'of'the'night,'I'figured'out'a'good'way'to'


check'on'your'condition.'I'would'put'the'palm'of'my'hand'under'your'
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nose'and'I'could'feel'just'a'small'puff'of'warm'breath.'In'the'course'of'


the'night,'I'would'do'that'many'times.”' '


The' gaijin.san,' upon' returning' to' the' novitiate,' must' have'
related' this' encounter' to'his' colleagues.' It' seems'as' though' the'nuns'


from'the'Society'of'Helpers,'who'were'taking'refuge'in'the'Nagatsuka'


novitiate'at'that'time,'also'caught'wind'of'it.77' About'two'or'three'days'


after'I'had'fallen'asleep,'two'nuns,'one'Italian'and'one'Japanese,'clad'in'


black'veils'and'black'cape\like'clothing,'arrived'to'check'in'on'me.'(Of'


the'two,'Sr.'Zabie'is'now'deceased,'but'Sr.'Christina'Itoh'is'still'alive.)'


The'sisters,'sitting'on'the'floor'by'my'bedside,'were'staring'at'


my' face' intently.'My'mother' explained' to' them' that,' “I' have'made' a'


promise' that' I'will'not' touch' the'child,”'and'asked' them'not' to' touch'


me.' The' two' sisters' nodded' in' silence,' and' then' began' to' relate' an'


unexpected'story.'They'told'her,'“We'remember'seeing'this'boy.'When'


he'was' very' small' he' came' to' our' convent' several' times.'He'was' an'


energetic,' mischievous' little' boy.' Then' they' told' her,' “We' will' pray'


with'all'of'our'energy'to'our'heavenly'Lord'and'the'Blessed'Mother'on'


his'behalf.”'And'with'that,'they'left.'


'


The!Miracle!of!December!6!
As'the'7th'day'of'the'gaijin.san’s'promise'approached,'all'the'members'
of'my'family'started'getting'anxious,'so'you'can'imagine'my'mother’s'


state.'The'only'thing'that'wasn’t'in'any'doubt'was'that'I'was'still'alive.'


But'I'had'now'gone'many'days'without'any'treatment'at'all'and'they'


hadn’t'even'shifted'my'body'position.'They'had'not'looked'at'my'burns'


and'my'bedsores,'nor'had'they'performed'their'daily'ritual'of'treating'


my' maggots.' They' were' beside' themselves' with' worry' over' the'


condition'of'my'body'inside'my'futon.'


                                            
77 The Society of Helpers, formerly known as the Society of Helpers of the 
Holy Souls, is an order of Catholic nuns. In Japan their order is called g@
8�5 enjoshudokai . At that time, they went by the name {~g@8�5 
rengokuenjoshudokai. Their convent was located in Kusunoki-cho, 4 chome, 
near the Hasegawa’s home before the atomic bomb. 
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In'all'of'that'time,'the'gaijin.san'had'only'showed'his'face'once.'
Without'coming'in'he'stood'at'the'front'door'and'just'called'out'with'


his' voice,' “He’s' still' alive,' right?”' Then' he' turned' around' and' went'


right'back'home.'The'gaijin.san’s'manner'was' so' curt' that'my' family'
were'stunned,'and'barely'managed'to'respond'“yes”'to'his'back.'


Finally'the'seventh'day'arrived.'In'the'morning,'I'woke'up'from'


a'long'deep'slumber,'and'counting'exactly'four'months'from'the'day'of'


August'8th,'I'felt'refreshed'in'a'way'that'I'hadn’t'during'that'whole'time.'


My' blurry' vision' was' cured' and' I' could' clearly' see' the' faces' of'


everyone' in' my' family.' The' mysterious' thing' was,' I' was' not'


experiencing'the'pain'of'the'maggots'crawling,'or'my'bedsores.'


As'promised,'the'gaijin.san'came'calling'about'10'AM,'bringing'
a'clean'towel'and'a'container'full'of'some'liquid'\'I’m'not'sure'whether'


it'was'boric'acid'or'something'else.'Seemingly'impatient'for'the'family'


greetings,'the'gaijin.san'called'out'just'like'he'had'when'he'stopped'by'
a' couple'of'days'ago,' “He’s' still' alive,' right?'As'he'was' saying' this'he'


proceeded' straight' to'my'bedside.'Observing' that' I'was' still' alive,'he'


turned' to' my'mother' and' let' her' know,' “You'may' start' treating' his'


wounds'now.”' '


But,' even' though' she' was' told' to' start' treating' his' wounds'


again,'my'mother'was'gripped'by'one'great'fear.'How'were'the'burns'


and' bedsores,' the' holes' in' my' backbone,' the' pus,' and' the'maggots?'


They' must' have' gotten' many' times' worse' in' the' intervening' week.'


With'that'trepidation,'she'was'afraid'the'take'off'the'blankets.'


With'grim'determination,'my'mother'gently'started'to'peel'off'


my' blankets' from' the' right' side.' There' on'my' right' arm,'which'was'


now' revealed,' was' a' thin' layer' of' pink' colored' skin' that' had' grown'


back.' My' mother' let' out' a' yelp,' “aah!”' as' she' stared' at' my' arm.'


Stimulated'by'my'mother’s' cry,'my' family' gathered'around' to' take' a'


look'at'my'arm.'Then'they'also'screamed,'“aah!”'in'the'same'manner.'It'


was'nothing'short'of'a'miracle.'
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My'mother'roused'everyone'in'the'family,'and'then'moving'the'


futon'where'I'was'lying'to'the'middle'of'the'room,'she'came'around'to'


the'left'side'of'my'bed'to'check'the'condition'of'my'left'arm.'There'too'


a' thin' layer'of' skin'had'grown'back.'The' amazing' thing'was' that' the'


maggots' which' had' been' inflicting' so' much' pain' on' me' had' died,'


turning'brown'in'color'and'now'scattered'about'my'futon'mattress'


Lifting'off'my'blankets,'my'mother'now'instructed'the'family'to'


turn'my'body'on'its'side'so'that'she'could'see'the'condition'of'my'back.'


While'she'was'hunched'over'she'checked'from'my'neck'to'my'back'to'


my'waist' to'my'bottom,'passing'her' eyes'over'my' scars.'Needless' to'


say,'the'burns'on'my'back'and'the'bedsores'on'my'rear'had'completely'


healed.'The'new'skin,'while'still'quite'delicate,'had'grown'over'places'


that'just'a'week'ago'had'been'exposed'flesh,'covered'in'oozing'bloody'


pus.'My'family'stared'at'each'other'dumbfounded.'


The' gaijin.san,' as' he' was' sitting' there,' silently' observed' my'
family'and'my'wounds.'Then,'no'sooner'did'he'say,'“I'am'going'back'to'


the' novitiate.' I’ll' be' back,”' then'he' suddenly' burst' out' the' room' in' a'


very'noisy'fashion.' '


About' an' hour' later' he' returned' with' Fr.' Arrupe.' Fr.' Arrupe'


knelt'down'next' to'my' futon'and'pulled'back'the'blankets.'He'slowly'


examined'me'from'the'top'of'my'head'to'the'tips'of'my'toes.'Then'he'


finally' said,' “I' don’t' know' how' this' happened' either.' But' reality' is'


reality.'God'has'bestowed'a'great'blessing'upon'this'boy,”'he'said'as'he'


blessed'me.'


My'mother' seemed' to' grow' even'more' relieved' after' hearing'


the'gaijin.sensei’s'words.'She'reconfirmed,'“So,'now'we'can'touch'this'
child,'right?”'Then,'Fr.'Arrupe'replied,'“Yes,'you'may.'Please'wash'his'


entire' body.' But' as' far' as' food' goes,' please' start' him'with' very' soft'


things'or'broth.”'


Right'after'that,'my'father,'who'had'been'listening'very'intently'


to'the'exchange'between'Fr.'Arrupe'and'my'mother,'suddenly'placed'


both'hands'on'the'straw\mat'floor'and'bowed'his'head'very'deeply'to'
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him,'conveying'his'gratitude'for'everything'Father'had'done'up'to'that'


point.'Continuing'on,'he'uttered'the'request,'“Would'you'please'tell'us'


about'your'teaching?”'All'of'my'family'members'were'quite'surprised'


to' see' Dad,' because' we' had' never' before' seen' him' make' a' request'


assuming' such' a' posture.78' Everyone' waited' to' see' how' the' priest'


would'reply.'Calmly,'the'priest'answered'only,'“With'pleasure.”'And'he'


returned'home'for'the'day.'


Other' family'members'did'not'say'anything'but'we'all' felt' the'


compassion'of'Frs.'Arrupe'and'Neville'to'our'core,'and'listened'to'our'


dad’s'sudden'request'nodding'our'heads.'By'that'time,'I'had'probably'


already'felt'the'desire'to'learn'about'Catholicism,'stronger'and'sooner'


than'my'father.'


By'the'way,'December'6'is'the'feast'day'of'St.'Nicholas,'who'is'a'


model'for'Santa'Claus,'a'favorite'of'children'all'over'the'world.'


'


Baptism!of!the!Entire!Family!
After'that,'my'body'started'getting'markedly'better.'Father'Neville'and'


the' nuns' would' bring' food' in' turn,' saying' that' I' had' to' gain' more'


strength.' I' heard' that' some' of' this' food' came' from' LARA' stockpiles,'


which'were' brought' by' Christian'American' soldiers' for' the' novitiate'


(donations' received' from' the'Licensed'Agencies' for'Relief' in'Asia,' or'


LARA).'


For'the'family,'my'recovery'and'the'frequent'visits'from'priests'


and'others'were'a'great'encouragement.'Smiles'returned'to'their'faces'


in' the'midst'of'our' inconvenient' lives' in' that'one' room' twelve\straw'


mat'home.79' My'middle'brother'would'venture'out'very'far'everyday'


to' buy' food' and' other' daily' necessities,' in' spite' of' the' cold'weather,'


and'my'mother'and'sister'devised'meals'with'the'limited'ingredients.'


The' nutritious' food' made' my' body' stronger,' and' together' with' the'


                                            
78 A deep bow with your forehead prostrate to the floor. 
79 A twelve tatami-mat room is about 198 square feet. 
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support'of'the'priests,'and'my'family’s'smiles,'the'flame'of'hope'in'my'


heart'grew'stronger'by'the'day.'


Thanks'to'all'of'that,'by'the'time'of'the'first'Christmas'after'the'


war'I'was'able'to'sit'up'with'the'aid'of'piled'futons'supporting'my'back.'


Both'Fr.'Arrupe'and'Fr.'Neville'were'overjoyed'by'my'recovery' from'


the'bottom'of'their'hearts.'On'December'23,'in'the'early'evening,'they'


called' on' us' with' young' Father' Ruetzel' to' bless' us,' bringing' a'


Christmas'present'with'them.'


Gathering' around' me,' the' three' priests' spoke' of' the' Savior’s'


birth'and'sang'hymns.'The'first'Christmas'celebration'of'my'whole'life'


did'not'last'that'long,'but'it'was'just'enough'time'for'me'to'experience'


the'joy'of'being'alive'from'the'bottom'of'my'heart.' '


On' the' 24th,' at' the' invitation' of' the' fathers,'my' father,'middle'


brother,' and' my' two' sisters' went' to' the' Nagatsuka' novitiate' to'


celebrate'Christmas.'My'mother'and'I'stayed'at'home,'so'we'didn’t'get'


to' see' how' Christmas'mass' at' the' novitiate'was;' however,'we' could'


easily' guess' that' it' must' have' been' a' very' fun' and'meaningful' time'


from' the'expressions'of' fulfillment'on' the' faces'of'my' four' returning'


family'members.'


After' that,' my' father’s' request' to' learn' about' their' teachings'


was' fulfilled.' Just' after' New' Year’s' Day,' 1946,' they' started' to' meet'


three' times' a'week' for' a' talk'with' Fr.' Ruetzel,'who' had' brought' the'


present'on'Christmas'day.'Fr.'Ruetzel,'probably' trying' to'keep' things'


simple'so' that'even'a'child' like'me'might'understand,'brought'books'


from' Germany' filled' with' many' wonderful' illustrations.' Using' these'


books,'he'spoke' in'an'easy' to'understand'manner'of' the'savior,' from'


his'birth'to'his'resurrection,'and'of'love'itself'as'center'of'all'doctrine.'


On'the'days'of'the'lectures'the'new'family'custom'was'to'refrain'from'


going'out,'and'to'sit'formally'on'the'floor'and'listen.'


Then'on' June'23'of' that' year,' the'Feast'of' the'Holy'Trinity,' in'


the' chapel' at' the' Nagatsuka' novitiate,' all' of' my' family' members'


received'the'sacrament'of'Baptism'from'Fr.'Ruetzel.'I'had'already'been'
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baptized'on'my'sickbed'on'November'30'of'the'previous'year,'but'they'


poured' holy' water' on' me,' last' in' my' family,' as' a' special' way' to'


formalize'it.'


After' the'mass,' the'priests' and' the'nuns'who'had' gathered' in'


the' chapel' put' on' a' celebration' for' the' “birth' of' the' Holy' Family.”'


Father' Arrupe' told' us,' “Today' begins' your' voyage' of' faith.' Never' be'


discouraged'by'strong'waves'that'may'come'at'you.'Place'your'trust'in'


Jesus'and'receive'the'protection'of'Mary'as'you'reach'your'harbor'of'


destination.”'


Father' Ruetzel,' who' administered' the' sacrament' of' Baptism,'


gave'each'family'member'individual'words'about'practicing'their'faith'


from'now'on.'At'that'time'he'suggested'to'me,'the'youngest,'“Pray'the'


“omeshi%wo%motomeru%inori80”'daily'from'now'on.'He'added,'“And'if'you'
go'on'praying'this'prayer,'it'is'a'sign'that'Jesus'has'prepared'the'path'


to'heaven'for'you.”'


Based'on'Father’s'words'of'encouragement,'I'tasted'in'my'heart'


a'kind'of'joy'that'I'cannot'describe'in'words.'From'that'day'on,'I'began'


saying'that'prayer'right'away.'


!
Days!of!Rehabilitation!


This'part'of' the'story' is'a' little'bit'out'of'order,'but'my'rehabilitation'


started' after' risshun81' in' Showa' 21' (1946).' My' desire' to' go' outside'
was' growing' stronger' by' the'day,' but' that'was' forbidden'because' of'


the' threat'of' catching'a' cold'when' it'was' chilly'out.'About' the' time' I'


could'start'to'feel'the'spring'sunlight,'I'started'recovering'my'strength'


                                            
80 The omeshi wo motomeru inori is a prayer for vocations. It refers to the 
bible passage Matthew 9:37 or Luke 10:2 about the harvest being plentiful 
but the laborers being few, and it implores God to choose from among them 
people for religious vocations. From the Japanese prayer book: kokyokai 
kitobun p.264 Published 1948 
81 risshun: According to the old Chinese calendar this usually falls on 
February 4th or 5th. It used to be considered the first day of spring. 
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indoors' by' turning' over,' then' by' lying' on' my' belly,' and' then' by'


crawling'just'like'a'baby.'That’s'how'my'rehabilitation'progressed.'


However,' the'regenerated'skin'was'still'weak,'and' there'were'


many' places' that' did' not' have' enough' muscle,' so' I' could' not' push'


myself' too' hard.' Using' old' cotton,' my' mother' made' something'


resembling' a' small' cushion,' which' she' put' on'my' hands' and' knees.'


Thanks' to' her,' my' rehabilitation' progressed' better' than' expected.'


After'a'while,'I'was'able'to'stand'up'by'myself'and'eventually,'I'could'


even' walk' along' as' I' supported'myself' with' the' wall.' By' the' end' of'


April,' I' recovered' to' the' point' where' I' could' walk' outside' of' the'


dormitory'all'by'myself.'On'the'day'of'our'baptism,' June'23,'with'the'


help'of'my'family,'I'was'able'to'go'to'the'Nagatsuka'novitiate.' ' '


When'I'reflect'back'now,'the'medical' treatments'were'all'well'


and' good,' but' in' my' case,' the' joy' of' living' in' the' midst' of' so' many'


people’s'warm'help'was'what'was'pushing'me'to'continue'my'painful'


rehabilitation.'


'


'
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Chapter!8!
The!Road!to!Priesthood!
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The!Teachings!of!Father!Arrupe!
In'the'Fall'of'Showa'22'(1947),'a'new'church'was'being'built'close'to'


the'Mitsubishi' Heavy' Industries' single’s' dormitory'where' our' family'


was'staying.'Fr.'Arrupe’s'advice'was'one'or'the'reasons'we'decided'to'


transfer'there.'By'that'time,'Fr.'Nevel'had'already'been'transferred'to'


the'church'at'Tsuwano,'and'the'priest'we'were'hearing'lectures'from,'


Fr.'Ruetzel,'had'been' transfered' to'Yokosuka.'Speaking'of' changes' in'


residence,'in'the'space'of'two'years'time'many'of'our'friends'from'the'


dormitory' had' gone' their' separate' ways.' Although' we' had' a' strong'


sense'of'sadness'because'we'would'have' fewer'opportunities' to'visit'


with'Fr.'Arrupe,'we'could'no'longer'go'on'relying'on'the'good'will'of'


Mitsubishi'Heavy'Industries.'Remembering'the'words'that'Fr.'Arrupe'


left'us'about'the'“voyage'of'faith,”'we'left'the'dormitory'behind.'


The' year' Showa' 22' (1947)' was' the' year' when' the' Japanese'


Constitution'was'enacted,'loudly'proclaiming'the'renunciation'of'war,'


the'respect'for'basic'human'rights,'and'the'sovereignty'of'the'people.'It'


was' also' the' year' the' new' 6\3\3\4' school' system'was' established.82'


There'was'still'a'lot'of'confusion'in'the'government.'We'started'to'hear'


some' news' stories' encouraging' the' Japanese' people' who' were'


overwhelmed'by' the'shock'of' losing' the'war;' such'as' in' the'world'of'


sports'where'swimmer'Furuhashi'Hironoshin'set'a'world'record.' '


Even' with' the' unique' symptoms' endured' by' atomic' bomb'


victims,' I'steadily'regained'my'health.' I'advanced'from'middle'school'


to' high' school.' However,' I' was' not' able' to' participate' in' physical'


education'class,'so'I'was'allowed'to'be'the'captain'of'the'cheer'squad.'


Then,' in' the' spring' of' Showa' 26' (1951),' at' the' age' of' twenty,' I'


managed'to'graduate'from'high'school.'Because'this'gave'me'renewed'


confidence' in' my' health;' I' then' began' to' seriously' consider' the'


priesthood.'


                                            
82 After the war, the Japanese school system adapted the American system 
with six years of elementary school, three years of middle school, three of 
high school and four of college. 
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'


Speaking'of'which,'on' June'3'of'Showa'24'(1949),'when'I'was'a'high'


school' sophomore'under' the'new' school' system,' the' right' arm'of' St.'


Francis' Xavier' came' to' Hiroshima' to' commemorate' the' 400th'


anniversary'of'his'arrival'in'Japan.'I'skipped'school'that'day'and'joined'


in'the'procession.'On'a'stage'that'had'been'erected'in'a'corner'of'Peace'


Park,' a' Eucharistic' Benediction' was' solemnly' conducted' by' the'


Pilgrims'of'Hiroshima.'


' ' The'Holy'relic'was'quite'unapproachable.'It'was'the'first'time'in'


my'life'experiencing'this'kind'of'thing;'I'had'a'feeling'of'reverence,'but'


also'of'awe.'While'feeling'these'complicated'emotions,'I'approached'as'


close'as'I'could'and'looked.'At'that'moment,'I'strongly'felt'something'


inexpressible'deep'down' in'my'heart.'When' I' reflect'back,' I' feel' that'


this'is'where'my'calling'to'the'priesthood'began.'


As' the' youngest' child,' I' had' the' habit' from' a' young' age' of'


turning'to'my'mother'for'advice'about'everything.'Especially'after'the'


bomb,' my'mother' was' the' one' who' understood' the' most' about' my'


health.'So,'when'I'wanted'to'become'a'priest,'the'first'thing'I'did'was'


tell' my' mother.' She' wanted' to' find' out' more' about' this' completely'


unknown'world'so'she'went'to'see'Fr.'Arrupe,'without'consulting'me,'


to'ask'him'what'kind'of' life'priests' lead'and'any'other'questions'she'


could'think'of.'


How'was'I'to'know'that'my'mother'would'make'the'first'move?'


One'day'my'mother'suddenly'called'me'over'and'asked'me,'“Becoming'


a'priest' is'not' the'only'path' in' life.'You'could'also'get'married.'Have'


you'ever' thought'about'marriage?”' I'was'already' twenty'years'old'at'


the'time'and'my'oldest'brother'was'already'married.'When'I'told'her'


my'own'thoughts,'she'encouraged'me,'saying,'“I'see.'If'that’s'the'case,'


then'walk' the'path'of'your'dreams.”'Then'she'said,' “I’ve'raised' three'


sons,' and'out' of' all' of' them,' you' could'have'had' the' best' bride,”' she'


added'with'a'smile.'
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When' I' finally' got' up' the' nerve' to' visit' Fr.' Arrupe' at' the'


novitiate'for'the'first'time'in'quite'a'while,' it'was'not'long'after'I'had'


graduated.'Fr.'Arrupe'was'very'pleased'to'see'that'I'had'regained'my'


health' and' that' I' had' grown,' but' when' I' told' him' that' I' wanted' to'


become'a'priest,'he'looked'at'me'with'a'stern'eye'and'lectured'me'in'


the'following'manner.'


“First,' the' most' important' thing' about' becoming' a' priest' is'


having'a'faithful'heart.'If'you'don’t'have'a'strong'faith,'you'cannot'be'


an'exemplar'to'many'people.'The'second'thing'is'wisdom.'If'you'do'not'


have'wisdom,'you'cannot'properly'guide'many'people.'And' the' third'


thing' is'health.' If'you'are'going'to'build'God’s'kingdom'in'this'world,'


many' troubles' and' harsh' conflicts' await' you.' If' you' do' not' have' a'


sound'body,'you'will'not'be'able'to'continue.'It'is'all'well'and'good'for'


you' to' feel' deep' gratitude' for' having' your' life' saved,' but' if' you' are'


considering'the'priesthood'out'of'what'the'Japanese'people'often'call'


‘duty’' or' ‘obligation,’' then' that' is'meaningless.' Please' think' and' pray'


thoroughly'about'this.'I'too'will'pray.”'


Perhaps' out' of' sympathy' for'my' feelings,'my' parents' advised'


me'to' take'a'year'off' to'rest'my'body'at'home.'Thanks'to' that,' I' took'


this'year'and'looked'back'over'my'experiences'of'the'atomic'bombing,'


recording'my'memories'as'they'came'to'me.'(Although'this'manuscript'


has'gone'quite'yellow,'I'still'have'it'with'me,'even'now).'


In'this'way'a'year'went'by,'but'I'still'could'not'forget'about'the'


call'to'priesthood.'


In' the' Spring' of' Showa' 25' (1950),' the' whole' family' moved'


inside' the' Hiroshima' city' limits.' We' lived' together' at' the' workers’'


residence'for'the'National'Bureau'of'Communications'where'my'oldest'


brother'was'working.'As'a'result,'we'now'became'parishioners'at'the'


Nobori\cho' church' in' the' heart' of' Hiroshima' City,' and' on' Sundays'


went'there'with'a'new'spirit.'
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The' Nobori\cho' church' was' also' administered' by' the' Jesuits,'


the'same'religious'order'that'ran'the'Nagatsuka'novitiate.'The'pastor'


there'was'Fr.'Enomiya'Makibi'(Hugo'LaSalle).'


I'still'had'not'abandoned'my'hope'of'becoming'a'priest'and'so'


two'years'after'my'high'school'graduation,'I'went'for'broke'and'told'Fr.'


Enomiya' of'my' aspirations.' A' few' days' later,' he' called' saying,' “How'


about'coming'and'trying'to' live' in'a'corner'of' the'church' for'a'while,'


assisting'the'presiding'priest'at'the'morning'mass'and'doing'the'clean'


up' afterwards.' In' addition' there' would' be' various' chores' that' you'


could'do.”'


From' then' on' over' the' span' of' about' two' years,' while' I'


continued'to'help'Fr.'Enomiya,'I'received'guidance'in'matters'of'faith,'


prayers,'and'practice.'


After'accumulating'these'experiences,' I'began'leaning'towards'


a' monastic' life.' But,' according' to' Fr.' Arrupe’s' opinion,' which' I' had'


already' sought,' the' physical' demands' of' monastic' life' would' be'


impossible' for'me.' In' spite'of' that,' I' resolved' to' give' it' another' shot.'


When'I'did,'perhaps'out'of'recognition'for'my'service'at'the'church,'he'


told'me,'“If'it'were'the'Franciscans,'you'might'get'permission.'I'know'


the'head'of' the'Canadian'province,' Fr.'Bolten.' I’ll' get' touch'with'him'


right'away.'I'will'write'a'letter'of'introduction.”'


!
Father!Arrupe’s!transfer!and!the!Fight!Against!Illness!


In'April'of'Showa'29'(1954),'Fr.'Arrupe'became'head'of'the'Japanese'


Province'of'the'Jesuits'and'was'transferred'to'the'Tokyo'Curia.'


At' the'Nobori\cho' church,' I' assisted' in' the' sacristy' (the' small'


room' where' the' preparations' for' mass' occur)' and' did' some' other'


things,'and'miraculously'my'wish'was'granted'and'I'was'accepted'into'


the'Franciscan'monastery' in'Fukuoka.'However,' two'years' later,' just'


before' I'was'about' to'enter' the'novitiate'period,' leukemia'symptoms'
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reappeared' and' I' ended'up' having' to' check' into'ABCC83' in'Hijiyama'


and'undergo'testing.'The'test'results'showed'that'my'white'cell'blood'


count'was'drastically'decreased,'and'I'was'ordered'to'spend'one'year'


at'home'convalescing'and'resting.'Consequently,' it'was'decided'that'I'


would'spend'a'year'at'my'sister’s'house'in'the'suburbs.'I'used'to'take'


the'bus'every'morning' to' attend'mass;' the'pastor' at' that' time'was'a'


Jesuit'by'the'name'of'Fr.'Ogiwara,'and'he'told'me'that'rather'than'the'


rigorous'monastic'life,'you'could'also'be'a'parish'priest'and'serve'with'


your'knowledge'of' faith.'One'year' later,' everything'was'arranged' for'


me' to' attend' the' seminary' in' Tokyo' as' a' seminarian' from' the'


Hiroshima' diocese.' Right' away' I' was' held' up' by' my' physical'


examination'and'this' time'I'was'ordered'to'check' into'the'Hiroshima'


Atomic' Bomb' Survivor’s' Hospital.' This' was' because' I' was' having'


nosebleeds'again'and'my'white'blood'cell'count'was'abnormal.'


My'stay'in'the'Atomic'Bomb'Survivor’s'Hospital84' stretched'out'


for'a'few'months.'During'that'time'I'had'surgery'to'repair'the'impaired'


movement' resulting' from' my' keloids.85' The' purpose' of' the' surgery'


was'to'restore'the'mobility'of'my'arms'to'the'point'that'there'would'be'


no' obstruction' in' daily' use;' they' transplanted' skin' from' my' thighs,'


which'had'not'been'burned,'to'my'arms,'which'had'been'made'stiff'by'


the'keloids.' '


I'thought'that'I'would'be'out'of'the'hospital'by'Christmas.'I'also'


had'final'exams'at'Sophia'University,'where'I'was'commuting'from'the'


seminary'in'order'to'finish'my'general'education'courses.'In'the'end'I'


wound'up'staying'in'the'hospital'until'late'May.86' That'was'a'period'in'


                                            
83 The hospital operated by the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission, the 
predecessor to RERF the Radiation Effects Research Foundation. They were 
a bi-lateral American and Japanese group that studied the effects of 
radiation. 
84 Formally called the Hiroshima Red Cross Hospital & Atomic Bomb 
Survivor’s Hospital, in Japanese the abbreviated name is nisseki byoin. 
85 Keloid scarring from his burns constricted the range of motion, 
particularly on his arms. 
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time'when'they'were'still'gathering'data'on'atomic'bomb'sickness,'and'


an'appropriate'treatment'method'had'not'yet'been'established.'


Then,'even'though'I'was'finally'released'from'the'hospital,'my'


studies' themselves' were' really,' really' hard.' Because' of' my' atomic'


bomb'illness,' I'was'told'to'avoid'direct'sunlight.'When'I'would'try'to'


walk' from' the' seminary' in' Ichigaya' to' Sophia' University' in' Yotsuya'


with' my' meager' 38' kilogram' (84' lb.)' frame,' while' holding' up' an'


umbrella,' I' would' get' pummeled' by' the' breeze' that' blasts' from'


between'Tokyo’s'unique'buildings.'I'was'in'danger'of'being'having'my'


entire' body' swept' away.' Since' I' was' advised' that' there' might' be'


setbacks'on' the' road' to'priesthood'because'of'my'health,' and' that' it'


would'be'good'to'get'a'teaching' license,' I'was'taking'11'subjects'and'


was'exhausted.'


My' circle' of' friends' made' me' study' digests' for' the' tests,'


showing' where' the' main' points' were' and' where' I' should' focus' my'


reading.'Because'they'went'all'out'to'help'me,' I'was' just'able'to'pass'


the'supplemental'exams,'which'I'was'taking'late,'and'I'was'able'to'go'


on'to'the'next'year.'


For'someone'like'me'who'had'Atomic'Bomb'Sickness,'and'who'


could' not' study'well,' to' become' a' priest,' was' due' to' the' support' of'


many' people.' Especially' important'were'my' friends' at' the' seminary,'


who' supported' me' so' much' saying,' “Since' we' have' started' walking'


down' this' road' to' the'priesthood' together,'you'must'not'die'halfway'


there.'The'mass'is'eternal.'Don’t'give'up'until'you'have'said'the'mass'at'


least'once.'We’ve'got'to'make'it'to'our'ordination,'together.”'


My' classmates'were' a' collection' of' outstanding' talents.' All' of'


them' were' superior' students,' all' of' them' studied' in' Rome' and'


overseas,'and'they'are'all'healthy'now.'


“All'you'have'to'do'is'stay'alive.'Don’t'get'sick.”'Those'guys'still'


say'that'even'now,'showing'kindness'to'me.'I'am'so'happy'and'grateful'


for'their'unchanging'friendship.'


'
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' ' '


          22. Fr. Pedro Arrupe           23. Fr. Paulo Nevel (Okasaki Yujiro) 


'


   


   24. Map showing Tadashi’s location.          25. Kunie Hasegawa 
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26. The Hasegawa family Baptism on June 23, 1946. 


 


   
27, 28. Tadashi during his high school years. 
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29. Tadashi’s ordination, March 18, 1965 


 
30. Tadashi and parents at his ordination ceremony. 
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31. Blessing his parents as a newly appointed priest. 


  
32. Taking a break from his studies.         33. Performing the tea ceremony. 
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34. Fr. Arrupe on his return visit to Hiroshima in 1970. 
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Chapter 9 
Recollections of Those Who Lived 
With Me in the Nuclear Wasteland 


'
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Classmates!
When'we'were' in' the' second' grade' at' Sotoku'Middle' School,'Morita'


and' I,'who'were'members'of' the'school'patrol'squad,'became'atomic'


bomb'victims.'Morita'died.'Morita'and' I'were'not'a'particularly'close'


friends,' he' just' happened' to' be' next' to' me' when' the' bomb' was'


dropped.' I' covered'my'eyes'and'ears'with'my'hands' right'away,' and'


planted'my' face' in' the'weeds' that'were' growing' on' the' ground;' but'


Morita' stayed' standing,' looking' up' at' the' red' object' falling' from' the'


sky.' These' two' postures'were' the' difference' between' life' and' death.'


Just'standing'there,'all' I'could'see'in'his'blackened'charred'face'were'


his'white' teeth;' I' didn’t' know'whether'he'was' alive'or'dead.' I' called'


out'to'him,'“Is'that'you'Morita..?”'but'there'was'no'response.'He'died'


two'weeks'after'that,'according'to'a'school'record'that'I'saw'later.' '


Yoshiyama\kun' was' diving' under' the' water' when' the' atomic'


bomb'went'off,' but'when'he' came'up'he' absorbed' radiation.' I' heard'


that' he' died' two' months' later' even' though' he' hadn’t' suffered' any'


burns.'Besides'those'two,'most'of'my'classmates'died,'including'those'


who'were'swimming'with'me'that'day'in'the'Ota'River,'but'the'details'


remain'unknown'to'me.' '


The'difference'between' life' and'death' is' a' fine' line.' Even' two'


kilometers'away'from'ground'zero,'the'riverbank'where'we'were'had'


absolutely'no'obstacles'at'all,' thus' the'scorching'blast'wave,' the'heat'


ray'and'the'radiation'hit'us'squarely.'On'the'other'hand,'it’s'said'that'


everyone'who'was'500'meters'away'from'ground'zero'was'completely'


annihilated,' but' there'were' a' fair'number'of'people'who'were' saved'


because'they'were'in'an'underground'room,'or'they'got'trapped'under'


a'falling'building.'


!
Mrs.!Numata!


The' other' day,' my' sister' called' Mrs.' Numata,' who,' thanks' to' the'


intercession' of' my' sister’s' friend,' took' us' in' right' after' the' atomic'


explosion.' She' is' now' 80' and' seems' to' have' lost' a' little' bit' of' her'
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mental'cognition.'Her'husband,'who'was'adopted'into'the'family'as'an'


heir,' is' 90.' An' apartment' building' now' stands' at' the' site' of' their'


former'home,'and'they'live'nearby'in'a'separate'condominium.'


The' Numatas' were' local' landowners' and' even' now' her'


mother’s' grave' is' in' the'garden.'Their' son'and'heir'was'electrocuted'


when'he'touched'a'live'wire.'After'the'Shikoku'and'Chugoku'regions'of'


Japan' were' hit' by' the' Makarazaki' typhoon' on' September' 17,' in' the'


same' year' the'war' ended,' he'was' out' inspecting' the' paddies' and' he'


came'into'contact'with'a'power'line'that'had'been'buried'in'the'flood.'


It'was'a'large'farm,'and'at'the'time'they'had'a'main'house,'a'barn,'and'


a'well.'We'had'asked'to'stay'above'the'barn,'but'they'told'us'that'the'


smell'of'the'animals'would'be'too'much'for'people'that'were'raised'in'


the'city,'and'they'let'us'stay' in'a'room'in'the'main'farmhouse.' It'was'


the'mother'who'told'us'about'the'gaijin.sensei'living'on'top'of'the'hill,'
and'to'her'I'owe'my'life.'


'


People!I!Met!at!Mitsubishi!Heavy!Industries!Singles!Dormitory!
In'charge'of' the'First'Building'where'we'our' family'was'staying,'was'


the'dormitory'leader'Mr.'Takahashi'and'his'family.'


Even'though'he'was'in'a'position'of'management'at'the'dorm,'


because' of' the' confusion' at' the' time,' it' seems' like' he' didn’t' have' a'


sufficient'grasp'of'the'what'kind'of'families'were'living'there,'or'under'


what'conditions'they'moved'in,'not'to'mention'the'names'of'the'people'


who'were' living' there.'So'when' it' came' to'poking'his'head' into'each'


room' just' to'decide'whose' turn' it'was' to' clean'up' the'group'kitchen'


areas,' or' the' group' toilet,' it' must' have' been' a' colossal' headache.' I'


remember'that'he'used'to'really'worry'about'me,'and'that'he'warmly'


helped'us'with'any'matter,'maybe'because'he'had'a'boy'about'my'age.'


There' was' a' family' on' the' second' floor' of' the' same' building'


called'Fusao.'Mr.'Fusao’s'wife'died'in'the'atomic'bombing.'Among'the'


remaining' household' of' all' men,' there' was' an' innocent' elementary'


third' grade' girl' named'Michiko.' I' guess'Michiko'missed' her'mother,'
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because'she'would'often'come'down' to'our' room'and'play.'After'my'


mother'and'big'sisters'realized'her'situation,' they'gave' little'Michiko'


lots'of' love.'When'she'was'with'us'all'she'looked'like'she'was'having'


fun,'but'then'when'it'was'time'to'go'back'to'her'room,'her'sadness'was'


discernable' as' she' walked' away.' When' that' time' came,' my' mother'


would'always'say,'“ito.oshiya87.”'
There'was'a'man'called'Kusakabe'who'lived'on'the'same'side'of'


the'hall'as'us;'half'of'his'body'was'covered'in'burns.'At'that'time'when'


there'were'no' lights' and'when' the'darkness'of'night' fell,' the' injured'


were'blanketed'in'fear.'One'time,'out'of'the'blue,'a'voice'came'ripping'


through'the'air'like'the'screams'of'someone'on'their'death'throes,'“Kill'


me!”'No'doubt'he'had'crossed'beyond'the'threshold'of'his'endurance'


for'pain.'On'nights'when'we'heard'screaming'like'that'in'our'ears,'we'


could'not'sleep'either.'


The' people' who' lived' under' the' same' roof' as' us' for' a' time\'


those' who' had' lost' their' families' or' their' homes,' or' were' suffering'


from' burns' and' wounds\' how' have' they' spent' these' last' sixty' plus'


years?'At'present,'I'have'no'way'of'knowing.'


!
Dr.!Kondo!


The'Kondo'clinic'is'close'to'the'Nagatsuka'novitiate.'The'head'doctor'is'


the'son'of'the'doctor'who'took'such'great'care'of'us'at'that'time.'I'went'


there'once'to'pay'my'respects.'His'son'told'me,'“My'father'told'me'the'


tragic'stories,'but'it'was'such'a'long'time'ago,'and'I'didn’t'hear'about'


any'specific'people,'so'I'can’t'recall'that'story.”' '


But,'even'now'I'remember'with'a'feeling'of'profound'gratitude,'


in'the'midst'of'the'atomic'disaster,'that'doctor'who'gave'his'sincere'all'


caring'for'our'family'whom'he'had'never'met'until'then.'


'


!
                                            
87 Meaning “See you later.” A variation of the standard Japanese itterasshai, 
probably intended to sound cute and show affection. 
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Fr.!Paulo!Okazaki!Yujiro!(Nevel)!
After'I'was'ordained'a'priest,'I'was'assigned'by'then'Bishop'Noguchi'to'


the'Memorial'Cathedral'for'World'Peace'(Nobori\cho'Parish).' '


I'was'busy'with'preparations'for'my'new'assignment'so'I'could'


not'visit' the'Tsuwano'Church'where'Fr.'Okazaki'was' right'away.'But'


then'May'3,' the'date'of' the'yearly'Otome\Toge'Festival'came'around.'


At' the'Otome\Toge' Festival' there' is' a' big'mass,' and' a' celebration' to'


praise'the'Holy'Mother'and'martyrs'of'Tsuwano.'My'heart'was'full'of'


anticipation'and' I' tried' to' restrain'myself'but' as' soon'as' I' arrived'at'


the' location' I' burst' into' the' rectory' looking' for' Fr.' Okazaki' straight'


away.'When' I' yelled' out,' “Father!”' the' nostalgic' face,' now' peppered'


with' gray'hairs' and'with' a' full\grown'beard,' emerged' from' the'back'


room.'And'when'he'realized'that'it'was'I,'he'joyfully'greeted'me'saying,'


“Congratulations”' and' then' immediately' he' kneeled' down' before'me'


and'quietly'prayed'“God'bless'this'new'priest.”' '


This' priest' who' had' administered' “God’s' blessing' ‘an'


emergency' baptism’”' to' me' on' my' deathbed,' was' now' seeking' a'


blessing'through'my'hands,'hands'that'had'been'given'a'new'life.'From'


that' figure'of'a'priest,' I'was'taught' true' faith,'and'a'deep'devotion'to'


the'Blessed'Mother'Mary'and' the'precious'martyrs.'As' for' that'scene'


where'I'was'reunited'with'him'after'all'that'time,'it'is'even'now'deeply'


engraved'in'my'heart.'


On'August'2,'Showa'51'(1976),'Fr.'Okazaki'passed'away'while'


staying' at' a' nun’s' convent' in'Germany.'He'was' eighty' years' old.'The'


reason' for' his' returning' to' his' home' country,'was' to' visit' his' oldest'


sister,' who' was' living' in' a' convent' and' suffering' from' an' illness.' A'


letter'from'Germany'received'at'the'Tsuwano'church'said,'“I’ll'be'back'


to'Tsuwano'soon.”'


'


Fr.!Franz!Ruetzel!
Having' been' elected' Superior' General' of' the' Jesuit' order,' Fr.' Arrupe'


was'unable'to'return'to'Japan'and'could'not'fulfill'his'promise'to'me'of'
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attending'my'ordination.' So'Fr.'Ruetzel,'who'had' talked' to'me'about'


God'while' I'was' suffering' from'serious'burns,'was' chosen' to' replace'


him.'This'news'had'come'from'Rome,'and'nobody'knew'about'it'except'


for'Fr.'Ruetzel'himself.'


When' the' actual' ceremony' was' finally' about' to' begin,' Fr.'


Ruetzel'suddenly'showed'up'at'my'side.'Whispering'in'my'ear,'he'said,'


“Just'rest'assured,' I’ll'be'here'with'you'all' the'way'until' the'end.”'My'


mind' was' occupied' with' procedures' of' the' ceremony,' and' I' was' so'


nervous'that'I'was'not'able'to'concentrate.'That'was'because'the'entire'


mass' was' being' celebrated' in' Latin,' under' the' officiant,' Cardinal'


Marella.' It'was'a'true'blessing'to'have'a'priest'by'my'side'translating'


the'service,'so' that' I'could'understand' it'word' for'word.'The'sight'of'


him'leading'me'through'the'various'actions'of'the'service'so'I'wouldn’t'


make' a' mistake' must' have' seemed' very' heartwarming' to' the'


assembled.'


Finally'in'the'crucial'part'of'the'service,'as'we'gathered'around'


the' altar' for' the' consecration,' unifying' our' hearts'with' the' priests,' I'


had'a'chance'to'offer'my'first'mass.'Without'realizing'it,'the'wounded'


body'of'Christ'on'the'cross,'and'the'suffering'image'of'the'atomic'bomb'


victims'had'become'connected'as'one'in'my'heart.'


After'the'ceremony'was'over'I'searched'all'over'for'Father,'but'I'


couldn’t'find'him'anywhere.'I'believe'that'he'must'have'gone'off'alone'


somewhere'quietly,'to'pray'for'me'with'gratitude'for'the'blessings.'


After' that,' Father' fell' ill,' and' on' July' 22,' Showa' 43' (1968)' he'


returned' to'heaven'while'at' the' religious'house'at'Hiroshima'Gakuin'


School.'He'was'54'years'of'age.'He'is'buried'at'the'priest’s'cemetery'at'


the'Nagatsuka'novitiate.'


'


!
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The!Two!Nuns!from!The!Society!of!Helpers88!
The' house' from' which' I' commuted' to' Oshiba' primary' school,' was'


located'in'Kusunoki\cho'3'chome.'On'the'next'block,'4'chome,'was'the'
convent'for'the'Society'of'Helpers'of'the'Holy'Souls.'


On'our'way' to'and' from'school'we'would'pass'by' the' front'of'


the' convent,' and' from' a' child’s' eyes' it' looked' as' though' the' sisters'


were' living' behind' quite' a' big' wall.' On' rainy' afternoons,' after' the'


weather'had'cleared,'the'bad'little'kids,'who'were'at'a'mischievous'age,'


used'to'press'the'doorbell'that'was'attached'at'the'top'of'the'convent'


gate'with'the'tips'of'their'umbrellas,'which'they'were'carrying'on'their'


shoulders.'One'day'after' the' rain'had'cleared'on' the'way'home' from'


school,' I'was'with' the' usual' crowd,' getting' up' to' the' usual'mischief,'


and' we' were' in' fine' spirits' as' we' rounded' the' corner' wall' of' the'


convent.'Suddenly' I'was'surprised'as' it' turned'pitch'black'before'my'


eyes.' I' had' no' idea'what'was' happening.' The' next' instant' I' realized'


that'I'was'wrapped'up'in'Sister’s'black'cape'and'I'was'trembling'with'


fear.'The'rumor'at'that'time'among'the'children'was'that'if'they'caught'


you,'“you'could'never'go'back'home.”' '


The'huge'metal'cross'hanging'from'Sister’s'neck'hit'me'on'the'


head'and' it'hurt.'My'comrades'had' left'me' for'dead.'After'a'moment'


she' said' in' an' alien\sounding' Japanese,' “Say' you’re' sorry' for' being'


mischievous.”'Without' thinking,' I' screamed,' “I'want' to' go' home,'my'


mom'is'waiting'for'me.”'


“Say'you’re'sorry,”'she'said'in'my'ear.'As'I'sobbed,'I'apologized'


in'a'small'voice,'“Sorry.”'Then'she'said,'“I'forgive'you.'Promise'to'never'


ring'the'bell'again.'That’s'a'good'boy,”'and'she'let'me'go.'


At'fourteen'as'I'lay'on'my'deathbed,'she'came'to'visit'me'with'


another' nun.' When' I' miraculously' escaped' death,' I' remember' she'


squinted' her' blue' eyes' and' loudly' told' me,' “You’re' a' child' who'


                                            
88 “The Society of Helpers” is the shortened new name, the “Society of the 
Helpers of the Holy Souls,” is the older, longer name. In the 1940s they were 
still known by the longer name. (see also note 71)  
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depends' on' the' benevolence' of' God.”' When' they' heard' about' my'


condition'from'Fr.'Arrupe,'they'prayed'for'me'daily.'


Of'the'two'nuns,'the'Italian,'Sr.'Marie'Xavier'returned'to'heaven'


at'a'convent' in'Italy'on'May'6,'Heisei'6'(1994).'The'Japanese'nun,'Sr.'


Christina'Itoh'is'currently'living'in'a'convent'in'Kobe.'


About'two'years'ago'I'heard'that'she'was'not'in'good'health,'so'


I' went' to' visit' her' back' at' the' Society' of' Helpers’' convent' in' Rokko'


because'I'definitely'wanted'to'see'her.'As'I'was'waiting'in'the'visitor’s'


room,'she'came'rolling'out'in'a'wheelchair.'


We' exchanged' brief' greetings.' She' remembered' me' quite'


clearly.' Then' the' first' thing' she' said'was,' “This' boy'was' such' a' little'


mischief' maker.' He' had' climbed' up' on' the' convent' wall' and' was'


playing' up' there.' When' I' warned' him' it' was' dangerous,' he' became'


filled'with'enjoyment'and'pride.'It'was'because'he'was'that'kind'of'boy'


that'he'was'able'to'become'a'priest.”'She'repeated'this'again'and'again.'


But,'there'was'a'sense'of'humor'in'her'language'and'words,'and'from'


the'way'she'spoke,'with'a'smile,'it'seemed'that'it'was'she'who'was'full'


of'pride;'I'could'feel'a'warmth'emanating'from'the'entire'body'of'this'


once'dignified'convent'leader,'now'grown'old.' '


They'say'that'even'now'sister'is'in'good'health;'that'makes'me'


happy'and'gives'me'peace'of'mind.' '


'


My!Two!Older!Brothers!
My' oldest' brother' (Kunimichi)' was' first' stationed' in' what' was' then'


known'as'manshu'(The'northern'region'of'China).89' My'small\framed'
oldest'brother'was'a'member'of'a'mobile'mountain'gun'artillery'unit.'


When'the'East'Asian'War'got'underway'his'unit'was'thrown'into'the'


general' offensive' in' Singapore.' The' commanding' officer,' Tomoyuki'


Yamamoto,'was'known'as' the'Tiger' of'Malay,' and' it' is' a'well\known'


fact' that' many' soldiers' died' of' starvation' there.' In' the' camping' pot'


water,'they'used'to'dissolve'starch'from'palm'tree'fruits'that'had'been'


                                            
89 Manchuria 
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dried'and'hardened' like'a'brick;'or'catch'and'eat'massive'meter\long'


great' lizards.'My' brother'would' quite' often' tell' us' that' at' that' time,'


besides'Hiroshima,'there'were'many'other'tragic'places.' In'Showa'21'


(1946),' he' suddenly' returned' home,' about' a'week' before' the' family'


was' to' be' baptized.' He' was' baptized' later' on' his' own' after' he' had'


learned' the' teachings.' Then' later' he' returned' to' work' at' the'


communications'office'where'he'had'worked'before,'and'worked'there'


until'his'retirement.'However,'having'served'in'the'mountain'artillery'


unit,' he' always' had' the' sound' of' canon' blasts' in' his' ears' and' he'


became'quite'hard'of'hearing.'Riding'his'bicycle'one'day,'he'could'not'


hear'the'sound'of'the'truck’s'horn'as' it'came'around'a'curve.'He'was'


caught'up'in'the'truck’s'back'wheels'which'caused'severe'injuries'that'


later'resulted'in'his'passing'away.'


My' second' older' brother' (Haruo)'was' seven' years' older' than'


me' and' of' the' three' brothers,' he' had' the' best' physical' build\' he'


possessed'a'strong'physique.'That'may'have'been'because'he'had'built'


up'his'body'while'he'was'in'the'Sumo'wrestling'club'at'Sotoku'Middle'


School.'When'I'was'in'sixth'grade'in'elementary'school,'there'were'no'


longer'any'gaudy'going'away'parties' for'soldiers'being' inducted,'and'


he'went'straight'away'to'Tachiarai'in'Kumamoto'Prefecture.'From'this'


time'it'had'come'to'the'point'where'you'could'start'to'see'cracks'in'the'


Japanese' military’s' war' office.' We' heard' that' he' was' transferred' to'


Tachikawa' Airbase' and' then' next' to' suburban' Nerima' Airbase.' And'


then,'right'before'he'was'to'become'a'member'of'the'kamikaze'corps,'
my'parents'received'a'special'permission'to'meet'him'in'Tokyo.'It'just'


so'happened' that'March'10'of'Showa'20' (1945)'was'also' the'date'of'


the'Great'Air'Raid'of'Tokyo,'and'they'barely'escaped'with'their'lives.'


After' all,' my' brother' was' not' dispatched' as' a' kamikaze,' and'


when'the'war'ended,'he'was'demobilized,'and'traveled'from'Ozuki'in'


Yamagata'Prefecture'to'Iwakuni'by'train.'From'there'he'cut'across'the'


burnt'up'fields'on'foot'and'suddenly'arrived'at'the'Numata’s'house'in'
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Yamamoto'Village'where'we'were' staying.' I' am'certain' the'date'was'


August'17.' '


My'brother,'who'at'one' time'had'given'his'all' to'provide' food'


for' our' family,' eventually' began' to' feel' regret' about' his' friends'who'


had'died'in'the'war,'for'although'he'was'supposed'to'have'a'shortened'


life' as' a'member'of' the'kamikaze' squad,' he'was' living' a' comfortable'
life.'He'began'looking'for'a'job'that'could'serve'some'useful'purpose.' '


He'met'a'gentleman'named'Mr.'Kamikuri,'who'had'happened'to'


graduate' from' Doshisha' University,' and' had' opened' a' school' called'


shinsei%gakuen'to'help'rescued'orphans.'In'Showa'22'(1947)'he'left'the'
house'to'become'a'live\in'helper'there.'In'the'beginning'Mr.'Kamikuri'


operated' out' of' a' private' residence'with' his'wife,' taking' care' of' the'


orphans'in'a'very'modest'way,'but'later'he'constructed'a'barracks\like'


facility' near' Hiroshima' castle.' Following' Mr.' Kamikuri’s' suggestion'


that'from'now'on'you'would'need'a'license'to'do'anything,'my'brother'


obtained' his' teaching' credential.' Eventually' all' of' the' orphans' found'


homes,'or'were'taken'in'by'relatives,'and'the'facility'was'closed.' '


My'brother'then'got'a'job'at'a'public'school'called'Ikusei%Gako'in'
Yamaguchi' Prefecture.' Ikusei' was' a' kind' of' juvenile' correctional'
institute,' and'my'brother'was' in' charge'of'Mathematics' and'Physical'


Education' there.' He' continued' working' there' after' he' was' married,'


until'his'retirement.'As'there'were'students'who'would'escape'in'the'


middle'of'the'night,'it'sounded'like'quite'difficult'work.'He'is'presently'


eighty\two'and'a'member'of'the'Yamaguchi'church'parish.'


'


My!Two!Older!Sisters!
My' two'older' sisters,'who' along'with'mother,' gave' their' all' to'nurse'


me'back'to'health'after' I'had'been'badly'burned'by'the'atomic'bomb'


and'was'hovering'between'life'and'death,'have'each'walked'their'own'


paths' to' this' day.' There' was' a' family' that' had' returned' from' Los'


Angeles'on'the'American'west'coast'before'the'Greater'East'Asian'War'


broke'out;'they'lived'in'Aohara'near'the'Nagatsuka'novitiate.'They'had'
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an'only'daughter'who'had'been'baptized,'but'she'died'of'illness'right'


after'the'war.'The'remaining'elderly'father'and'two'sons'were'having'


trouble'getting'by'in'a'household'of'all'men.'


The'priest'who'had'been'taking'care'of'them'from'before,'came'


around'to'us'one'day'out'of'the'blue'to'ask'us'to'look'after'them.' '


My'father,'with'the'attitude'of'helping'others,'consented'to'the'


cooperation'of' his' two'daughters.'But'within' a' year' or' so,'my'oldest'


sister' (Kanoe)' got' engaged' to' the' oldest' son' of' the' family.' Several'


years'later'the'son'decided'to'return'to'the'United'States,'so'my'sister'


emigrated' with' two' young' daughters.' My' sister’s' husband' passed'


away'twenty\some'years'ago,'but'she' is' leading'a'happy'life'with'her'


daughters,' son\in\laws,' and' two' grandchildren\' they' are' both' boys.'


This' sister' was' also' exposed' to' second\stage' radiation,' but' she' is'


healthy'now,'even'though'she'is'almost'ninety\years'old.' '


'


My' second' older' sister' (Sachio)' worked' as' a' member' of' the'


Women’s' Volunteer' Corps' at'Mitsubishi' Heavy' Industries' during' the'


war.' Thanks' to' that' connection,' Mitsubushi' let' us' use' their'


single\persons’'dormitory'when'we'had'lost'our'place'to'live.'However,'


our'permission'to'use'the'building'had'expired'and'we'were'forced'to'


find' another' place' to' live.' At' that' time,' far' away' from' the' center' of'


Hiroshima' and' closer' to' Yagi' village' in' the' countryside,' we' were'


offered'a'place'to'stay'in'a'corner'of'the'Kumano'family'residence.'Mr.'


Kumano' was' working' as' a' postmaster' and' he' was' a' local' man' of'


influence.'Right'around'that'time,'fortunately,'my'sister'got'married'to'


the'son'of'a'private'high'school'owner\administrator.' '


This'sister'was'also'exposed'to'second\stage'radiation,'and'that'


might' have' been' the' reason' why' she' never' had' any' children' and'


worked' as' a' school' administrator'until' her' retirement.' Several' years'


ago,' her' husband' passed' away,' but' she' is' healthy' and' living' in' the'


Higashi\Kaita'area,'teaching'flower'arrangement.'


'
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My!Parents!
The'house'where'I'was'raised'was'burned'up'on'the'day'the'bomb'was'


dropped.'In'the'slightly'lower'lot'next'to'our'house,'there'was'a'three'


household' row' house.' The' bamboo' inside' the' rooftop,' the' wooden'


eaves,' and' also' the' ceiling' had' caught' fire.' The' flames'were' already'


shooting' out' of' our' house.' From' underneath' the' flattened' roof' we'


could' hear' voices' crying,' “Help!”' But' what' could' we' do?' Suffering'


terrible'burns.'I'barely'managed'to'return'from'the'embankment'of'the'


Ota'River.'My'mother' had' burns' on' her' left' side,' and'my' father'was'


fine,'but' it'was' impossible' to'rescue'those'people'pinned'underneath'


the'burning' roof.'We,'my'parents' and' I,' fled' as'we'placed'our'palms'


together'in'our'hearts,'saying'in'our'minds'“Please'forgive'us.”'


Roof'tiles'and'other'odds'and'ends'that'had'been'sucked'up'into'


the'vortex'of'the'bomb'blast,'were'raining'down'upon'us.'The'blood'of'


the'wounded'looked'like'muddy'water'and'their'hair'was'tangled.'The'


three' of' us' escaped' from' the' house,' covering' ourselves' up' with' the'


summer' futon' my' father' had' barely' managed' to' pull' out.' With' my'


father'in'the'lead,'myself'in'the'middle,'and'my'mother'in'the'back,'we'


plodded' forwards' about' 50' meters.' It' was' really' difficult' going.'


Because'I'was'barefoot,'it'was'really'hard'to'walk'on'all'that'debris.'My'


father' put' up' a' little' sign' in' front' of' the' burned' ruins' of' our' house'


notifying'my'youngest' older' sister,' in' case' she' came'back,'where'we'


had'gone.'Now,'that'spot,'due'to'land'readjustment,'has'become'a'road.'


'


My' parents' were' originally' fervent' followers' of' the' Nichiren'


Sect' of' Buddhism.' But' after' they'witnessed'my'miraculous' cure,'my'


father’s' way' of' thinking' turned' completely' around.' In' January' of'


Showa'21'(1946),'under'Fr.'Ruetzel,'we'began'to'study'the'teaching'as'


my'father'had'requested'with'his'head'bowed'down'and'his'palms'on'


the'floor.'Three'times'a'week'for'two'hours'a'session,'all'of'my'family'


members'would' sit' politely'on' the' floor,' listening' to' the' lectures.'On'


June'23,'the'Feast'of'the'Trinity,'we'were'all'baptized.'Every'once'in'a'
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while,'my'father,'who'couldn’t'stand'to'leave'anything'unclear,'would'


pepper' Father' Ruetzel' with' questions' based' on' his' knowledge' and'


experiences;' but' once' he' believed' in' the' teaching,' he' was' diligently'


faithful' for' the'rest'of'his' life.'He'told'us,' “Until'now,'we'were'on'the'


train'to'Osaka,'but'we'finally'found'a'train'bound'for'Tokyo'(Heaven).'


So'from'today'on,'we'will'all'transfer'to'that'train.”' '


Regarding' their' youngest' daughter' (Kunie),' who' went' to' the'


post'office' in' front'of'Hiroshima'station'for'student'mobilization,'and'


never'returned,'they'sincerely'said,'“Even'if'she'had'returned'with'her'


skin'all'burned'up'in'such'a'miserable'state'that'we'couldn’t'tell'if'she'


was'a'boy'or'a'girl,'there'is'nothing'we'could'have'done.'That'girl,'who'


left' this' world' after' showing' us' how' cute' she' looked' as' she'walked'


away,'was'a'loyal'daughter.”'


' My'mother,'who'was'born'in'the'Meiji'Era90,'was'a'person'who'


above' all' things' obeyed' her' husband,' and' rather' than' logic,' she'


devoted'herself'to'“God'Almighty'and'Mary.91”'My'mother'kept'a'great'


faith'in'the'Holy'Mother,'and'placed'tremendous'value'in'praying'the'


rosary;'she'continued'to'use'the'same'rosary'she'got'in'the'beginning.'


The' painted' black' beads' became'worn' out' and'white,' and'when' the'


chain' broke' she' would' repair' it' using' a' thin' metal' wire,' which' had'


been'used'for'a'nametag'on'luggage.'And'she'kept'on'using'her'rosary.'


Even' if' she' received' another' rosary,' no'matter' how'beautiful' it'was,'


she'would' give' it' away' to' someone' else.' Incidentally,'my' second' big'


sister' also' prays' the' rosary' immediately' after' waking' up' every'


morning.' '


                                            
90 The Meiji Emperor’s reign lasted from 1868 until 1912. So the author’s 
mother would have been born sometime during those years. These years are 
noted as Japan’s first years of open contact with the West and the beginning 
of modernization. 
91 The author uses the old-fashioned Japanese word for God tenshu-sama. 
Then in a note in the Japanese text, he explains that this is the old way to 
say God, kamisama in contemporary Japanese. 
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When'her'oldest' son'passed'away,'people'asked'my'mother' if'


she' was' depressed,' and' her' reply' would' always' be,' “I' have' my'


precious'priest,'so'I’m'not'lonely.”'When'my'ordination'was'scheduled,'


she'wrote' in'calligraphy'with'a'brush,' ‘Love'comes'with'sacrifice,’'on'


150'cards'that'were'distributed'to'everyone'as'a'souvenir.'


My' parents,' who' lost' their' youngest' daughter' in' the' atomic'


bombing,' lost' their' eldest' son' in' a' traffic' accident' that' resulted' from'


his'hearing'loss'inflicted'by'the'war,'and'offered'their'youngest'child,'


me,'to'God,'were'loved'and'cared'for'by'everyone,'lead'long'lives'and'


were'invited'to'heaven'within'four'months'of'each'other.' '


After' the' funerals' of' the' two,' I' offered' the' following'words'of'


gratitude'respectively:' '


'


Eulogy%for%my%Father%
%
Omnipotent%Lord,%we%praise%your%Holy%Name%
You%are%the%Lord,%offering%You%our%gratitude%is%wonderful.%
%
To%everyone%in%attendance%here%today,%I%offer%you%the%deepest%gratitude%
from% my% heart% for% looking% after% my% beloved% father% Joseph% Sokichi%
Hasegawa%until%his%final%moment,%just%one%step%away%from%100%years.% %
%
Every% day,% my% father% was% grateful% and% happy% for% the% warm% love% he%
received%from%you%all.%I%too,%having%come%in%contact%with%my%father,%have%
lived%a%life%sharing%in%his%gratitude%and%joy.% % %
%
On%the%morning%of%the%16th,%the%day%before%my%Father%returned%to%heaven,%
I,%the%youngest%child,%was%able%to%administer%Last%Rights%and%Anointing%of%
the%Sick%by%my%own%hands%to%my%father,%who%had%offered%me%as%a%servant%
to%God.%After%offering%prayers%of%thanksgiving%for%God’s%blessings,%I%asked%
him%if%there%was%anything%he%wanted%to%say,%to%which%he%responded,%“No,%
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nothing.”% After% a% short% time% he% said%with% a% happy% grin,% “Tell% everyone,%
‘Thank%you.’”%‘Thank%you’%was%the%last%words%that%he%spoke%to%me.%
%
As% for% the% funeral,%we%had%a% solemn%mass%officiated%by%Bishop%Noguchi%
with%a%group%of%15%priests%surrounding%him;%I%am%sure%that%my%father%up%
in%heaven%was%also%very%honored%by%this%event.%Looking%back,%my%father%
was%a%very%joyful%individual,%having%directly%received%blessings%from%Pope%
John% Paul% II,% last% year% at% the% Nobori.cho% Cathedral,% from% Cardinal%
Marella%at%my%ordination,%from%Bishop%Noguchi,%and%from%other%priests.%
Not%only%as%a%son,%but%also%as%a%priest,% I%am%deeply%grateful%to%everyone%
for%your%understanding%and%cooperation,%in%giving%me%the%opportunity%to%
be%a%filial%child.%
%
In%accordance%with%my%father’s%wishes,%in%lieu%of%offering%gifts%to%funeral%
guests,%we%have%made%modest%donations%to%six%area%churches,% including%
the%Jesuit%novitiate%in%Nagatsuka,%where%my%entire%family%was%baptized.92%
%
For%the%sake%of%my%mother,%who%has%been%left%behind,%we%appreciate%your%
continuing%kindness.%
%
With%continued%gratitude%to%God,%
July%26,%Showa%57%(1982)%Feast%of%St.%Joaquim%and%St.%Anne,%Parents%of%St.%
Mary%
Sanjo%Catholic%Church%
Fr.%Tadashi%Hasegawa% %
'


%
%
%
%


                                            
92 In Japan, just as it is customary to give gifts to all wedding party guests, 
it is also standard to present the mourners attending a funeral with a gift. 
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Eulogy%for%my%Mother%
%
Quietly%I%seek%solace%
Just%like%a%child%before%God%
%
With%the%return%of%our%father%Joseph%Sokichi%Hasegawa%into%God’s%loving%
arms,%still%fresh%in%our%minds.%he%passed%away%on%the%morning%of%July%17th,%
at%the%Hataga%National%Hospital;%I%offer%my%deep%thanks%to%God%for%being%
able%to%send%off%without%incident%a%little%more%than%four%months%later,%on%
the%morning%November%30,%our%beloved%mother%Anna%Toyono%Hasegawa,%
and%I%also%thank%all%of%you%who%have%loved%my%parents%up%to%this%day.%
%
From%the%day%my%parents%offered%me%up%to%God,%they%supported%me%with%
daily% prayers,% and% the% spiritual% interaction% they% offered% in% front% of% the%
altar%has%concluded%on%this%day.%God%who%has%deep%mercy%has%accepted%
my%parents%who%were%an%offering.%Just%like%my%father,%my%mother%took%the%
Holy%Eucharist%almost%every%day.%The%day%before%her%passing%on%the%19th%
in%the%morning,%I%was%able%to%give%the%sacrament%of%the%Holy%Eucharist%to%
her.%After%prayers%of%gratitude,%my%mother%beckoned%me,%so%I%came%closer%
to%her%and% looked% into%her% face.%My%mother%reached%out%both%arms%and%
put%them%around%my%neck,%embracing%me%and%she%told%me,%“lead%your%life%
in%harmony%with%everyone%else,%because%of%your% injury% from%the%Atomic%
bomb,%watch%your%health.%Serve%God%well,%but%don’t% try% to%do%too%much.%
Please%say%many%thanks%to%everyone%for%taking%care%of%me.”%After%telling%
me% this% she% caressed% my% face% gently.% I% embraced% my% mother% too.% In%
reaction,%I%said,%“Peace%of%the%Father,%Peace%of%Christ,%Thanks%be%to%God.”%
My%mother%closed%her%eyes%and%nodded%quietly.%
%
In% the% afternoon,% during% the% doctor’s% visit,%my%mother’s% body%would% no%
longer% accept% the% IV.%When% she% found% out,% she% signaled%with% her% right%
hand,% indicating% her% will% that% she% didn’t% need% an% IV.% The% doctor% was%
surprised%at%this.% %
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%
After% seven% in% the% evening,%while%my%mother%was% still% lucid,%we% prayed%
together% “Thank% you% for% letting%me% use% ninety.three% long% years,% God.% I%
will%purify%my%body%and%spirit%this%one%last%time,%and%I%will%return%them%to%
you,”%and%while%giving%thanks%to%God,%I%administered%the%Anointing%of%the%
Sick.% My% mother% fell% deeply% asleep% in% a% completely% relaxed% way.% Her%
peaceful%breathing%ended%on%the%morning%of%the%30th%at%five%minutes%past%
midnight,%as% she%changed%over% to%a%quiet%eternal% sleep.%That%day,%oddly%
enough,%marked%the%anniversary%when,% thirty.seven%years%before%on%my%
deathbed% I% received% the% blessing% of% Baptism% thanks% to% my% mother’s%
intercession.%
%
The%funeral%mass%was%presided%over%by%Assistant%Bishop%Marukawa,%and%
solemnly% conducted% with% twelve% priests% around% the% altar.% My% mother%
would%have%been%very%pleased%and%satisfied.%My%mother%and%father,%now,%
after%a%while%have%been%reunited%before%God,%giving% thanks%as% they% join%
hands.% %
%
For%the%greater%part%of%the%past%year,%doing%my%utmost%to%take%care%of%my%
parents% I% have% mostly% been% away% from% the% church,% and% I% am% deeply%
grateful%for%everyone’s%sacrifices%and%efforts.%
%
I%would%sincerely% like% to% thank%all%of%you% for%your%many%prayers% for%my%
parents%and%my%family.%In%terms%of%monetary%offerings%we%have%received%
from%you% for% the%deceased;% just%as% in%my% father’s%case,%we%would% like% to%
donate%it%to%churches%in%the%surrounding%area,%showing%our%gratitude%for%
your%offering.%
'


With%continuous%gratitude%to%God,%
December%8,%Showa%57%(1982)%Feast%of%the%Immaculate%Conception%
Sanjo%Catholic%Church%
Fr.%Tadashi%Hasegawa%
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Memories!of!Fr.!Arrupe!
The'reason'my'entire'family,'including'me'here'today'as'a'priest,'were'


led'to'Christ’s'light'was'above'all'thanks'to'Fr.'Arrupe.'Fr.'Arrupe,'after'


being'elected'the'head'of'the'Jesuit'order,'left'Japan'and'went'to'Rome.'


At'the'close'of' this'book,' I'would' like'to'record'the' jubilation'I' felt'at'


meeting'him'again'in'that'place.'


When'I'was'studying'as'a'student'from'the'Hiroshima'Diocese'


to' enter' the' seminary,' aiming' for' the' priesthood,' I' was' hospitalized'


again'for'my'leukemia'at'Hiroshima'Atomic'Bomb'Survivor’s'Hospital.'


Hearing'about'my'condition,'Fr.'Arrupe'was'distressed,'and'went'out'


of'his'way'to'send'a'professor'(Jesuit)'from'the'Seminary'to'Hiroshima'


to'visit'me'at'the'hospital.'After'that,'mercifully'by'the'blessings'of'God,'


I'was'sustained'by'the'support'and'prayers'of'my'many'professors'at'


the'seminary,'my'fellow'seminarians,'and'by'many'Christian'followers.'


And'as' the'day'of'my'ordination'as'a'Hiroshima'Diocesan'priest'was'


approaching'and'I'was'on'the'last'silent'retreat'at'the'seminary,'Father'


Arrupe,'the'Provincial'Superior'suddenly'showed'up.' '


Shown' in'by' the' retreat'master,' the'Provincial' Superior’s' face'


was'radiant'with'joy'as'he'came'into'my'room.'As'soon'as'he'saw'my'


face'he'said,'“The'love'of'God'and'the'blessings'of'Christ'be'with'you,'


Congratulations,”'and'then'he'laid'down'a'small'box'he'was'carrying'in'


front' of' me.' Then' he' opened' the' lid' himself' and' took' out' a' shiny'


gold\colored'chalice'and'paten,'saying'“Use'these'when'you'say'mass'


every' day,' and' please' pray' for' me.' These' are' your' ordination'


presents,”'he'said,'placing'them'in'my'hands.'The'retreat'master'who'


was' standing' nearby'watching' this' scene'was' very' surprised.' It'was'


completely'unexpected' and'holding' such' a'magnificent' chalice' in'my'


hand,'I'was'so'surprised,'all'I'could'manage'was,'“Is'this'for'me?”'The'


Provincial' seemed' satisfied' to' see' my' joy.' Next' he' held' out' a' small'


black' plastic' case.' “These' instruments' are' used' for' carrying' the'


Eucharist'to'the'ill,'may'you'too'become'an'instrument'of'Christ.'You'


have' the' precious' experience' of' the' atomic' bomb,' and' your' body' is'
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weak'so'you'are'well'able'to'understand'the'feelings'of'the'sick.'Please'


look' after' the' infirm' and' the' sick' well,”' he' said' as' though' he' were'


entrusting'me'with' his' own'desire.' And' then,' finally' he' explained,' “I'


am'very'sorry,'but'I'will'no'longer'be'able'to'attend'your'ordination'as'


promised.'There' is'going' to'be'an'election'coming'up' in'Rome,'and'a'


notice'has'arrived'instructing'us'to'gather'there'for'preparations,'and'I'


have'to'leave'immediately.'When'the'election'is'over'I'will'come'back'


to'Japan.”'I'didn’t'have'any'knowledge'of'the'religious'order'and'on'top'


of' that' I' didn’t' even' know' there' was' an' election' for' the' Superior'


General'coming'up.'I'just'thought'it'was'a'pity'that'he'wasn’t'going'to'


be'able'to'participate'in'my'ordination,'and'so'I'told'myself'it'can’t'be'


helped.'But' the'next' instant'my'gut' feeling'was,' “Oh,'he’s'not'coming'


back'to'Japan.”'And'my'premonition'was'right'on'target.'


On' March' 18' of' Showa' 40' (1965),' my' ordination' mass' was'


celebrated'in'the'chapel'at'St.'Sulpice'Major'Seminary' in'Fukuoka,'by'


Fr.' Marella,' who' was' in' Nagasaki' to' celebrate' the' hundredth'


anniversary'of' the'discovery'of' the'hidden'Christians.93' That'was'the'


same'year' that' the' Japanese'Provincial,' Father'Arrupe'went' to'Rome'


and'was' elected' Superior'General.'With' this' turn' of' events,' even' the'


Provincial'Superior'of'the'Jesuit'Order'in'Japan'couldn’t'say'when'the'


new'Superior'General'would'be'coming'back'to'Japan.'


It' just' so' happens,' that' after' the' war' when' Japan' had' little'


money,'overseas'followers'would'become'benefactors'offering'support'


with' prayers' and' money' to' every' seminarian' whom' was' working'


towards'becoming'a'Catholic'priest'in'the'future.'There'was'an'elderly'


German'woman'named'Humbert'who'became'my'benefactor.'I'have'no'


                                            
93 Here he refers to the “secret” Christians in Kyushu who to practice 
Christianity in secret. Christianity originally came to Japan in the 16th 
century with the Portuguese and caught on for a while until it was brutally 
suppressed by the Shogun. Under the Tokugawa Shogunate, Christianity 
became forbidden and all Christians were executed. A small pocket of 
Christians continued to practice in secret for over 250 years until the demise 
of the shogun and Christianity became open again.    
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faculty'for'foreign'languages,'not'to'mention'German'\'I'surrender!'So'


asking' a' German' Jesuit,' I' sent' a' letter' of' appreciation' asking' her' to'


pray' for'my' ordination,' and' explaining' to' her' about'my' relationship'


with'Fr.'Arrupe,'and'the'atomic'bombing'of'Hiroshima.'


Soon'after,' a' reply'arrived'with'an'airline' ticket' inside,' saying'


that' I'must'go' to'Rome' in'order' to'offer'a'mass'of' gratitude'with'Fr.'


Arrupe.' ' '


So,' in' the' autumn' of' that' year,' it' was' I' who'was' heading' for'


Rome'to'report'on'my'ordination'and'express'my'gratitude.'In'Japan'at'


that'time'there'were'few'people'who'traveled'overseas,'and'it'was'still'


considered'very'rare.'Having'this'unusual'opportunity'fall'into'my'lap'


and'I'felt'like'I'was'walking'on'air.'Nothing'could'have'given'me'more'


joy'than'meeting'the'man'who'saved'my' life,'and' in'the'city'that'had'


not'before'even'entered'my'dreams,'Rome.' '


Now'this'was'the'first'time'in'my'life'to'venture'overseas.'And'


on'top'of'that,'I'departed'with'mixed'feelings'because'of'my'insecurity'


about' being' completely' useless' at' foreign' languages.'However,' I'was'


surprised' to' learn' that' the' Jesuit' Headquarters 94 ' had' arranged'


everything'in'advance,'and'they'were'prepared'to'receive'me'as'soon'


as'I'took'one'step'into'the'lobby'of'the'airport'in'Rome.'


There'was' a'priest' there' to'welcome'me'and' thanks' to' that,' I'


was'escorted'to'the'Jesuit'headquarters'without'having'to'worry'about'


a'single'thing.'I'was'a'little'bit'nervous'because'I'was'thinking,'“Now,'


he'is'the'Superior'General'so'things'might'be'a'little'bit'different'than'


before.”'But'as'soon'as'I'was'lead'into'the'room,'my'heart'was'relieved.'


He' looked' exactly' as' he' once' did' when' he' was' at' the' Nagatsuka'


novitiate,'and'his'smile'had'not'changed'a'bit.'Even'though'he'was'the'


Superior' General,' to'me' personally,' he'was' still' the' same' old' kindly'


father.' Together' with' his' acquaintances,' they' had' anxiously' awaited'


my'arrival.' '


                                            
94 The Jesuit Headquarters in Rome is called the Curia Generalizia. 
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Right'away'we'celebrated'a'mass'of'gratitude'for'my'ordination'


and'to'pray'for'world'peace'in'the'chapel'at'headquarters.'Then'we'all'


went' up' to' the' rooftop' and' took' a' commemorative' photo' with' St.'


Peter’s' Basilica' in' the' background.' Everything,' every' sight,' every'


sound'was'new'to'me,'and'so'I'couldn’t'stop'looking'around.'After'that,'


we'moved' to' the' Superior' General’s' room' for' dinner.' Father' looked'


nostalgically' at' a' souvenir' I' had'brought' for' him' from' Japan,' he'was'


very' pleased.' At' that' time,' it' was' right' in' the' middle' of' the' Second'


Vatican' Council,' and' fortunately' I' had' received' a' signature' from' the'


Bishop'and'I'got'a'seat'at'the'council;'also'with'one'signature'from'the'


Superior'General,'I'had'another'bit'of'good'fortune'at'being'able'to'pay'


homage'at'the'tomb'of'St.'Peter.'Later'on'I'found'that'not'just'anyone'is'


allowed'to'go,'and'I'was'reminded'of'the'great'power'that'the'Superior'


General'of' the' Jesuits'yields.' In'my'travels' I' toured'Europe,'of'course'


visited'Spain.'After'two'months'I'returned'safely'to'Hiroshima,'via'the'


United'States.'


I' am' certain' it' was' five' years' later' that' the' Superior' General'


came'to'Japan'on'an'official'visit.'Because'my'parents'had'grown'older,'


they'had'thought' they'would'never'meet'him'again' in' this'world.'My'


parents,' (my' father' eighty\seven' and'mother' eighty' at' the' time)' had'


completely' given' up' hope,' and' were' completely' overjoyed' by' the'


sudden' news.' They'went' right' away' to'Noboricho' Church' and' had' a'


reunion'for'the'first'time'in'twelve'or'thirteen'years.'But'to'my'parents,'


the'title'“Superior'General,”'did'not'change'anything.'To'them'he'was'


still' just' the' same' Fr.' Arrupe' whom' they' encountered' just' after' the'


atomic'bomb.'He'was'exactly' that'gaijin'sensei,'and'they'were'deeply'
moved.' They' exchanged' autographs' and' took' a'memorial' photo,' and'


they'seemed'quite'pleased.'That'was'to'be'expected'since'he'was'the'


man'who'saved'the'life'of'their'precious'son.'


I’m'not' sure'how'many'years'ago' it'was.'Out'of' the'blue'dark'


news'reached'us'that'the'Superior'General'had'suddenly'collapsed'in'


Manila'Airport.'I'prayed'with'all'my'heart'for'his'recovery,'but'I'felt'a'
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little'uneasy.'When'something'happens'overseas,' it’s'not' that'easy' to'


rush' out' and' visit' someone' in' the' hospital.' I' just' kept' imagining' all'


kinds' of' images' in'my' head' about' his' condition.' I' would' sometimes'


inquire'after'him'at' the'Nagatsuka'novitiate,' it'was'all' I'could'do' just'


get' some' accurate' information,' but' there' was' little' change' in' his'


condition.'There'was'no'bright'news'to'bring'me'joy.'Many'impatient'


days'and'nights'went'by,'when'the'news'reached'my'ears'that'he'was'


getting' better' little' by' little.' While' I' was' pleased' about' that,' until' I'


could'see'it'with'my'own'eyes,'I'was'beside'myself'with'worry.'


On'July'17,'Showa'57'(1982)'my'father'died'of'old'age,'fifty\five'


days' shy' of' 100' years.' On'November' 30'my'mother' died' of' old' age,'


ninety\three'years'and' four'months'old;'both' invited' to'be'with'God.'


Released' from' the' responsibility' of' my' parents,' I' began' to' think' I'


might' have' a' chance' to' visit' Rome,' so' I' started' looking' into' various'


opportunities.'This'could'probably'be'called'‘divine'providence.’' '


An'unexpected'opportunity'fell'right'into'my'lap;'the'Diocese'of'


Hiroshima'was'putting'together'a'pilgrimage'to'reciprocate'the'visit'of'


Pope'John'Paul'II'to'Hiroshima.'The'departure'was'set'for'November'of'


Showa'58'(1983).'Just'by'coincidence,'this'was'the'same'year'that'the'


Superior' General' retired' from' his' important' role.' I' happened' to' be'


visiting'Rome'when'he'assumed'office'and'again'when'he'retired'from'


office.' I' applied' for' an' audience' with' Fr.' Arrupe' at' the' Jesuit'


Headquarters.'I'was'granted'an'audience'on'the'condition'that'I'keep'it'


‘within'five\minutes.’' '


As'the'appointed'time'was'short'and'I'could'not'be'late,'I'kept'


repeating' in' my' head,' “Be' punctual,' be' punctual,”' I' arrived' at' the'


Headquarters' in' a' rush.' However,' there'was' a' guest' before'me,' so' I'


was'made'to'wait'for'a'while.'After'a'long'time'it'was'finally'my'turn.' '


As' I' was' shown' into' the' room,' the'moment' our' eyes'met' he'


recognized'me'right'away,'although'it'had'been'thirteen'years.'Father'


Arrupe' sat' in' his' chair' with' his' Roman' collar' and' black' blazer' and'


greeted'me'with'his'arms'open'wide'as'I'ran'over'to'him.'My'heart'was'
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touched' and' I' was' unable' to' offer' words' of' greeting' to' him.' I' just'


embraced' him.' Father' gave'me' solid' hug.' And' then' he' seemed' to' be'


enthusiastically' talking' about' the' joy' of' our' reunion,' but' not'


understanding' Spanish,' I' did' not' get' his' meaning' at' all.' Although'


Father'Rush95' was'by'his'side,'translating,'the'words'did'not'enter'my'


ears.'We'spent'a'brief'moment'in'silence'embracing'each'other.'


What' the' two' of' us' were' remembering' in' our' heads' and'


warmly' feeling' in' our' hearts,' were' the' events' of' August,' Showa' 20'


(1945)'the'time'of'our'unexpected'first'encounter.'The'story'he'started'


telling'with'gestures' thrown' in,'was' translated' to'me,' telling'me' that'


he'was' eagerly' speaking'of'memories.' “The' first' time' I' saw'you,' you'


were' such' a' little' boy,' and' I' was' really' worried' about' whether' you'


would'survive'or'not.”'After'a'moment'he'grabbed'my' left'hand'with'


his'disabled'hand'as' though'he'had'remembered'something.'Looking'


intently'at'my'keloid'and'burn'scars,'slowly'caressing'them,'he'would'


speak'a'word'or'two,' like'he'was'talking'to'himself.'He'was'probably'


recalling' the' events' of' faraway' days.' But' at' that' moment,' I' felt' so'


miserable.'Even'though'I'wanted'to'understand'what'he'was'saying'to'


me'directly,'I'couldn’t'understand'a'single'thing.'I'was'thinking,'“How'


come'he'used'to'speak'Japanese'so'well,'and'now'he'can'not'speak'a'


word?”'I'felt'sad'at'the'deteriorated'state'of'his'language'skills.'


Even' though' I' was' not' a' member' of' the' Jesuit' order,' with'


Father' Arrupe' sitting' right' in' front' of' me,' I' blurted' out,' “Isn’t' the'


Nagatuska' novitiate' your' first' home?' Let’s' go' back' to' Hiroshima'


together.”'As'though'Father'Rush'had'conveyed'my'feelings'accurately'


in'Spanish,' father'while'grinning,'gave' the' following'answer,'again' in'


Spanish.'“In'my'present'physical'condition,'it’s'impossible'for'me'even'


to'take'a'short'trip,'Japan'is'much'too'far.'It'is'impossible.”'In'spite'of'


that,'I'pressed'on,'“There'are'Spanish'speaking'priests'and'brothers'in'


Nagatsuka,' and' the' living' environment' is' good.' So' let’s' return'


                                            
95 Fr. Rush -Society of Jesus, born in New York, 1927. Missionary in Japan 
from 1952-1976. Passed away in 2000. 
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together.”' To' be' honest,' at' that' moment,' I' had' no' idea' what' I' was'


saying.' When' I' heard' Father' Rush' utter' the' short' phrase,' “It' is'


unfortunate…”' I' suddenly' came' back' to' my' senses.' I' spoke' of' my'


parents' and' my' older' brother' being' called' back' to' God,' requested'


prayers' for'them,'and'asked'for'a'departing'blessing.'But'before'that,'


he' gave' me' his' commemorative' medallion.' Looking' at' the' golden'


medallion'in'my'hands,'I'had'a'sense'of'déjà'vu'from'when'he'gave'me'


a' golden' chalice' in' honor' of' my' ordination' 18' years' earlier.' I'


reverently'received'it'and'raised'it'slightly.96' I'use'the'chalice'when'I'


say'mass' every' day,' because' it' is' a' visible' sign' of' a' strong,' invisible'


spiritual'bond.'


The' time' came'when' I' had' to' leave.'We' exchanged' greetings,'


“let'us'take'care'of'our'health,'and'pray'for'God’s'blessings,”'and'after'


receiving' a' blessing,' I' left' the' room.' We' had' gone' far' past' the' set'


five\minute'limit.'In'my'heart,'feelings'of'joy'and'satisfaction'at'having'


been'able'to'meet'him'again'were'tinged'with'a'touch'of'sadness'at'the'


thought'that'I'would'never'again'be'able'to'meet'him'in'this'world,'and'


I' became' a' little' downhearted.' As' if' to' console'myself,' I' told'myself,'


“next' time' we' will' meet' in' heaven,”' sweeping' away' all' those' sad'


feelings.'In'the'stone'corridors'of'the'Jesuit'Headquarters,'the'echo'of'


my'own'shoes'quietly'receded.'Farewell'Rome.'It'was'so'hard'to'leave.'


Father'Arrupe'departed'this'world'on'February'5,'1991.'


'


                                            
96 Holding a received object, if you raise it or hold it over your head with a 
bow, it is a sign of respect or gratitude in Japanese culture. 
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'


   35.  Tadashi and his fellow priests visiting Fr. Arrupe in 1987 
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The'following'record'is'a'Japanese'translation'of'the'“The'Daily'


Record' at' the' Novitiate97”' written' in' German' by' Father' Siemes,' a'


German'Jesuit'priest'who'was'at'the'Nagatsuka'novitiate'at'that'time.'


This'was'quickly'dictated'for'some'unknown'purpose.'I'recently'came'


across' it' in' some' old' documents,' as' the' writing' of' “The' Morning' of'


August' 6,' I' Was' 14' Years' Old”' was' in' progress.' I' have' decided' to'


include' it' here' because' it' conveys' the' scene' at' that' time' very'well,' I'


have' altered' the' text' only' very' slightly' where' the' meaning' was'


obscure'or'the'old'Japanese'typology'has'changed.'


!
August 6 


• The roofs of the homes in the vicinity of the Nagatsuka novitiate 
have also caught fire, so we engaged in firefighting. After about an 
hour, a huge parade of refugees is moving along the riverbank 
heading towards the novitiate and the Kabe area. 


• Although it suffered great damage, the chapel at the novitiate, 
became a makeshift hospital. Throngs of people with burns and 
wounds were accommodated on the tatami mats of the chapel.  


• Novice Master Arrupe who had studied medicine before entering the 
Society of Jesus dedicated himself to treating the wounded, 
working day and night without rest.  


• In the middle of the night, the neighboring villages become overrun 
with refugees and it became chaotic. These people believed that 
they were going to be bombed again at nighttime, and fear was 
escalating, and had reached a dangerous level. The city of Hiroshima 
had been entirely wiped out, and on top of that, because the radio 
news had been cut off, the environment was prone to panic. 


 


                                            
97 Father Siemens did write a well-known account of the aftermath of the 
bombing called “The Bombing of Hiroshima – Report from an Eyewitness.” 
This can be viewed on line. This seems to be another account by Fr. Siemens. 
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• About 9 PM a warning siren came from the neighboring block. Every 
wounded and burned person had to be moved into the big air 
defense shelter in the mountains.  


• The fear and uneasiness of another bombing attack continued. For 
two or three days the evacuation orders went out. A B-29 flew by, 
but didn’t drop any bombs. People were exhausted and started to 
remain inside their homes. It got to the point where nobody cared 
what happened. 


 
After August 6 


• The care and treatment of the burned and wounded continues. This 
includes meals. From morning till night, under the guidance of 
Novice Master Fr. Arrupe, five to ten members were involved in that 
work. Wounded people came from outside. It looked just like a 
battlefield hospital. Everyone was wounded. 


 
August 10 


• Russia declares war on Japan. There are 35 victims remaining. 
Novice Master Arrupe removes shards of glass from their bodies. 


 
August 14 


• It seems as though Novice Master Arrupe has had an early insight 
into Atomic Bombing Syndrome. And he judged that it was an 
extremely fearful thing. That’s because there was absolutely no 
experience in dealing with Atomic Bombing Syndrome, and there 
was no useful (effective) medicine to treat it. 


 
August 15 


• Events of today when the war ceased. A great panic has ensued 
after the war defeat. All of us foreigners are no longer able to leave 
the novitiate. That’s because we didn’t know how the Japanese 
would react. But the people are quiet and showed no hatred 
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towards foreigners. The people in the neighborhood showed respect 
to the priests and were kind. There was a rumor going around that 
the Japanese Army and Navy were making preparations to resist. 
But I didn’t understand the meaning of that and it never 
materialized concretely. 


• There is an unsettling rumor that Chinese soldiers are expected to 
make their way into Kyushu and the Chugoku region.98 It is widely 
thought that these Chinese soldiers will extract revenge at that 
time.  


• Regarding the treatment of burns, Novice Master Arrupe’s 
treatment method is the most appropriate. This is the method of 
removing scabs, sanitizing, and lightly wrapping them. This has been 
effective on burns. Keeping the wounds clean and taking care not to 
allow the pus to harden. 


Burn victims must undergo this treatment at least once a day. 
• Someone from the Gion Police Department provided us with 


medicine. 
• The police have decided to disperse the foreigners to safe places. 


We were moved to Taishaku-kyo99 for three weeks. 
• Novice Master Arrupe and a few other members remained at the 


novitiate to nurse and treat the wounded. A few of the nuns also 
remained at the novitiate. 


• The townspeople are kind and polite. Also, the City Office made 
provisional plans for food rationing. 


• (Mid-September, all members return from Taishaku-kyo. The state 
of tension is gradually quieting down.) 


 
Around August 20 


• Regarding the matter of the deceased 


                                            
98 The Chugoku Region of Japan consists of Hiroshima and the surrounding 
prefectures. 
99 A remote mountainous area in Hiroshima Prefecture 
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• The police have cooperated in the search for victims. The Jesuits 
wanted to continue their relief efforts, but because they have 
started to show signs of fatigue, they took a brief break from relief 
efforts. Soon after, however, they resumed these activities. 


• A youth covered with burns on his head, arms, hands and chest had 
become rigid from scabs. Fr. Nevel (Okazaki Yujiro) conferred on 
him an emergency baptism. 


• Novice Master Arrupe, with courage and perseverance, treated 
patients by removing their scabs with tweezers. He saved many 
people. On the other hand, some people in the neighborhood died 
although they were not that badly wounded.  


• Novice Master Arrupe was summoned to see the eldest boy of a 
farm family. The young boy had wounds on his face, particularly 
inside his mouth. The treatment was extremely difficult. It is certain 
that he had burns not only on the exterior, but also on the interior. 
As a result of that, he soon died. 


• For one full week, there was a person who stayed with Novice 
Master Arrupe. He had a bad burn on his chest. His general 
symptoms were good, his heart was normal, after his treatment on 
the 24th, he donated 200 yen (at the time a large sum of money). 
He died two hours later. His heart had suddenly stopped. It was a 
peaceful death. 


• There was one boy who had diarrhea all the time, with catarrh of the 
colon; Novice Master Arrupe was called. Because the novice master 
was not a physician, he said he could not take the case, saying that 
he could only care for burns. 


• The reason why people came to the novice master seeking help, was 
his wide reputation for being able to save all people from death. 


• The novice master gave an emergency baptism to a child, however 
this child passed away (on September 6.) 


 
Later Half of August 
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• At that time for quite some time “Masses for the Victims” 
continued.  


• There was a clinic in Gion that was damaged by the Atomic Blast. 
And because it was treating tuberculosis patients, all but two or 
three of the seriously ill fled. In their place, victims with critical 
cases of Atomic Bomb Syndrome came to live there. It was a really 
tragic situation because there was no one to look after them. Father 
Nevel (Okazaki Yujiro) continuously visited this clinic. Among the ill, 
some patients chose to receive baptism. 


 
August 29 


• There were only seven refugees remaining at the novitiate. All the 
rest of them have recovered and have left Nagatsuka.  


• Every morning at mass, I pray to God the Father in Heaven to offer 
up the uneasiness of all people, their worries, pain, and suffering, 
together with with the passion of Christ; and I pray for the sake of 
world peace and for all victims of the Atomic Bomb. With my fervent 
wish I pray for the intercession of Fr. Pedro Arrupe, who helped the 
victims to the full extent of his power in Hiroshima – the first place 
on earth to be damaged by the Atomic Bomb - and who opened up 
the road to priesthood for me. 


!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Postscript!
My'life'should'have'ended'at'the'age'of'fourteen'with'the'dropping'of'


the'atomic'bomb'(pikadon)'in'Hiroshima.' '
Even' though'my'condition'was'such' that'anyone'who'saw'me'


would'be'certain'that'I'was'going'to'die,'I'was'given'one'more'chance'


to'live'in'this'world,'by'an'invisible'mysterious'power.'


Be' that' as' it' may,' although' you' could' say' that' the' external'


wounds' caused' by' heat' have' healed,' the' exterior' of' my' body' was'


half\covered'with'horrible'scars'called' ‘keloids,’'and'on'the'inside'my'


body,'invisible'radiation'was'having'a'negative'effect'on'my'blood'and'


my'internal'organs;'my'unstable'second'life'got'underway.' '


Under'these'conditions,'as'I'make'my'way,'all'I'can'do'is'make'


the'most'of'the'days'I'am'given'“one'at'a'time,”'accumulating'them'as'I'


go' along.' For' reasons' that' I' mentioned' in' the' preface,' I' decided' to'


record'my'experience'of'the'tragic'event'of'some'sixty\odd'years'ago'


that'is'deeply'ingrained'in'my'mind'and'body.'


'


What' is' a' human' being?' The' people' that' we' learn' about' from' the'


world' of' the' bible,' are' made' from' the' image' of' God,' and' have' a'


wonderful' existence,' provided' with' wisdom' and' free' will.' And' yet,'


what'does'it'mean'as'human'beings,'to'lead'a'human'life'in'the'world'


as' it' is' today,' where' an' atomic' bomb' has' been' dropped?' And'


considering' this' state' of' affairs,' I' must' pose' the' question,' “What' is'


conscience?”'


The' wisdom' and' knowledge' that' human' beings' have' been'


entrusted' with' have' pushed' science' and' technology' to' a' surprising'


level,'our'abilities'have'been'received'from'God,'and'yet'we'ignore'God'


and'have'even' jumped' into'outer' space'with'an'attitude' that' ignores'


the'existence'of'God.'We'haven’t'in'the'least'gotten'rid'of'our'nuclear'


weapons'that'“preserve'the'peace.”' '


Unless'we'regain'our'humility'towards'God,'right'now,'we'will'


certainly'lose'the'path'towards'the'resolution'of'our'conflicts'with'one'
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another.'When'the'word'“peace”'is'always'on'our'lips,'it'begins'to'lose'


its'sincerity.'In'order'to'stop'repeating'our'transgressions'against'God,'


who'is'the'source'of'life,'mankind'must'first'be'more'serious'about'the'


earth'beneath'our'feet,'and'we'have'to'restore'the'love'that'has'been'


lost'between'people’s'hearts.'Now,'more'than'ever,'in'the'21st'Century,'


this'is'the'earnest'desire'of'Atomic'Bomb'Survivors.'


Behold' the' weakness' of' humans,' for' although' we' know' the'


horror'of'the'nuclear,'we'can’t'give'it'up.'What'are'we'so'afraid'of'that'


we' cannot' eliminate' our' weapons' of' mass' destruction?' Why' must'


mankind'stoop' to' that' foolish'existence?'At'present'we'have' lost'our'


“trust”' and' “ability' to' trust”' in' each' other.' To' what' extent' must' we'


continue'be'afraid'in'this'fictitious'world?'


Now'is'the'time,'we'want'to'bring'back'a'world'of'trust,'by'tying'


the'bonds'of'love'for'the'sake'of'bringing'about'a'real'peace'amongst'


us.'I'firmly'believe'that'the'reason'I'received'another'chance'at'life'at'


that'time,'was'the'expression'of'God’s'will,'and'that'I'have'been'given'


this' one'mission.' That'mission' is,' to' pray' for' peace,' to' go' on' talking'


about' the' horrors' of' the' atomic' bomb,' and' to' work' for' the' sake' of'


peace.'


As' for' this'book,' it' is'a' record'of'my'physical'experiences' two'


kilometers' away' from' ground' zero' at' the' Nuclear' Holocaust' of'


Hiroshima,'and'it'has'parts'that'are'at'variance'with'scientific,'physical'


and'medical'experts’' records'and'analytical'materials.'That’s'because'


this'is'my'personal'account'based'on'my'experiences'in'that'place'and'


time,'with'the'knowledge'or'experience'of'a'mere'fourteen'year\old.'


I'would'like'to'ask'those'of'you'who'want'to'know'the'truth'in'


greater' detail,' or' more' precisely,' to' visit' the' Hiroshima' Peace'


Memorial'Museum'and'obtain'some'of'the'writings'by'specialists,'and'


conduct'your'own'investigation.'


'


January'25,'2010'


Tadashi'Hasegawa'
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'
36. The Cenotaph, a memorial to all those who perished in the Atomic Bombing. 


 


'


37. Hiroshima today. 
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38. Father Francis Tadashi Hasegawa, (July 19,1931 – September 13, 2012) 
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